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1.
[ABC]. VICTORIA ALPHABET. The Religious Tract Society, London; and of all Booksellers.
[n.d., c. 1887?].
£ 385
FIRST EDITION. Square 8vo, pp. [16] printed on one side only, each leaf with a colour printed illustration at
head, together with letters of the alphabet and corresponding verse below; stitched as issued, upper wrapper
with colour printed image of Queen Victoria and Prince Albert, very lightly dust-soiled, but still a very good
example.
Rare and charming Royal ABC, perhaps issued to coincide with Queen Victoria’s Golden Jubilee of 1887, each
of the letters in gold and the illustrations adorned with golden swags and foliage.
‘N is for Nation, O’er which the Queen reigns,
O Owns her worthy, The love that she gains.
P Prince and Princess, O long may they live!
Q Quietly prosper, And true pleasure give.’
The tribute to Queen Victoria fittingly ends with three verses of the national hymn (and anthem), ‘Our Native Land’.
Apparently unrecorded, we can find no other copies extant.

THE “BRIGHT LIGHTS”
2.

OF

PARIS

[ALSACIÈNNE GIRL]. HISTOIRE D’UNE ALSACIÈNNE. [France c. 1830].

£ 850

Engraved strip of 12 engraved scenes [62 x 465 mm], each scene with text below; folding down into a
proscenium design [83 x 59 mm], the front face with an engraved title enclosed between hand coloured
curtains and drawn apart leading to a lattice work stair; above a lyre and foliage; some minor wear and one
small corner replaced in ink, nevertheless, still a very desirable item.

The twelve separate scenes each depict the stages in life of an Alsaciènne
girl coming to the ‘bright lights’ of Paris.
The scenes begin with the girl freshly arrived in Paris aged 15 selling dusters
on the streets; at 17 she is shown buying some cloths at a stall; at 19 the
girl is seen dressed in the current fashion having dispensed with her
traditional Alsace cloths, this scene also shows she has caught the eye of an
old rake. The next three scenes show in turn her aged 21, 23 and 25 as
‘Maitresse d’un Student’, ‘Maitresse d’un Avocat’, and ‘Maitresse d’un Lord
Anglais’ and it is clear she has become the ‘lover’ of each of these men in
turn. However, her youthful beauty fades and at 27 she is now a ‘Dame de
compagnie’ and probably set up in this place by the ‘Lord Anglais’. She has
sunk a little lower at 29 having become a mere ‘Grisette’, this scene like
that when she was 19 shows her being lasciviously eyed by an older man.
Unsurprisingly at 31 our Alsace girl is now has a young boy beside her and
holding a hoop, the child clearly the result of an unwise liaison. At 31 she
is married to a Maîtresse d’un.
maçon’ who looks somewhat slovenly and it follows on at 33 in a scene simply title ‘Les remords’, here we find
her berating her mason husband in a dilapidated garret. The last scene shows our Alsace woman in a patched
dress with her boy in old cloths leaving Paris, presumably returning back home to Alsace.
The leporello was likely produced as both a contemporary comment on the susceptibility of young girls
coming to Paris, and as an illustration of a common scene encountered on Parisian streets due to the influx of
the poor people from other parts of France. A combination of economic and demographic factors led to
hunger, housing shortages and a lack of work for young people in the Alsace area during the first half of the
nineteenth century. The sight of young girls may indeed have been a Paris phenomenon of the 1830’s and the
leporello may have been produced as a warning for young girls thinking of leaving their home.

AUSTEN’S

FIRST APPEARANCE IN

FRENCH

3.
AUSTEN, Jane. PRIDE AND PREJUDICE. ORGUEIL ET PRÉJUGÉ. ROMAN EN 3 VOL.
LONDRES 1813. [in:] Bibliothèque britannique; ou recueil extrait des ouvrages anglais périodiques &
autres… Tome Cinquante-Troisieme [-Tome Cinquante-Quatrieme] Dix-Huitieme Annee.
Litterature. A Geneve, De l’Impr. de la Bibliotheque Britannique. 1813.
£ 1,250

FIRST FRENCH EDITION. Two volumes, 8vo, pp. 556 (Austen pp. 373-412 & 522-554); 552 (Austen pp. 90-

127 & 249-269); apart from some very minor foxing in places, clean and crisp throughout; bound in the
original publisher’s boards, spines with labels titled in ink, some light surface wear, but not detracting from this
being a very desirable copy.
‘The first novel by Jane Austen to appear in French was Pride and Prejudice under the title Orgueil et préjugé.
The novel was excerpted in four successive issues of the Swiss monthly journal, Bibliothèque britannique; ou
recueil extrait des ouvrages anglais périodiques & autres during 1813.
‘This was a remarkable publication, edited by two brothers, Marc-Auguste and Charles Pictet, who both knew
Britain very well… David Gilson hypothesises that the translator of Austen may have been Charles Pictet.
Edmond Pictet, in his 1892 biography of his grandfather, explains that Charles frequently enlisted the help of
his wife and his two daughters for “quick translation of novels”. The four excerpts from Pride and Prejudice
appeared promptly after the publication of the British edition late in January 1813, between July and October
1813. This promptness was part of the editorial policy of the Pictet brothers, as was the fact that they
published only material as yet unavailable in French. In 1798, Charles Pictet described standard English style in
a way that illuminates the translation choices of the Bibliothèque britannique, and indeed of nearly all
translators of Jane Austen over the next two decades:
“English composition has certain features which are striking to the French reader; such are the length of phrases,
frequent suspension of the flow of the meaning by subsidiary ideas, striving for vivid expressions, overuse of
adjectives, laborious turns of phrase, in a word, something which to us appears limp, stilted or obscure.”
‘What is implied here is that English writing calls for pruning, which would have come even more naturally to
editors and their collaborators, as they seem to have sometimes dictated their translations to amanuenses.
The translator of Pride and Prejudice chose scenes of daily life, in which the reader witnesses Darcy’s
ambivalent interest in Elizabeth and sees them interacting, and scenes of social comedy. Pride and Prejudice,
which might summarily be described as a novel of sentiment and psychological analysis, is turned by the
selection of excerpts into more of a novel of manners than it really is, becoming to some extent more like a
novel by Maria Edgeworth.
‘The translation is also a systematic abridgement: the translator clearly thought that Austen’s detail was
redundant, not intrinsically important. Shades of meaning and feeling are eliminated: Austen appears as a much
less subtle and intelligent writer than she was; even more importantly, she seems less analytical. The pruning
concerns mainly narrative and descriptive passages: thus, for instance, the first two paragraphs are translated
into a shorter one. Slight inaccuracy is quite common, which sometimes affects the focalization, and thus the
attendant narratorial irony may be lost.

‘Another striking characteristic of the Bibliothèque britannique translation is that it often does away with free
indirect discourse, which it clearly finds alien to the French language. Very occasionally, there is some
explication. For instance, when Elizabeth looks at Darcy’s portrait at Pemberley, her feelings are made explicit,
or speculated upon, and an unfortunate parallel is drawn by the narrator with the first proposal, when Darcy
was not at his friendliest, nor particularly benevolent; the parellel between the man in the picture and the
aggressive lover is unconvincing’ (see Isabelle Bour, ‘The Reception of Jane Austen’s Novels in France and
Switzerland: The Early Years, 1813-1828’ in The Reception of Jane Austen in Europe, edited by Anthony
Mandal and Brian Southam, 2007, pp. 19-20).’
Curiously Pride and Prejudice was not fully translated until 1822. Translations of Sense and Sensibility (‘Raison
et Sensibilité’, 1815), Mansfield Park (‘Le Parc de Mansfield’, 1816), Emma (‘La Nouvelle Emma’, 1816),
Northanger Abbey (‘L’Abbaye de Northanger’, 1818) and Persuasion (‘La Famille Elliot’, 1821) however, had
all appeared in the meantime.
Gilson C2.

THE GIRL GUIDE MOVEMENT
4.
BADEN-POWELL, Robert Stephenson Smyth. GIRL GUIDING. A Handbook for Guidelets,
Guides, Senior Guides, and Guiders… London: C. Arthur Pearson Ltd, Henrietta Street. 1918. £ 385
SECOND EDITION 8vo, pp. 204, [4] advertisements; with numerous illustrations in the text throughout; lightly
browned throughout due to paper stock, otherwise generally clean; in the original green printed publisher’s
wraps, light chipping at foot of spine, some light soiling to wraps, nevertheless still a very good copy, inscribed
on verso of front wrapper ‘Love from Uncle to his good little Guide Katie’ and dated ‘13/5/18’.
Rare second edition, published a month after the first, of Baden-Powell’s official handbook to Girl Guiding, the
first such publication after the founding of the movement in 1910.
‘Our desire in producing this Guide scheme is to offer help to parents, teachers, and patriots who may care to
avail themselves of it when it comes to the duty of training girls. The object of the Guide training is to give our
girls, whatever may be their circumstances, a series of healthy and jolly activities which, while delighting them,
will afford them a course of education outside the school in four particular lines of there is the greatest need:
1. CHARACTER AND INTELLIGENCE, through games, practices and activities, and honors and test for
promotion. 2. SKILL AND HANDICRAFT, encouraged through badges for proficiency. 3. SERVICES FOR
OTHER and FELLOWSHIP, through daily good turns, organised public service, etc. 4. PHYSICAL HEALTH
and HYGIENE, through development up to standard by games and exercises designed for the purpose. I have
ventured to describe the above as a course of education instead of a course of instruction since the girls are
led to learn of their own desire - which is education - instead of having the knowledge impressed upon them
from outside - which is instruction’ (p. 11).

The handbook covers all aspects of girl guiding, from flag flying, knot tying, drills, exercises, and patrolling, to
learning Morse code, woodcraft, nature study, stalking, First Aid and of course the all important camping, it
being keenly noted that ‘a wise Guide does not “rough it”; she knows how to look after herself and how to
make herself comfortable by a hundred little dodges’ (p. 117). The work concludes with details of the
requisites needed and expected of senior guides and guiders.
Appearing in the closing months of the First World War ended and just before women, of 28 and over alas, in
the UK first received the vote, the publication of this handbook was certainly timely, and must have led to a
significant number of young girls signing up, keen to espouse the aims of the movement, as well as consolidate
women’s place and role in future society.

EARLY

PURPOSE MADE

SCOTTISH SCHOOL

BOOK

5.
BALD, Grave. Pupil of Whitsome School. ‘COUNT BOOK.’ Coldstream: Printed and Sold by
John Halliburton, Bookseller and Stationer, where all Sorts of School Books, and every Article in the
Stationary Line may be had. [1837].
£ 300
MANUSCRIPT IN INK. Small 4to, pp. [76] filled with arithmetical calculations in a neat hand; some minor light
water staining in places; stitched as issued in publisher’s limp wraps, each outer wrapper with a pasted on
printed broadside (see below), rather soiled and worn, but still desirable nonetheless.
A now rare example of a purpose made school book or ‘jotter’,
with printed covers containing suitable verse, however this
example used by a local girl for her arithmetic lessons.
The printer was John Halliburton, active as a bookseller, stationer
and sometime postmaster at Coldstream in Berwickshire from
1825 until the mid 1860’s before retiring to Edinburgh where he
died in 88th year in 1883. Halliburton appears to have printed only
a few slight books and concentrated his business chiefly in
supplying stationary to the local area.
The two quarto sheets pasted to the outer covers would have been produce on a moderate hand-press
suitable for occasional work. The upper cover has the an extract from John Home’s once famous play Douglas
beginning at the line ‘Beneath a mountain’s brow’, whist the lower cover has an extract from Edmund
Spencer’s The Faerie Queene beginning with the line ‘Like as a lion whose imperial power.’ The verses are
enclosed within a decorative border and headed by a suitable wood engraved cut.

This particular school book was used by Grace Bald who lived
at Whitsome Hill some eight miles north of Coldstream. She
attended the Parochial school at the local village of Whitsome
run by Robert Scott. We know something of the school from a
government report of 1841, here Scott taught about seventy
pupils and aged six to twelve and equally split between boys and
girls. Apart from English and the catechism Scott also taught
Greek, Latin, French, mathematics and arithmetic. For
arithmetic Scott stated he used ‘Grey’s, Hutton’s etc.’ books of
school exercises and no doubt these were also used to help
Grace Bald do her sums.
Grace Bald advances from ‘Reductions’ through ‘Compound
Addition’ and ‘Compound Multiplication’ and ‘Bills of Parcels’
together with some loose sheets of yet more taxing
arithmetical sums. Much of the arithmetic is of a practical
nature, and although we have not traced Grace, she was no
doubt the daughter of one of the local farms. Such exercises as
she penned in her school book would have later helped her
transact purchases and sales useful for a farm or in trade.

‘AIMED

AT THE LOWER CLASS JUVENILE PUBLIC’

6.
BALFOUR, Clara Lucas. MORAL HEROISM; or, the trials and triumphs of the great and
good… London: Houlston and Stoneman, 65, Paternoster Row. 1846.
£ 350
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. iv, 368; some light scattered foxing and rough cutting to edges of pp. 107-112

where gathering opening, otherwise a clean copy; bound in the original blind stamped green publisher’s cloth,
spine lettered and tooled in gilt, cloth lightly rubbed, and minor chipping to head and tail, but overall a very
good copy
Rare first edition of Balfour’s first work in which she discredits masculine models of military heroism and
challenges accepted definitions of the ‘great life’, instead championing ‘moral heroism’ found in figures such as
John Howard ‘alleviating the misery of others’); William Penn ‘in planting colonies’); and Sir Humphrey Davy
(‘in advancing the interests of science’).

Perhaps most interesting is her chapter on ‘Moral Heroism, exhibited in female character’, discussing the
English noblewoman and heiress Lady Rachel Russell (c. 1636-1723). ‘In a refreshing moment of cross-class
connection, Lady Russell is paired with “the wife of a working man, and the tenant of a poor dwelling in
Scotland” who is sustained by faith following the execution of her husband for his religious principles. The
coupling of aristocrat and working woman, and male and female lives, supports Balfour’s contention that
“Moral heroism is supported in small, as well as in greater matters. To bear patiently, strive diligently, is heroic
in every sphere”’ (Amy Culley, ‘Reading the past: women writer’s and the after lives of Lady Jane Russell’, in
Historical Writing in Britain, 1688-1830, 2014, p. 48).
Clara Lucas Balfour (1808-1878) was an English temperance campaigner, lecturer and author, who for many
years was associated with the philanthropic movements of her time. She lectured on the influence of woman
on society, and kindred subjects; and she held the post for some years of lecturer on belles lettres at a leading
ladies’ school. As an author, Balfour attained considerable celebrity, and rendered important services to her
generation, though most of her writing was as a contributor to periodical literature. ‘It was noted that, as an
author, Balfour, by the very titles of her works, indicated the practical tone of her mind, and her anxious
desire ever “to write with a purpose”. Highly gifted as a tale writer, she never yielded to the temptation to
confine herself to the simply recreative side of literature. Although she well knew the good service a good tale
may render, she was equally sensible of the need of reining in the undue appetite for ever-heightened fiction’.
OCLC records two copies, at Cambridge and the BL.

ENTERTAINMENT

FOR PRE-TEEN GIRLS

7.
BARKER, Lucy Sale, née Davies. THE PICTURE-STORY
ALBUM FOR GIRLS. for Girls. London and New York, George
Routledge and Sons. [n.d., c. 1878].
£ 285
8vo, pp. 189 [1]; wood-engraved frontispiece and 93 wood-engraved plates;
original decorative blue cloth decorated in gilt and black with colour printed
overlay on upper cover, slightly worn at extremities
An unusual publication where Routledge have clearly asked Lucy Barker-Sale
to supply ninety-four stories and poems to accompany as many woodengravings.
The wood-engravings are mainly by John Gilbert, J. D. Watson, William
Small, A. W. Cooper, Harrison Weir, Frederick Walker and although not
tabulated on the title also some by John Everett Millais. Presumably the

publishers thought to utilise redundant illustration into a new work for children. All the illustration are by
artists of ‘The Sixties’ which had originally appeared in other books written both for adults and children.
The stories and poems bear little if any relationship to the original intentions of the artist, however Lucy Sale
Barker has managed to produce a goodly variety of text to entertain pre-teen children. Henry Frith produced
a like volume of stories for boys using the same formula.
OCLC records four copies, all in North America, at Florida, Chicago, Illinois State and Whittier college.

LIVING

THROUGH HER NOVELS

8.
[BOULTON, Elise Mary, née Wright, ‘E. SHAW-COWLEY’ pseud]. ARCHIVE OF ORIGINAL
MANUSCRIPTS AND TYPESCRIPTS, OF NOVELS, SHORT STORIES, AND VARIOUS OTHER
EPHEMERA written by the author, ‘E. Shaw-Cowley’, giving an unusual insight in to her
unconventional, and ultimately rather tragic life. [5, Delacourt Mansions, West Dulwich, and Rose
Cottage, Mickleham, Surrey] [c. 1917-1925].
£ 1,250
ORIGINAL ARCHIVE. Comprising three novels, two in manuscript with accompanying typescripts, the third in

typescript, together with eight short stories in typescript (with some mss. corrections in ink), also an
envelope of mss. recipes, a further typescript relating to the tradition and preparation of simnel cake, along
with some original photographs of said cake! most items held together with butterfly clips, occasionally a little
browned, due to paper stock, one short story lightly stained; an unusual and remarkable archive.
A fascinating group of manuscripts and typescripts, including short stories and two unpublished novels, on
marriage, divorce, illegitimacy, much of which was evidently from first hand experience. Elsie Mary Wright was
born in 1872 at Sydenham, South London, the daughter of a moderately successful hosiery agent, her early life
is difficult to unravel although what we have been able to deduce may lead to a more rounded picture of this
moderately successful, if in the end tragic author.
Her manuscript and typescript together with a proof of the first gathering of the published novel Prisoners of
State are preserved with the archive. The subject was an ‘irregular union’, divorce and illegitimacy. A review of
the work summed it up thus, a miniature painter taking the portrait of the son of the owner in a large house
‘who is married but virtually separated from his wife. The subsequent treatment of events is interesting,
sympathetic, and refreshingly free from any sensational bias.’ This novel seems to parallel at least some of her

own experiences. As indeed did her second novel The Drawn Line - not present in the archive - that includes
the tale of Sherlock, a seducer of women and a philanderer who seems to attract women, one wonders if this
again is part autobiographical, for good measure it also ends with suicide of a girl. The typescript for the
unpublished novel Looking Down to Camelot includes another dysfunctional family, a fear of being afflicted
with inherited madness who discovers he is illegitimate and his but is not tainted with the family curse. The
Golden Valley concerns the life of a squire whose first marriage to a baronet’s daughter had proved
unfortunate and he was about to marry a younger woman, who had become his secretary.
One does get the feeling that there is a certain pattern to Elsie’s writing and although it fits well into the type
of popular romantic fiction common to this post-war period, it is more unusual to find such a close
relationship between the life of the writer and their subject, almost to the point that she continually reinvents
her own life into various fictional outcomes.
Elsie’s family moved from Sydenham to Islington soon after her birth, and there she was a violin student at the
Metropolitan College of Music, receiving a prize in 1891. Elsie may have been influenced by her brother, who
training to become a physician, for Mary also entered the medical profession as an apothecaries assistant. She
moved from London to Wellington in Shropshire to continue her profession, but as fate would have it she
met with Thomas George Boulton, a married man, who was a manager in his father’s successful coal factoring
and brick manufacturing business of A. Boulton & Co. It is clear that Thomas deserted his wife and
disappeared with Mary, sometime in 1913, to make a new life together at Delcourt Mansion flats in West
Dulwich, not far from where Mary was born. Eventually life caught up with the couple for early in 1917
Boulton was divorced by his wife for desertion. One wonders if both Thomas and Mary were estranged from
their families and money was rather tight. Later that year a veritable barrage of advertisements extolling the
virtues of Goodall’s Egg Powder appeared in the press with Miss Elsie Mary Wright described as ‘“Cordon
Bleu” Medallist of the National Training School of Cookery; Domestic Editress, “Everywoman’s Weekly,” and
one of the best known cookery experts in London.’ How this came about we have no idea, although included
in the present archive is a manuscript and typescript article for the making her Simnal cake, with recipes for
other cakes under both her own name and under the pen name she was to adopt ‘E. Shaw-Cowley.’
Elsie married Thomas in 1918 and they moved to Rose Cottage, Mickleham, Surrey but the union does not
appear to have lasted long for he had returned to Shropshire where he died was to die in 1922. At any rate
the next stage of her career had begun when the first of her three published novels was issued in 1921, this
and her two later novels were all taken on by the famous John Lane imprint. It is clear that the material
contained in these novels was partly biographical, with illegitimacy, feckless men et al, all fairly constant
themes. Reviews of her works, although critical, were not unkind, but did not excite any great attentions,
though probably the sale were steady.
Maybe the monetary rewards for these novels was poor, or her husbands death left little spare money, but for
whatever reason Elsie gave up her cottage in September 1925 and removed a few miles away to a boarding
house at Ewell and we presume that Elsie may have had no income from the Boulton side of the family and
was also estranged from her own relatives, when she died just just before Christmas in 1925. The inquest
describes how she was found seated in a chair of her bed sitting-room, there was a strong smell of gas and the
tube connecting the gas fire and cooking ring had ‘fallen off.’ Some ‘white powder’ was found on the floor,
which was described as an ‘irritant’ by the doctor attending the death, with another witness describing that
the window blind was open and the door unlocked and one feels the impetus was to leave the verdict open.
The proprietress of the boarding room describe how Mrs. Boulton was worried over a dispute interfering
with her latest book, One dreamer awakes, and that she had made arrangements to leave the boarding house
on the day she was found dead. The verdict given was ‘accidental poisoning by gas’ and the inquest
purposefully speculated no further.

DAY

AND NIGHT IN THE

CONVENT

9.
[BROWNE’S WINDOW TRANSPARENCIES]. INTERIOR OF A NUNNERY. No. 1. London:
Published by Reeves & Sons, Cheapside; and W. Morgan, 25, Bartlett’s Buildings, Holborn. [n.d., c.
1840s].
£ 250
Mounted hand-coloured tinted lithographic transformational print [224 x 290 mm], transforming when held to
a strong light, with printed mounted label mounted beneath, mounted on card, [395 x 290 mm]; corners of
mount clipped with some chips to edge; also a tear to the lower left corner of the mount into the
transparency, but no loss.

Considerably larger than most other optical prints the scene shows the interior of a Gothic nunnery. On the left
one of the nuns is playing the organ and to her left is shown another reading from a book of devotion, ten
further nuns, both standing and kneeling are seen clustered around a central font form to form a choir. Others
approach, or are already at, the altar. Close by the font are a stack of three colourfully bound volumes.
When held to the light the day scene transforms with the moon casting light through a gothic window and
three wall lamps lighting the choir.
The subject matter was an enduring vicarious pleasure of the early Victorian Protestants, there seems to have
been no end of imaginative pictorial and literary works that were produced on the subject of nuns and monks.
Nothing is really known about Browne apart from a number of transparencies published using his name. Only
one other transparency of this size was issued at this time, to our knowledge, also issued by Brown, with the
title ‘An Italian Funeral Procession. No. 2.’

FIGHTING

ANIMAL CRUELTY IN

ARABIA, INDIA

AND

EGYPT

10. BURTON, Lady Isabel. PREVENTION OF CRUELTY, and Anti-Vivisection. Dedicated to My
fellow-workers in the Great Cause of humanity. London and Belfast. William Mullan and Son. 1879.£
£ 650
FIRST EDITION, PRESENTATION COPY. 8vo, pp. 32; lightly and evenly browned (due to paper stock; with

the library stamps of the ‘University of Bristol Library’ at foot of title and final page; stitched as issued in the
original printed publisher’s wrappers, spine worn with some small chip to fore edge of upper wrapper,
nevertheless still a good copy, with printed label ‘Presented to the City Liberal Club by’ and inscribed below
‘The Authoress, March 21st 1879’ on verso of front wrapper.
Scarce first edition, presented to the City Liberal Club by the author, of this plea for the Prevention of
Cruelty and Anti-Vivisection by Isabel Burton, the wife of the British explorer Sir Richard Burton.
In the present pamphlet ‘she tells of the efforts in Arabia, India and Egypt, to awaken an interest in the poor
dumb creatures so shamefully abused, especially the horse, donkey and dog. One shrinks from reading the
account… All she says of Bombay applies to all Western and Southern India, and Cairo means all Egypt. The
cruelty is simply frightful, and this noble lady simply did not rest until she gained the patronage of his Highness
the Khedive of Egypt, and established a society to prevent cruelty to animals, from which she expects great
results, as was the case, after one year’s work in Trieste, where a marked improvement in the ill-used horses
and donkeys was to be seen, and she beseeches the English travellers to only use those animals that are in
good condition’ (‘Our Dumb Animals’, vol. 12, No. 2, p. 11).

Writer, explorer and adventurer, Isabel Burton (1831-1896), later known as Lady Burton, was so much more
than the wife and partner of explorer, adventurer, and writer, Sir Richard Francis Burton (1821–1890), as the
present work testifies. Notorious for burning her husband’s manuscripts after his death (to preserve his
reputation), it is often forgotten that she was an author in her own right, ably defended Burton from his
enemies and secured him posts, diplomatic and otherwise, around the world. In short, she was no less a
mysterious figure than her husband, who she waited many years to marry, and in so doing went against
convention and the opinions of her Roman Catholic family and peers to join with a notable (up to that point
in time) philanderer with mystic, probably Sufi, leanings. Clearly a woman of some tenacity, in spite of pain
from cancer, she finished a two-volume biography of her husband, published in 1893, with her own
autobiography appearing a year after her death in 1897.
OCLC records six copies in the UK, at Oxford, Newcastle, Bristol, Glasgow, BL and the NLS, and one
elsewhere, in Ireland, at Trinity College, Dublin.

CAROLINE

IN ITALY

11. CAROLINE OF BRUNSWICK. AUTOGRAPH LETTER SIGNED. to the Comtesse [Eleonora
Villani.] signed ‘C’ by Queen Caroline. [Italy] 5 d’October 1815.
£ 750
Manuscript in brown ink, one page of four (247mm x 190mm), written in a neat legible hand; evidence of
having once been folded and mounted at edges on verso.
Although unnamed, the letter appears to be addressed Marchesa Eleonora Villani. Caroline thanks the
‘Comtesse’ and ‘Conte’ for the loan of one their villas, once she has decorated and furnished her own villa she
would be delighted if they could come and stay, together with a PS also inviting their son and daughter.
Caroline mistakenly used the title Comtesse rather than Marchesa in her letter although the mention of the
loan of the villa seems to make it certain that Villani was the recipient.
‘On 17 July a contract of purchase and sale was entered into between the Princess of Wales, represented by
Count Alessandro Volta and the Countess Calderara Pino, for a villa known as the Villa del Garrovo, in the
village of Cernobbio, at a price of 150,000 francs. In this sum were included the fixtures which formed part of
the villa and two houses in the Vico di Como. At once work was commenced on the enlargement,
restoration, and decoration of the villa, which was proceeded with rapidly.’ [Clerici] Due to the decorations
being carried out Caroline was loaned the villa Villani belonging to the Marchesa Eleonora Villani, née DoriaSforza, today named the Villa Rocca-Saporiti or ‘La Rotunda’ at Borgovico di Como. ‘[N]ot being able as yet

to settle down to a permanent residence, she indulged in
short journeys, during one of which she managed to
reach Venice once more. On 24 August, although the
Villa del Garrovo was not yet out of the hands of the
builders who were enlarging and decorating it, a crowded
reception was held to mark the commencement of the
Princess’s occupation….’ [Clerici] Evidently by the
beginning of October 1815 the decoration and building
work had progressed by a sufficient extent that Caroline
was thinking to invite friends to stay with her.
Caroline of Brunswick (1768-1821) was forced upon the
Prince of Wales, by his father, King George III. Caroline’s
mother was the King’s sister. The first cousins were
married in 1795. Three months after the birth of
Princess Charlotte Augusta in 1796, she was deserted by
her husband. Not long afterward, their daughter was also
taken away from her. In 1806, Princess Caroline was
censured for improprieties and unguarded speech. After
her husband became Prince Regent in 1811, Caroline
toured Europe. When there were scandalous rumours
concerning her and Italian Bartolomeo Bergami, her
husband sent secret agents to investigate the matter. In
1820, after the death of King George III, her husband,
now King George IV, offered his wife a monetary
settlement if she would remain abroad. Caroline refused,
and her popularity in England aborted a proposed royal divorce bill in the House of Lords. When she tried to
enter Westminster Abbey in July 1821 for her husband’s coronation, she was barred. Caroline was crushed,
and her health rapidly deteriorated. She died less than a month later at the age of 53.
Clerici, G.P., A Queen of indiscretions, 1907.

ONLY

ONE OTHER EXAMPLE RECORDED

12. [CAROLINE OF BRUNSWICK]. AN
ATTEMPT TO EXHIBIT THE LEADING
EVENTS OF THE QUEEN’S LIFE in Cuts and
Verse. [London]: Printed and Sold Wholesale
and Retail by J. Catnach, 2 Monmouth-Court, 7
Dials. Quod Jas C.tn--h, Dec. 10th. 1821.£
£ 1,250
TWELFTH EDITION. Printed broadside [45.5 x 32 cm];
12 woodcuts, including 2 large and 10 small,
interspersed with printed verse; some old stains,
marks and creasing to be expected, trimmed at top
edge just clipping a few letters of the word ‘Price’,
but overall in fine.
The life of Queen Caroline is here given in twelve
scenes, each of which is accompanied by suitable
sentimental and altogether biased verse in her
support, on the chief events leading up to her death.
The tableaux include:- The Queen’s arrival in England
and Marriage - Taking farewell of Charlotte - Her
Return, Landing at Dover - Her Trial at the House of
Lords - Her Acquittal - Procession to St Paul’s - The
Highlanders’ Address - Refused admittance into the
Abbey - Death-Bed of the Queen - Embarkation of
her Body at Harwich - The Queen’s Funeral
Procession at Brunswick - Queen Caroline’s Tomb.

In the centre of the broadside is printed ’The following beautiful and Pathetic Prayer Was Delivered by J.W.G.
Wolff, at the Funeral of the Queen’ and ‘An Elegy on the Death of the Queen.’

Considering that Catnach published an enormous quantity of material both supporting and opposing Queen
Caroline and her subsequent trial, it was only natural that he would also capitalise on the general outpouring
of grief on her death. The verses describe how ‘Short-liv’d were her joys, scarce a twelvemonth a Wife / E’er
her sorrows began which did end but with life; / Forsook by her husband, and time serving friends, / All her
actions were spy’d at, to serve their base ends.’ The good queen having suffered from ‘false traitors and spies’
and other iniquities succumbs to death with ‘Her wrongs were to much for a mortal to bear’. The last scene,
with the image of her tomb, includes a sorry looking lion and a bereft Britannia accompanied by the hope that
‘Here shall she rest, ‘till the Heavens be no more, / Till the trumpet shall sound, and the dead shall arise, / the
perjurer unmask’d will his sentence deplore /… For the King shall be Judg’d with the poor of the earth, / And
perhaps the poor man will be greater than he.’
Clearly this was an extremely popular broadside, and although at least thirty-five ‘editions’ were being sold for
tuppence a piece, yet of this ephemeral broadside hardly any have survived. M. Dorothy George, Catalogue of
Political and Personal Satires in the British Museum, X, 1952 states ‘The cuts are superior to the usual cheap
broadside illustrations, and the sheet is reputed to have brought Catnach a fortune.’
OCLC records one example, a thirty-fifth edition, at the British Library [George 14256].

PROMOTING

HER WORK IN INDIA

13. [CARPENTER, Mary]. TWO AUTOGRAPH LETTERS SIGNED WITH AN INSCRIBED FLYER
FOR HER ‘SIX MONTHS IN INDIA’, to Mrs Augusta Roberts and her son David Cargill. [Bristol].
[1868].
£ 750
Two ALS, (one with accompanying envelope), each 2 pages, and one printed flyer [195 x 116 mm]; some
evidence of folding, and light soiling to envelope, otherwise in good original condition.
Interesting group of items pertaining to the great English educational and social reformer, Mary Carpenter,
and the distribution of her works in India.
No mention of Roberts or Cargill appears in the text of Carpenter’s Six Months in India, but it is clear from
the letter that the author thought Augusta and her son had some influence to promote her new work. In the
letter Carpenter relates that she had a private interview on or about the 10th May 1868 with Queen Victoria
and was given an inscribed copy of her book, this was clearly Victoria’s Journal of Our Life in the Highlands
published in 1868. Some information on the cost of a passage to Bombay by P&O is given in the letter, and
whether it is cheaper to go via Liverpool or Southampton. This in turn may be connected with next letter to
David Cargill, sending him of some volumes of her work to take with him to India ‘how important a position
you occupy in India, and how much you are inclined in any thing which concerns the welfare of your fellow
creatures.’ Mary hoped ‘If you have time to review them in any public Journal, I shall be much obliged to you.’
The recipient of the first letter, Mrs [Augusta] Roberts, was the widow of Browne H.E. Roberts (1830-1863), the
son of an East India Merchant and author of a History of the Colonial Empire of Great Britain, 1862. Augusta
(1819-1871) was the daughter of W.K. Bicknall of Surrey Hall, Tooting. She became a teacher at the Aberdeen
Institute for Young Ladies at 9 North Silver Street and married a Mr Cargill and then appears to have lived in
India for a while. She return to Britain, possibly because her husband had died in India, with her son David being
born at sea on her voyage home in 1843. David Cargill, the recipient of the companion letter later became the
superintendent of the North West Provinces of India, based in Mizrapur.

Mary Carpenter (1807–1877), was one of a number of female educationalists, penal and welfare reformers,
who shaped Victorian society and politics. She ‘was the leading female advocate of deprived and delinquent
children in mid-nineteenth-century England, and one of the first philanthropists to see the need to provide
special facilities for their care… In 1833 she came under the influence of the Raja Rammohun Roy and the
American philanthropist Joseph Tuckerman, who excited her interest in India and the ragged children of
Bristol’ [ODNB]. Carpenter made her first visit to India in 1866, and subsequently made three more visits in
the span of ten years. To her surprise, she received a warm welcome upon her arrival in Calcutta; her
international respect along with her female independence is impressive not only because this is a society in
which unmarried women were often given little notice, but also because it shows an evolving attitude towards
women that was radically more advanced than even a few decades before. Carpenter was regarded so highly
in various Indian metropoles (including Bombay, Madras, and Calcutta) that officials sought her advice on
female education and prison discipline.
In her time in India, she wrote a book on her reform work in the Indian colony, entitled “Six Months in India,”
which depicted a factual review of the way female schools were run in India, and relayed her efforts to alter
the administration of the schools in order to better the lives and futures of the enrolled students. Additionally,
she founded the National India Association (1870), which promoted reform and provided information on
English education for Indian visitors.

A
14.

WELL-TO-DO LADIES PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD OF TRAVELS ON HER YACHT

COULTHURST, Mary Amelia. PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM. [Various places]. [mid 1870s].

£ 550

4to, 40 original mounted albumen photographs, several of which full-plate (measuring from 110 x 80 up to
200 x 284 mm), mostly with captions in ink on the mounts, and four mounted pen and ink drawings of the
interior of the yacht Medea; occasional light spotting to mounts; contemporary green half morocco over
cloth-covered boards by Stockley of Bond Street, covers and spine ruled in gilt, front cover lettered in gilt
with the initials M. A. C.; extremities a little rubbed.
Fascinating album belonging to Mary Amelia Coulthurst (1839-1892) of Gargrave House, West Riding of
Yorkshire, providing a photographic record of the travels in the family yacht Medea with her husband John,
probably collected soon after their marriage in February 1870.

Evidently a woman of some wealth, the album begins with four finely executed pen and ink sketches of the
interior of the yacht, showing the saloon and her private cabin. The photographic views are almost entirely of
the West Coast and Welsh harbour towns and landscapes, such as Milford Haven (2), Fowey (6), Ilfracombe
(4), Llanberis Pass (3), Capel Curig and the Snowdon Horseshoe, Beaumaris (4), and River Conway. Perhaps
most notable in the album are the two full-plate photos showing the most famous Victorian British ship, the
Brunel-designed Great Eastern, when she was laid up a Milford Haven between 1872 and 1884. You get a real
sense of the enormous size of the ship, which is towering over the buildings of the town and all the other
vessels in the harbour. Also included is a small photo showing another work by Brunel, the stunning Royal
Albert Bridge at Saltash, built in 1859.
We have been able to find little information on Mr and Mrs. Coulthurst and their 70 ton schooner’ Medea,
apart from that it was in dock for repair in Dartmouth harbour in 1877. Nevertheless, a fascinating and
unusual item, providing an interesting glimpse in to the early use of photography to record holidays and places
of interest.

INDISPENSABLE

FOR ‘THE NEWLY-MARRIED DAUGHTER’

15. DAVIES, Henry. THE YOUNG WIFE’S GUIDE during pregnancy and childbirth, and in the
management of her infant. London: Henry G. Bohn, York Street, Covent Garden. 1852.
£ 500
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. xii, 124, 32 (Catalogue); some light foxing in places, but overall a clean copy

throughout; in the original green blindstamped publisher’s cloth, spine and upper board lettered in gilt, light
surface wear and rubbing to extremities, but overall a very good copy.
Rare first edition of The Young Wife’s Guide, made up of ‘useful maxims which a mother might suitably and
confidently present to her newly-married daughter’ (p. iii).
‘It is scarcely necessary to insist on the importance of a young married woman being thoroughly acquainted with
the management of the matters which concern the health and vigour, the growth and development, of the
helpless young being committed by Providence to her charge, even before it sees the light of day’ (pp. v-vi).
The work is set out in four parts: ‘Pregnancy’, ‘The Lying-in room’, ‘Management of Infants’ and Infantile
Disorders’, each part subdivided further into several chapters covering a multitude of information from
general management of pregnancy (covering diet, clothing, exercise and bathing); preparing for labour and the
process and management after the delivery; the nursing, food and medicine required for infants, before
concluding with infantile defects (such as jaundice, thrush, hare-lip), stomach and bowel complaints, teething
and domestic remedies.

The author, Henry Davies MD (1782-1862), ‘settled in London in 1817, but made short visits to Paris, Dublin
and Edinburgh for the sake of attending the hospitals and medical schools. He was created doctor of medicine
by the university of Aberdeen 26th September 1823, was admitted a Licentiate of the College of Physicians
22nd December 1823; and a Fellow 30th September 1839. Dr Davies devoted himself to midwifery and was
long a lecturer on that subject latterly at St George’s hospital. He was a man of kindly disposition and great
shrewdness and tact at the bedside. In 1851, he found that deafness, which had for some years been increasing
upon him so unfitted him from practice, that he withdrew from it and from London; but an idle life was so
unsuitable to him, that after a year’s absence he returned to town, where he continued to enjoy some share
of practice and the society of his family and friends, until attacked by fever, of which he died, on the 9th
January 1862 in the eightieth year of his age. Dr Davies was the author of The Young Wife’s Guide and he
edited the last edition of Underwood on the Diseases of Children (see Munk, The Roll of the Royal College of
Surgeons of London, 1878, pp. 279-80).
OCLC records three copies worldwide, at Mount Allison in Canada, Latrobe in Australia and the BL in the UK.

‘FOR

THE INSTRUCTION OF CHILDREN, AND PARTICULARLY OF YOUNG LADIES’

16. DEVIS, Ellin. MISCELLANEOUS LESSONS extracted from different authors, designed to
promote and encourage an early acquaintance with the use of words and idioms. London: Printed for
B. Law and Son, Ave-Maria-Lane. 1794.
£ 1,500
SECOND EDITION. 12mo, pp. viii, 224; light dust-soiling to title, and in places throughout; with new endpapers;
bound in contemporary calf, rebacked, spine ruled in gilt, surface wear to boards, and corners rubbed, but still
a good copy.
Scarce second edition (first 1782) of Ellin Devis’ Miscellaneous Lessons giving advice and instruction on all
manner of topics, from ‘Beauty’, ‘Charity’, ‘Dancing’, ‘Dress’ and ‘Employment’, to ‘Laughing in Company’,
‘Lying’, ‘the use of reading’ and the ‘Government of temper’. Curiously, the work, in its structure and aims, is
in many ways a precursor to Mary Wollstonecraft’s Female Reader (1789), and one wonder’s whether Mary
read it and felt the need to take things a step further in bettering female education.
‘The plan of this little work is well calculated for the amusement and instruction of young minds. The authors
made use of by the writer are of the best and most popular sort, as Fielding, Percival, Chapone, Blair, Priestley,
Knox, &c. &c. The table of synonymous expressions is correct, but we think may be of more use to foreigners
acquiring the English tongue than to English children. On the whole, this work forms a valuable addition to the

numerous list of books, for the instruction of children, and particularly
of young ladies, the neglect of whose education is a striking feature in
the character of the times’ (The English Review, Or, An Abstract of
English and Foreign Literature, vol. III, 1784, p. 154).
Ellin Devis (1746-1820) was a schoolmistress and author of The
Accidence (1775), a popular eighteenth-century grammar. She came
from an artistic family - her father Arthur was known for his
“conversation pieces” and her brother Arthur for historical
portraits. According to Carol Percy, The Accidence “seems to have
been the first English grammar directed exclusively to a female
audience.”Despite being written for girls, Devis’s grammar was
recommended by her peers as a general introduction to Robert
Lowth’s Short Introduction to English Grammar (1762). Devis taught
at several schools in fashionable areas of London, and her pupils
include Maria Edgeworth, Frances Burney (later novelist Madame
d’Arblay) and her sister Susannah, Hester Thrale and later her
daughter Cecilia Piozzi. While Devis was mistress of the Queen’s
Square school it was known as “the Young Ladies Eton.”
We can find no copies of this second edition recorded in OCLC or
ESTC, though they record three copies of the third edition in the
UK, issued in the same year, at the BL, Bodleian and the National
library of Wales, and one in North America, at Illinois.

See also item 79 [Wollstonecraft].

INCLUDING

SIX ESSAYS ON FEMALE EDUCATION

17. ERSKINE, David Steuart, 11th Earl of Buchan. THE ANONYMOUS AND FUGITIVE ESSAYS
OF THE EARL OF BUCHAN. Collected from various periodical works. Vol. 1 [all published].
Edinburgh: Printed by Ruthven & Sons, for J. Ruthwen and Co., 142 High Street, and Merchant Court,
69, Cowgate. 1812.
£ 350

FIRST EDITION, PRESENTATION COPY. 8vo, 12mo, pp viii (including an engraved title page) 389, [1] blank;
bound in contemporary calf decorated in blind and gilt, now somewhat worn with hinges cracked.
The Earl of Buchan having reached his biblical span of seventy years, decided to both acknowledge and
republish many of his essays in book form.
Buchan decided to lead the collection with six essays on female education, the first four of which he wrote
using the foil of a young lady named Sophia questioning the lack of education for women. In his fifth essay
Buchan pretended a different identity and sums up neatly his own arguments in favour of female education
‘The ridicule which has on so many occasions been thrown, sometimes by wit, but more frequently by
petulance and dulness, on learned ladies, has done great mischief, and been more the occasion, than anything I
know, of preventing women from bestowing. some application on studies of an instructive and rational nature;
such studies as, without doubt, they have as much capacity to comprehend, and as much discernment to
relish, as the other sex. The truth is, we need be under no apprehensions, that, by devoting a part of their
time to these objects, their beauty, or the softer endowments of the mind, will suffer or be impaired ; on the
contrary, a disposition for literature, when properly directed, and cultivated with taste and feeling, will render
beauty more animated and interesting, and every external grace more powerful and attractive.’ That he chose
to lead the reprinting of the essays on this topic, rather those on Scottish antiquarianism for which he is
better remebered, indicates where Buchan’s progressive ideas lay. The essays first appeared anonymously in
the Edinburgh periodical The Bee, or literary intelligencer between 1790 and 1794
In the preface to the volume the writer stated: ‘The earl of Buchan, considering his advanced age, has thought
proper to publish this volume, and meditate the publication of others, containing his anonymous writings, that
no person may hereafter ascribe to him any others than are by him, in this manner, avowed, described, or
enumerated.’ Earl Buchan has then inscribed and signed this particular copy with the following written lines
under his preface: ‘Ed[inbugh], Sunday October 18th, 1818’ followed by a Latin quotation from Cicero’s
Paradoxa Stoicorum ‘Quanti est aestimanda virtus quae nec eripi nec subripi potest umquam, neque naufragio
neque incendio amittitur, nec vi tempestatum nec temporum perturbatione mutatur! [How great a value
should be set on virtue, of which one can never be robbed or cheated, and which is not lost by shipwreck or
fire, or affected by the violence of storms or by stormy periods in politics!].

‘Buchan had never been inhibited from speaking his mind on any matter to any person if the occasion seemed
to demand it, his motivation in most cases being his acute sense of public responsibility rather than
presumption or mere eccentricity.’ [Bell] A second volume was intended, but never appeared. By the time our
inscription was penned, Buchan was becoming undeniably eccentric but that does not explain why more Essays
were not forthcoming in book form.
David Steuart Erskine, 11th Earl of Buchan FSA Scot (1742-1829), styled Lord Cardross between 1747 and
1767, was a Scottish antiquarian, founder of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland in 1780, and patron of the
arts and sciences.
See: R. G. Cant, ‘David Steuart Erskine, 11th earl of Buchan: founder of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland’,

The Scottish antiquarian tradition, ed. A. S. Bell, 1981; OCLC records five copies in North America, at Yale,
NYPL, South Carolina, Guelph and the American Antiquarian Society library.

PUBLISHED

BY A LADY FANMAKER

18. [FAN LEAF]. ASHTON, Sarah, fanmaker. THE LADY’S ADVISER, PHYSICIAN AND
MORALIST: or Half an Hour’s Entertainment at the Expense of Nobody! London, Publish’d by
Ashton and Co. No. 28 Little Britain; and Enter’d at Stationer’s Hall. Jan’y 7, 1797.
£ 2,250
Unmounted stipple engraved fan leaf [29 x 54 cm], with original double paper backing leaf; in fine condition
with some minor fraying to the extremity of the sheet well outside the engraved area.
George Wilson, the engraver of this fan leaf, flourished during a relatively short period between 1795 and
1802. generally his known fan leaves tend towards the ‘late the eighteenth-century feminine pre-occupations
of choosing the right moral path to happiness, moderation in daily life, marriage and bearing children, in
addition to illustrating the perceived multitude of follies translated from contemporary literary and pictorial
sources’ [Harrison].
There are six questions posed on the fan leaf which have been engraved on a central fan shaped cartouche
held in the arms of a cherub: No. 1, How to catch the Spleen. No. 2, How to avoid it. No. 3, How to fall
violently in Love. No. 4, A Gentle Cure for it. No. 5, How to Plague every-body. No. 6, How to Please most
Folks. With an account of the diseases of the Mind, their growth, mode of engend’ring & radical Cure for each
by which any person not regularly admitted of the Physician’s College may become useful in the Art of
Healing, & dispensing happiness.’

From left to right are six engraved ovals, with text below,
containing a scene illustrating the answers by The Lady’s
Adviser, Physician and Moralist:- 1. ‘If you wish to be
unhappy look at the unpleasant side of every object-then
reject the society of human beings, & believe only amongst
animals & Brutes dwells dear Sincerity.’ - 2’ If you wish to
be happy disdain not the agreeable scenes but encourage a
virtuous aspiration to partake of them with honour &
Moderation.’ - 3. ‘Look upon or listen to an object which
is agreeable to your mind & if you have the least sensibility
you will most probably be completely overhead & ears in
pickles.’ - 4. ‘Look upon the changeableness & natural inconsistency of Mankind and you will find a certain remedy
for the cure of your delusion.’ - 5. ‘Be dissatisfied with
everything, and everybody & declare war against the whole
world, & turn D[evi]l. N.B. A dangerous & disagreeable
experiment, not recommended.’- 6. ‘Be just to your Enemy, Sincere to your friend, constant to your Mistress-To
please everyone is a task too great for a mortal-to please those deserving attention, nothing more is required
than to follow the above rules. N.B. An Old and Approved Recipe.’
The publisher Sarah Ashton was a very prominent female publisher of fan leaves in the latter decades of the
eighteenth century. She was admitted into The Worshipful Company of Fan Makers in 1770 after her husband
died, carrying on the printing business at Little Britain, near St. Paul’s Churchyard. She is known to have
published at least 13 engraved fans, several in conjunction with the engraver George Wilson.
Schreiber, unmounted fan leaves, No. 121; see Rosanna Lucy Doris C. Harrison A scholarly catalogue
raisonné: George Wilson and the engraved fan leaf design, 1795-1801 M.A. Research University of York, 2012.

THE FIRST PROFESSIONAL JEWISH WOMAN WRITER
19. FOA, Eugénie. SIX HISTOIRES DE JEUNE FILLES par Madame Eugénie Foa. Paris, Louis Janet,
Libraire, [1836].
£ 500
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [vi], ii, 294, [1] Table des Matieres, [1] blank; six hand coloured lithograph plates,

three by Louise Marigny; apart from a few minor marks and some light foxing in places, a clean copy
throughout; in the original publisher’s calf backed printed boards, spine lettered in gilt, minor surface wear to
boards, but overall a very desirable copy.

Scarce first edition, and handsomely illustrated (in part by a woman), of these six stories for young girls by
Eugénie Foa (1796-1852) ‘the first professional Jewish woman author, supporting herself entirely from her
writings’.
Foa was by descent a Sephardi Jewess, her mother being a member of the Gradis family, and both parents
being members of the Bordeaux Jewish community. ‘She wrote children’s books, novels and short stories in
the Romantic genre of her day, some of which treated of Jewish subjects. In addition, Foa contributed many
articles to contemporary periodicals, sometimes under the pseudonym ‘Miss Maria Fitz-Clarence.’ She was in
all likelihood the founder of the Journal des enfants, the first periodical aimed explicitly at a young readership.
Foa also became involved in the emerging feminist movement, contributing in 1848 to the movement’s journal
La Voix des femmes (Women’s Voice). She was particularly concerned with the challenges faced by women
writers, their difficulties in finding financial support and public recognition. In her own day, Foa’s books were
extremely popular, going through numerous printings. Several of her children’s stories were translated into
English and she had a following in the United States as well as in France’ (see http://jwa.org/encyclopedia/
article/foa-eugenie).

Foa dedicates the present work to her sister Léonie, a noted sculptor who later married the composer
Jacques-Fromenthal Halévy (1799-1862). The work proved very popular with several further editions
appearing throughout the nineteenth century, and one more in the early twentieth century.
Her other works include, Le Kidouschim (1830); La Juive: histoire des temps de la régence (1835); Les
Mémoirés d’un polichinelle (1839); Le petit Robinson de Paris (1840) and Le vieux Paris (1840).
OCLC records three copies, at the BNF, NYPL and the Vrije Universiteit in Amsterdam.

COMBING

THE SHORELINE

20. GIFFORD, Isabella. THE MARINE BOTANIST; an Introduction to the Study of the Sea-Weeds;
containing Descriptions of all the Species, and the best method of preserving them. Brighton: R.
Folthorp, 170 North Street; Longman and Co., London. 1853.
£ 185
THIRD EDITION. 8vo, pp. xl, 357, [1] blank, [1] ‘errata and corrigenda’ [1] imprint; 8, ‘Works recently
published by Robert Folthorp’; 6 coloured prints by William Dickes and 6 lithographs; original green cloth
blocked in blind, spine with title in gilt, slightly faded; bookbinders ticket of ‘Westleys & Co. Friar Street,
London’, a fine copy.
Isabella Gifford (1824-1891) was described in her obituary as the last in a line of lady collectors combing the
shoreline in order to identify, classify and arrange samples. Unfortunately her interest also promoted an
enthusiasm, that with other Victorian naturalists, fairly stripped the rugged rocks and pools of life!

‘Popular books about marine botany… reveal how far Victorian nature study is moralised with problems of
the human spirit and identity; for in seaweed literature we encounter embarrassment and pleasure, devotion
and fear, love, hilarity and obsession.’ The prevailing notions of the separate spheres however kept women to
the descriptive and arranging pursuits, with the scientific side perceived as the more masculine endeavour.
The work includes a general introductions in which Gifford shows how well read she was in her subject, not
only the main authors on seaweed but excursions into fossils as described by Hugh Miller and in the southern
hemisphere through the voyages of Charles Darwin. There follow succinct descriptions of each seaweed in
layman’s language, and where the best examples occur on the seashore. Lastly, glossary and ‘Directions for
collecting, laying down, and preserving seaweed’, the latter showing that some hard work of dredging was
needed to get the rare specimens and dexterity to preserve them in albums.
Gifford is best known as an algologist and collections of her vascular plants and mosses survive today were
given to the Bristol Museum on her death. Her life was recorded in a substantial obituary in the Journal of
Botany in 1891. She is noted for having lived a “quiet life”, spending most of her time in Minehead, Devon,
after settling there with her parents around 1850. This third edition appears to be her last word on the
subject, which had now grown to be more than double the size from the first edition of 1848.
OCLC: 11831195.

A

YOUNG LADY INSTRUCTED IN

FRENCH,

BY THE PREMIER

FRENCH

TEACHER

21. GOODLET, Jane Hay and SURENNE, Gabriel Jaques. TWO MANUSCRIPT FRENCH
EXERCISE BOOKS. Essais Litteraires ecrits de la Classe Seconde par Mlle Jeanne Hay Goodlet eleve
de Monsr G. Surenne. A Edinbourg, 1841.
[with:] Essais Historiques ecrits de la Classe Seconde par Mlle Jeanne Hay Goodlet eleve de Monsr G.
Surenne. A Edinbourg, 1843.
£ 500
MANUSCRIPTS IN INK. Two volumes, 4to, pp [24] and pp. [24] written on recto only of each leaf; paper
wrappers, each with an embossed border including one with a decorative yellow silk ribbon; titles in ink
inscribed on upper wrappers; some minor damage to embossed border of the later work together with some
occasional dust marks.
Two very nicely presented French exercise books begun by the twelve year old Miss Goodlet under the
supervision of Edinburgh’s premier French teacher, Gabriel Jacques Surenne.

The earlier of the two exercise books comprises twelve single page essays on such subjects as French historians,
poets, geography, eloquence and ‘Les beaux-arts’, these are followed by similar essays in French on British
historians, poets, authors and the sciences. The exercise book for 1843 is more advanced and contains just two
longer essays, the first on ‘Marie Reine d’Ecosse’, a very suitable subject for a Scottish girl to write on, which
running to eight pages. The second essay on Shakespeare however only accounts for the next four pages.
What we have discovered on Jane Goodlet’s French teacher, Surenne, shows that he had quite a varied life
before settling down in Edinburgh. Born at Compiègne, in Picardie, France, in 1777 he appears to have been at
some time a soldier during the Napoleonic wars, yet he does not appear to have been a prisoner of war in
Britain. He was certainly living in London by 1802 when he married Sophia Le Cointe. Sophia’s father was an
engraver, also from Compiègne, and we know that Surenne later described himself as a ‘Goldsmith and
Jeweller, dealer and chapman’ when a report of his bankruptcy appeared in The London Gazette of 1813.

He managed to extricated himself from that problem for by 1818 he had established himself as a teacher of
French in Edinburgh. He became the French master for the Scottish Military and Naval Academy - an
Edinburgh institution ‘for training young men, chiefly for the service of the royal and East India Company’s
services - and also French master to Merchant Maiden Hospital for the housing and education of women who
had fallen upon hard times. He also wrote and had published several books on French instruction begining in
1824 and firmly established himself as one of the premier teachers of French in Edinburgh.
From the early 1820’s Surenne also gave home lessons in French to young ladies. Soon Surenne began to
organise public readings by young ladies of their own French essays at the Hopetoun Rooms in Edinburgh,
after the readings prizes were awarded to the best pupils. It is quite probable that these two well presented
works were produced for such an occasion as a public reading and prize giving. They are far and away more
stylish than the more practical and utilitarian exercise books from this period, and were clearly meant to be
seen.
Surenne continued to teach in Edinburgh until the early 1850’s where he died in 1858. Two of his sons also
became teachers of music and drawing in Edinburgh, thereby establishing a strong connection with the city.
Of the pupil, Jane Hay Goodlet we know comparatively little. We know she was born in 1828, the eldest
daughter of Mary and George Goodlet owner of the London, Leith, and Edinburgh Steam Mills, which also
included the convenience of hot and cold baths. Unfortunately a fire destroyed his flour Mills in 1833 causing a
serious loss of some £30,000. However, Goodlet seems to have recovered from this disaster and was
operating a new mill on the site which he sold up in 1837. He spent much of the following twenty years
inventing and patenting various methods connected with sugar boiling etc. Clearly a moderately wealthy family
it would have been something of a sign of their social status for their daughter Jane to be instructed in French
by the best teacher. Jane never married and died at her home in Leith in 1868 in her thirty-ninth year.

ESSAYS

BY

SCHOOL MISTRESS

22. GOSLING, Jane. MORAL ESSAYS, and Reflections. By Mrs. Gosling. Sheffield: Printed by W.
Ward, in the Market-Place… 1789.
£ 1,500

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [xvi], 127, [1] blank; apart from a few minor marks in places, a clean copy

throughout; uncut in the original paper backed blue publisher’s boards, spine titled in ink, boards rather dustsoiled and corners rubbed, nevertheless, still a very appealing copy.
Rare first edition of this collection of essays written by a Sheffield schoolmistress, covering topics such as
female modesty, pride, patience, swearing, censure, lying, evil company, gaming, the duty of children and
female discretion.
‘When females nourish in their bosoms a love of gaming, it becomes in them a principle of deformity. It tarnishes
the brightest beauty --- dims the lustre of the finest eye --- clouds the whiteness of the clearest skin --- and robs
the cheeks of their roses long before old age has made its approach. It disqualifies them, too, for fulfilling the
duties of life, and often renders their virtue in danger. If such women are single, so they may remain: for who are
so mad as to make choice of such as may be instrumental in their ruin? Who, but idiots, would expect happiness
with a Gamester? If they are married, and become slaves to this fatal passion, they must bid adieu to the real
comforts of life --- their husband’s affection --- his confidence ---and all domestic pleasure. Can there be a
compensation for the loss of these at the vigils of the card table? Can the sacrifice of beauty, health, character,
and happiness be balanced by the eager and often fruitless hopes of winning what can yield no solid satisfaction?
Ah, no! The race of dissipation must at length be at an end; which --- if the unhappy victim is capable of thinking -- must be succeeded by self-reproach, repentance, or despair’ (On Gaming, pp. 114-5).
Relatively little is known of Jane Gosling (d. 1804). She was married in 1769 to Ralph Gosling, and ran a school
in Sheffield, attended by a four-year old Joseph Hunter, the local historian, who mentioned her in a later
publication. She wrote and had published two works on her own account, Ashdale Village (1794), a novel, and
the present Moral Essays. The British Critic and Quarterly Theological Review commented on the present
work: ‘It is an unfinished tale, but as far as it goes does credit to the sensibilities and agreeable talents of the
author. We see no reason why it should not be completed. It will amuse many and will offend none’.
OCLC records copies in North America, at UCLA, Michigan State, Oakland, Alberta, McMaster and the Free
Library of Philadelphia.

THE MAID

OF

ORLEANS

IN

EGHAM

23. GRAVE, Georgina Ann. MEMOIRS OF JOAN D’ARC, OR DU LYS, commonly called, The Maid
of Orleans, chiefly from the French of the Abbé Lenglet du Fresnoy, with an Appendix and Notes.
Egham. Printed by C. C. Wetton for Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme and Brown, London. 1812. £ 175
8vo., ff. 2, pp. xlvi, 212; some foxing in places, but generally clean throughout; uncut in the original boards,
rebacked, with printed label to style, rather worn and rubbed, but still a good copy.
More a rewriting of Fresnoy’s life of Joan of Arc ‘[f]or the language,
comments, and notes, for the introduction, and supplementary remarks, as
well as citations of any other historian, I am alone am responsible.’
Georgina Grave was something of a Blue-Stocking for her preface gives vent
to the country no longer seeing women as needed to play their part during
the current national endeavour of the Napoleonic Wars: ‘It may be urged,
that now no mighty claims can be made on the patriotism of woman; hat if
there could, and other Joans were to arise, the due effect must now be
utterly lost. Nevertheless claims there still are, which however different in
their nature, demand much of a similar spirit Though England could once
boast ladies Arundel, Derby, &c. who performing double duties, valiantly
defended fortified mansions in obedience to their absent husbands, and in
loyalty to their king; no female warriors does she now require, she asks not
death of her daughters, yet to her belongs no inconsiderable share of their
hearts and lives. If woman be incapable of personal sacrifice, how shall she
bear to offer up lives far dearer than her own? How shall she prefer to be
the childless mourner over the grave, rather than the blushing mother of a
traitorous or cowardly race? What love of country can she possibly
inspire, who feels not one spark within?… From whence arise those
emotions of a virtuous woman, … and proclaiming through one universal
glow, “I too am a Briton!”’

Probably due to the abbreviation of the authors name on the title page, the work has inevitably almost always
been ascribed to ‘George’ rather than Georgina. She was the only child of Sarah and John Grave, he appears
to have been a solicitor at Furnival’s Inn at Holborn in the area of which Georgina was born in 1785. We
know almost nothing of the translator other than at the time her father retired he purchased a small estate in
Shortwood near Staines. She inherited the estate on his death in 1812 and on her own death in 1839 left her
property to a number of relatives.

The Monthly Review was not altogether taken by the work ‘The author of this volume has much yet to do, if
it is to be rendered a satisfactory and enduring piece of history… We have here the heroine of an epopea,
and not the woman of history. To the minor praise, however, of translating with fidelity, of abridging with
sufficient omission, of composing with general (though not always accurate) elegance, and of glowing with
adequate sensibility, the present author is visibly intitled.’
The publisher was Champion Constable Wetton who is recorded as working in Chertsey from 1802 where
his father Richard Wetton was a draper, bookseller and stationer. Champion started his own business at
Egham the following year and together with his brother, Robert, eventually added Maidenhead to the places
the Wettons plied their trade. In the 1830s the brothers moved into the saving banking business, but in 1851,
under a delusion that he was ruined, Champion took his own life.
Lowndes 929.

RALLYING

AGAINST

UNGODLY SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS

24. GUINNESS, Jane Lucretia. SKETCHES OF NATURE, comprising views of zoology, botany, and
geology, illustrated by original poetry. London: Hamilton, Adams and Co. 1843.
£ 385
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. xiii [1], 406; 4 engraved plates including a frontispiece; original brown cloth,
decoratively block in blind, spine lettered in gilt, lightly rubbed.
The author seems worried by the appearance of modern scientific research into the natural world and wishes
to counter such ungodly publications with a more spiritual investigation into God’s creation. She was clearly
exercised about the new discoveries of geology and refutes vigorously new ideas: ‘Geologists may invent
speculations about [ancient rocks] as there are molecules in its substance, but beyond two or three simple
facts, nothing can be learned.’ In fact anything that could upset her firm beliefs are here rejected.

‘The pleasures arising from the cultivation of the imagination, should be such
as are friendly to truth and morals; or, if otherwise, their effect must be
pernicious to the mental condition in a degree proportioned to the excess
of their influence… The commonplace details of everyday life - flow from
what channel they may – have but a feeble sway over minds so organized as
to derive enjoyment only from the due excitement of their native energies
and sympathies. It is this which draws the inexperienced within the
inebriating power of those enchanting but fallacious and prejudicial
compositions, which, beneath many Proteus-like disguise, insinuate
themselves into the evils r but the evil does not cease here — their negative
influence by which the sympathies are refused to legitimate objects, by
which all science, whether natural, mental, or moral, becomes absolutely
vapid and inane, must swell the amount of their agency.’
Jane Lucretia Guinness is probably best remembered as the widow of John
d’Esterre who was fatally wounded by Daniel O’Connell in their famous
1815 pistol duel. She was the daughter of the composer and violinist
Wilhelm Cramer and in 1829 remarried John, the youngest son of the
brewer Arthur Guinness. This was the beginning of the evangelical wing of
the Guinness family, although Jane appears to have had just two works of
her own published.
OCLC records three copies in the UK, at the BL, Cambridge and the NLS,
and one in North America, at Notre Dame.

‘ONE

OF THE

KINDERGARTEN

OCCUPATIONS’

25. HARCUS, Margaret Ann FILIGREE WORK. Instructions and designs on Filigree Work…
Sheffield: Published by Jeremiah Robertshaw, 34, Angel Street, 1888.
£ 450
8vo, pp. 18, chromolithograph title and six full page illustrations; Arts & Crafts style morocco backed cloth,
spine lettered in gilt.

In her introduction Mrs Harcus states that ‘This pleasant and useful
employment is one of the Kindergarten occupations. The filigree
occupation aids greatly in the development of knowledge on Colour,
Form, Number, and Elementary Botany. It teaches exactness of
manipulation, and affords scope for the training of inventive powers. By
the combination of materials required for this work, most beautiful sprays
of foliage, and other varieties of ornamentation can be constructed.’
The work is arranged with a page of clear simple instruction facing a
coloured plate that illustrate the stages of building up filigree work
towards a completed pattern. Her instructions begin with a relatively
simple Bugle or Bead Flower and successively become more complex
towards Filigree Jewellery.
We know little about the author Margaret Harcus, however she was
born in 1846 at South Shields near Durham and her father John Harcus
ran a chemists shop at Woodhouse, then a small town on the outskirts
of Sheffield in Yorkshire. There she appears to have started a Froebel
School, very probably above the Chemist shop on the High Street, in
the late 1880’s. The shop was not just a chemist but also sold general
wares and very probably including filigree supplies. It is noted in the
preface that ‘Material for the work, with instructions and worked
specimens of designs, are supplied’, indeed the latter pages of Filigree
work have the more complicated work priced from 6d, for ear drops,
to 7s 6d for a bracelet, and strongly indicates a commercial aspect to
this Froebel School.
The school appears to have started about 1888 when our work was issued, her father also appears to have
died about this time and may well have been a way to help increase the income of the business. The school
lasted only until about 1892 when Margaret was using the name ‘M. Daykin Harcus.’. Not much later she
moved to Blackpool where her husband was a manager at a fancy goods emporium, their children all seem to
have been in this same line, or as retail chemists. Margaret died at Blackpool in 1911 but her short time as a
Froebel teacher looks never to have been resumed.
OCLC records four copies in the UK, at the BL, NLS, Cambridge, Leeds and the National Art library in the
V&A, and one further copy, at Trinity College, Dublin.

MARY WOLLSTONECRAFT

EXCLUDED

26. HAYS, Mary. FEMALE BIOGRAPHY; or, memoirs of
illustrious and celebrated women, of all ages and countries. London:
Printed for Richard Phillips, 1803.
£ 850
FIRST EDITION. Six vols, 12mo, pp. xxvi, 316; [ii], 404; [ii], 444; [ii], 504;

[ii], 527, [1] blank; [ii], 476, [4] advertisements; some light foxing and
marking places; in contemporary half calf over marbled boards, spines
with red morocco label lettered in gilt (two replaced), heads chipped and
some joints cracked (but holding firm), overall a good set, with the
armorial bookplate of Aiton family with the Latin motto ‘et Decerptae
Dabunt Odorem’ (Roses plucked will give a sweet smell), and ownership
signature of ‘Anne Augusta Townsend Aiton’ beneath and at head of each
title page.
First edition of this early attempt at a comprehensive female biography,
by the novelist and bluestocking disciple of William Godwin and Mary
Wollstonecraft.
The names of Hays and Wollstonecraft became closely associated in the
public mind. After the departure of Mary Wollstonecraft for France in
1792, the leadership of the women’s movement passed to her friend
Mary Hays. Her anonymous Appeal to the men of Great Britain in behalf
of Women was similar to The Rights of Woman in its demand for female

education to prove intellectual equality. When Mary Wollstonecraft died in 1797 Mary Hays wrote a warm
tribute to her, praising her virtue and bravery, and noting her painful struggle against prejudice. The English
Review termed Mary Hays “the boldest disciple of Mrs Wollstonecraft” and as such she became the target of
vilification, sneers and sometimes vicious abuse. Coleridge speaking of Mary Hays objected to hearing
intellectual ideas being issued from the mouth of “a thing, ugly and petticoated.” She was seen as another
“Hyena in petticoats” which is how Horace Walpole had described Mary Wollstonecraft. Charles Lloyd
(Coleridge’s friend) ridiculed her in Edmund Oliver and she is satirically portrayed in Elizabeth Hamilton’s
Memoirs of Modern Philosophers.
While many of the subjects in the present work might be described as historical figures, among the moderns
are such women as Mary Astell, Susannah Centlivre, the American poetess “Anne Broadstreet” (i.e.
Bradstreet), Aphra Behn, Lætitia Pilkington, Hester Chapone, Frances Sheridan, Anne Killigrew, Mary Leapor
and Catherine Macaulay, but curiously no Mary Wollstonecraft, maybe too recently dead and too radical.
Mary Hays wrote several novels, all now of great rarity. Her first was Memoirs of Emma Courtney which
Godwin read in manuscript. In her later writings, according to Janet Todd, Mary Hays’s feminism mellowed
although “as late as 1821 she reveals herself still believing in human perfectibility and hoping for increased
opportunities for women.” By 1804, as shown in the advertisement to her novel Harry Clinton, there was
already a marked conservatism in her moral tone and, presumably, no trace whatever of the sexual liberalism
which had so shocked her earlier readers.

Provenance: This copy belonged to Anne Augusta Townsend Aiton (1782-1828), daughter of William Aiton,
the first director of the newly established botanical garden at Kew.
See Blain Grundy Clements, Feminist Companion, p. 503.

PROVINCIAL

COMMONPLACE ALBUM

27. HEBB, Susanne. COMMONPLACE POETRY AND PROSE ALBUM. [Leicestershire?] [c. 1829
and after].
£ 385
8vo, pp. 86 together with a further pp 200 blank pages. original red half roan, somewhat warn and chipped at
foot of spine; inscribed ‘Susanne Hebb, July 12th 1829’.
An naively illustrated commonplace book of poetry and prose by a young woman.

Susanna has copied one poem by Mrs Cornwell Baron Wilson called ‘Home’ and has pencilled, as a headpiece,
a two storey farmhouse and adjacent farm building which could conceivably be an illustration of where
Susanne Hebb lived. Susanne was fond of Letitia Elizabeth Landon and appears to have had access to a copy of
Landon’s Pledge of Friendship. She was also an addict of the British literary ‘Annuals’ of the period from which
she must have transcribed much of her poetry too, although as such poetry also became the stock column
fillers of local newspapers, the contents of our volume may equally have come from this source too. Mrs
Hemans is here, also some extracts of Byron, but these are usually of one or two verses. To a number poems
Susanne has added headpieces in pencil, imitating no doubt the prevalence of published poetry that began to
be so illustrated in his way from the 1820’s. Also
included are extracts from Lord Strangford’s translation
of the ‘Rimas’ of Luís de Camões; Hulbert’s ‘Grave of
Napoleon’; Dover Castle is used to illustrate ‘The
Wreck.’ Other writers she decided to transcribe
include Robert Burns Robert Tannerhill, Mrs R.B.
Sheriden, Eliza Rennie, but curiously no Walter Scott,
maybe his poetry was thought already to be too old
fashioned by her. There is a short essay on ‘De Foes
Eulogy on the female Character’ and another essay
towards the end titled ‘A Wife’ which might indicate
she was by then contemplating marriage.
We have not been able to trace a Susanne Hebb
however the fluidity in preferred spelling of first names in
the manuscript, even so late as the early nineteenth
century seem fairly unremarkable. That said the
uncommon surname Hebb tends to be concentrated in
the counties of Leicestershire, Lincolnshire, and
Nottingham, even then it was a most uncommon name
and the only likely candidate appears to be a Susanna
Hebb born in 1795 at Ratcliffe on the Wreake in
Leicester.

VIRTUALLY

UNKNOWN

28. HENRY, Élisa-Victorine. LE CHARME, suite de compositions gracienses. Lithographiees par
Régnier et britannier d’apers Mlle Élise Henry. Paris: Gache, rue de la Victoire 66. London, pub by
Gambart, Junin & Co. 25 Berners St Oxf. St. Imp. Lemercier á Paris 1845.
£ 1,850
Large folio, [51 × 37cm.] six hand coloured lithograph plates, finished by hand in gum arabic by Regnier & Bettanier,
each plate enclosed in an ornate blue and silver chromolithographic border, with publisher’s line below; original pale
green glazed boards with title printed in gilt, brown and blue within elaborate copper-lustre border.
An excellent copy of a virtually unknown work by the artist Elisa-Victorine Henry (1790-1873).
Each plate depicts an oval hand-coloured lithographic scene of two young, richly costumed ladies historically
dressed and musing together, or exchanging mute or intimate confidences. The eroticism of the plates may
have been too much for the buying public both in Paris and London. This may account for great rarity of the
volume and the very few press notices given over to advertising the publication. Gambart, Junin & Co. had
only just established themselves in London in 1845 and this volume was probably one of the first products
they brought to the market.

Little, if anything, is known of the artist, Elisa-Victorine Henry, except that she was Moscow born, was of the
French School, and painting historical and genre scenes around 1825.
Colas 1429.

AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL?
29. HOLBROOK, Ann Catharine. REALITIES AND REFLECTIONS IN WHICH VIRTUE AND
VICE ARE CONTRASTED. The incidents taken from real life, and designed under an entertaining
form, strongly to impress upon the youthful mind a reverence for Christian and social duties…
Burton-upon-Trent: Printed and sold by Scott and Chatfield, High-street. 1822.
£ 385
SECOND EDITION, ENLARGED. 8vo, pp. [vi], 9-157, [1] blank; with engraved frontispiece ‘Drawn & Engr. by T.
Simms, Birm.m.’ uncut in original boards, spine repaired with the remains of the spine label, a good copy
How much of Holbrook’s work is autobiographical and reflects her experience through her ‘nine years of
misery’ on the stage is difficult to gauge.
In a series of ten ‘Tales’ Holbrook covers such topics as Filial Duty, Disobedience to Parents, Humanity,
Selfishness, Piety, Conjugal Affection, ‘Fatal Effects of Erroneous Education’, Indolence, Perseverance, and
Despondence. These tend towards the style of miniature Gothic novellas that are chiefly designed to tug at
the heartstrings of the good Christian readers. At the conclusion of each tale Holbrook adds a few paragraphs
of ‘Reflections’ explaining the significance of the actions of the actors in each of her tales. That they all seem
to die grief stricken from mental suffering, transported for life, or restored to their families full of remorse,
shows that there is more than a touch of melodrama experienced by Holbrook’s own life on the stage that
has been incorporated in the text.
The first edition was issued at Uttoxeter in 1821 under the title Tales, serious and instructive in which virtue
and vice are contrasted: with moral reflections subjoined to each with our enlarged second edition published
some forty miles away at Burton-upon-Trent. Judging by an initial leaf of patrons and patronesses together
with a further nine pages of subscribers at the end, the work was keenly anticipated.
Ann Catherine Holbrook, [née Jackson] (1780–1837), actress and author, was probably born in London. Her
father, Thomas Jackson, was an actor, and she was brought up to that profession. Before she was eighteen she
played with success such characters as Juliet, Roxana, and Alicia. Her mother died in 1794 and her father at
Norwich in 1798. On his deathbed he commended her to his own manager, John Brunton, of the Colchester
theatre, who failed to fulfil this last request. She then went to London to seek work on the stage through a
theatrical ‘register-office’ in Russell Court, which referred her to a provincial company at Lewes in Sussex. Three
months later, in Battle, Sussex, she married a man named Holbrook who was an actor with the same company.

They acted together with various provincial companies in such towns as Taunton, Preston, and Lancaster, where
‘the noble ladies’ made her a liberal present. They then tried engagements in Cheltenham, where the countess of
Kenmare attended their benefit, in Windsor, and in Daventry, where there was a fire in the theatre. An
engagement with W. C. Macready in the midlands followed during which they hoped to earn more for the
support of their children, but they soon left the stage, disillusioned with the ‘nine years of misery’ produced by
the general conditions they had encountered in the theatre and with management in particular. Ann Holbrook
then turned to writing, and produced in 1809 The Dramatist, or, Memoirs of the Stage, with the Life of the
Authoress. A large part of this small book, subscribed to by nine members of the aristocracy among numerous
others, is devoted to the financial difficulties of life as an actor and the insensitive treatment by management,
which she hoped might prove a deterrent to others wishing to enter the profession. She did not hesitate to
recount anecdotes against herself, such as a description of a time when she lost her wig on the stage, to the
embarrassment of cast and audience. She continued to write, producing Tales, Serious and Instructive in 1821,
Constantine Castriot, an Historical Tale in 1829, and Realities and Reflections: a Series of Original Tales in 1834.
She died in London in January 1837.
OCLC records one copy in the UK, at the BL (missing the ‘Patrons’ leaf), and one other, in the US, at Stanford;
with three copies recorded of the first edition of the previous year (The BL, Florida and The Morgan).

ANALYSING

MASCULINITY AS WELL AS FEMININITY

30. INCHBALD, Elizabeth and Robert BAGE. NATURE AND ART; or, the affecting and
instructive history of Henry, William, & Hannah. By Mrs. Inchbald. Also, the Interesting History of
Hermsprong, the American Savage; exhibiting a noble example of man as he should be. By Mr. Bage.
Illustrated with engravings. Newcastle upon Tyne: Printed by Mackenzie and Dent, St. Nicholas’
Church-yard. 1821.
£ 450
FIRST EDITION THUS. 8vo, pp. iv, [5]-584; four engraved plates of which two signed by ‘Thos. Dick;

contemporary calf overall tooled in a weaving design in blind, spine with dark green labels lettered in gilt,
upper joint cracked but cords firm.
Very probably Nature and Art, a powerful and successful mix of plot and character, demonstrating the links
between personal experience and institutional oppression, was published to capitalise on news of Mrs
Inchbald’s death in August 1821. To make the volume more appealing the publishers cleverly included Robert
Bage’s novel containing an attack on the intolerance towards new ideas.

The publisher, as his biography notes below, was a strong radical and these two works would have appealed
to his own inclination. The rarity of the volume is without doubt due to Mackenzie and Dent’s business
practice of selling their books in parts from door-to-door. Most copies of the novels may have been lost due
to the parts never being bound up. An interesting example of two works, each as literature now twenty-five
years old, being offered through a subscription basis to a new class of readership in the North-East of England.
Eneas Mackenzie ‘was born in Aberdeen but his family moved to Newcastle while he was an infant. After a
short career as a shipbroker in Sunderland he became a private tutor and then opened a school in Newcastle.
In 1809 he wrote a History of Egypt which was published in parts by K. Anderson. In 1810 he entered into
partnership with John Moore Dent as “Mackenzie and Dent”. Mackenzie was very much the dominant partner
and under his influence the firm concentrated on printing and publishing works to be sold in periodical parts.
Many, including histories of Northumberland, Durham and Newcastle were written, or at least compiled, by
Mackenzie. On June 25, 1814, the Tyne Mercury carried an advertisement signed by Mackenzie that he, John
Senior, William Scott, George Kelly and John Ayre, “the principal publishers of periodical works in the
counties of Northumberland and Durham” had formed themselves into “the North of England Association of
Publishers, for the prevention and punishment of those frauds and injuries to which they are peculiarly
exposed”. The Association members agreed not to engage each others’ employees unless the former
employer provided a testimonial: not “to disparage the works or characters of any other member of this
Association;” and “to complete every work for which they receive subscribers’ names, or… to give an
equivalent satisfactory to the subscriber”. No further mention of this Association can be found so it probably
had a short life but Mackenzie followed its principles throughout his career. In a three-page catalogue of part
works available from Mackenzie and Dent in 1832, obviously usually sold by door-to-door salesmen, the
introduction states— “A perusal of this Catalogue is requested, as the Bearer will call again, when
Specimens… may be seen, and Subscription received. The numbers… are to be paid for on delivery. To
prevent imperfect Sets, Subscribers must continue till the end of the Work. The Publishers pledge themselves
to complete their respective Works”. There were many variant ways for subscribers to receive their
numbers. Mackenzie’s own Account of… Newcastle, 1826, was available in five 5s parts, or “25 Shilling
Numbers”, or “on fine paper, Price 7s 6d each”, or “on strong Royal Paper, Price 8s 6d”. Mackenzie was a
strong Radical, secretary of the Northern Political Union. He was the principal founder of the Newcastle
Mechanics’ Institute in 1824. He died of Cholera in 1832.’ [Hunt]
Not in OCLC, apparently unrecorded; see Christopher John Hunt The book trade in Northumberland and

Durham to 1860, Newcastle, 1975.

A

LADY’S DIARY CONTAINING HER KEEPSAKES

31. [JONES, Elizabeth Wrixen]. RENSHAW’S FRIENDSHIP TRIBUTE FOR 1847. London:
Renshaw and Kirkman. [1847].
£ 300
12mo, pp. 20, [12], [102]; title printed in blue and gold, engraved frontispiece and two plates, a section title
printed in blue and gold; original limp maroon calf, in wrap around pocket form, decorative gilt endpapers with
a pocket at end containing ephemera.
The diary, although meant for the year 1847, was actually used by Eliza Jones occasionally for the years 1847
to 1849 up until the final months of her engagement and her marriage.

Eliza was the daughter of Captain Isaac Jones and was married at Christ Church, Cork in Ireland on the 11th
October 1849 to Henry Haycroft, the owner of the Victoria Gardens in Western Road. They were major
farm and seed suppliers in the district but what role, if any the Haycrofts, played in the Irish Famine of this
period is unknown. A number of ink and pencilled notes relating to trips around Ireland, various domestic and
family notes of marriages etc. and a once rather alarming note presumably from the years previous to her
marriage when Dr Townend called on the 25th May and cut her hair off the next day. On the 27th she noted
the rather bleak remark ‘my head shaved’. Alas, that was not the end of it as on the 9th June ‘my head shaved
the second time’. The diary was kept no doubt because it recorded the time leading up to Eliza’s marriage.
Tucked in a pocket at the end is an envelope containing ‘Camellian leaves from my wedding morning Banquet’,
several well wishing letters from friends including one from India, cuttings of poetry, including one naturally
enough called ‘The Bride’, another cutting is on the ‘Parallel of the sexes’, also included is a plan of the graves
of the Haycroft family and other ephemera Eliza considered worthy of keeping. There is no mention of the
‘Great Famine’ in Cork City or of the absolute distress of the Irish Potato Famine going on around Miss Jones.

Renshaw’s Friendship Tribute appears to have lasted from 1843 to about 1871 and contains a few poetic
pieces and a short prose work on ‘The Bridge of Sighs’ and almanac and various miscellaneous useful
information.
Not in OCLC.

BY

THE

‘EMBROIDERESS

TO THE

QUEEN’

32. LAMBERT, Frances. THE HANDBOOK OF NEEDLEWORK. London: John Murray, Albemarle
Street. 1842.
£ 185
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. xx, 360, [preceded by pp. 2 of Murray adverts.]; wood-engraved text illustrations;

original black decorative cloth the spin and upper cover blocked in gilt, some very minor splitting joints.
Lambert wrote several influential books on needlework and embroidery that became popular in both Britain
and the USA during the 1840’s. Chapters include an introductory histories of needlework and tapestry
followed with further chapters on material and the use of wool, silk, gold and silver, chenille, canvas, Berlin
patterns, embroidery, framing work, stitches, crochet, knitting and netting. Miss Lambert goes into some detail
and her work was adapted for both the beginner to some quite advanced work.
The success of her works clearly helped her own business enterprise and allowed her to style herself as
‘Embroideress to the Queen.’ Our work was seen as an adjunct to Murray’s Hand-Books for Travellers when
the publishers were still contemplating the extent of their series. Other titles included a Hand-Books to
Painting and the Hand Book to the Public Galleries but after this only the travel series continued.

The earliest notice of Frances Lambert is as a trimmings maker at 37 Regent’s Circus London in 1825,
however before this date a Mr Lambert was also trading from this address as an upholsterer and cabinetmaker
with the services of Undertaker and appraiser and auctioneer. By 1830 she and her sister Catherine Lambert
opened new premises above the tailors Baker & Son at 9 George Street, Hanover Square and here taught and
exhibited ‘Persian Work, Japanning, Painting in Satin and Wood, Oriental Tinting, &c.’ describing the ‘art’ as an
‘elegant amusement for ladies.’ In 1831 the sisters were trading and educating in Leamington Spa and appear
to have moved between London, Leamington Spa, and later also Brighton, depending on where the fashionable
crowd was to be found. By 1832 needlework had also become a major element of their business and so they
moved to what appear to have been slightly larger premises, opening their ‘Repository of Needlework’ above
John O’Hara’s Boot and Shoemakers just around the corner at 7 Conduit Street. By 1840 Frances, her sister
is an altogether more shadowy person fleetingly acknowledged, was on the move again taking the first floor
above yet another tailor, William Buckmaster & Co. of 3 New Burlington Street. Here she advertised her
business as only three doors from fashionable Regent’s Street. By this time Frances appears to have employed
several needlewomen both living and working on the upper floors of her building. It was also at this time that
Frances published her first work The Handbook of Needlework through the aegis of the publishers John
Murray. The preface notes that she was now married, her husband condescending to allow allow her to use
her maiden name on the title-page, in mitigation he did contribute the historical parts of the work. The
preface is signed with the initials ‘F.S.’ and it has been suggested that she had married David Dewing Stribling, a
tailor, however we strongly doubt this attribution as their marriage only took place in 1843, and furthermore
she would have been only 15 when was trading in 1825! The more likely is Frances Lambert (1798-1880) who
married John Bell Sedgwick in 1836 and actually lived in the area of her business, furthermore and unlike Mrs
Stribling, Mrs Sedgwick had a sister called Catherine Lambert. The Sedgwicks had also put their money into
property and were no longer in ‘trade.’
By the 1840s Frances had become quite successful and with her sister advertised lessons in every conceivable
type of needlework. She had also attracted the patronage of royalty becoming ‘Embroideress to the Queen’
and ‘decorative needlework-woman to the Queen’. By 1846 Frances announced that she was ‘relinquishing
business’ and soliciting for final orders before closing in May the following year. In fact the lease and stock
appears to have been sold to Mrs Purcell and Miss Dolan who traded for another eighteen months before
their business appears to have failed.
OCLC records four copies in the UK, at the BL, Oxford, Cambridge and the NLS, and one in North America,
at the Library Company of Philadelphia.

A GEORGIAN

MELODRAMA

33. LEIGH, Theodosia de Malsburgh. COMMONPLACE BOOK OF POETRY. [Various Places]
1810-1811.
£ 2,850
MANUSCRIPT IN INK. 4to, pp. 154; followed approximately by a similar number of blank pages; first leaves

torn in two and hand stitched together [see note below]; original mottled calf, gilt role tool border to sides;
somewhat worn especially at extremities, yellow edges.
An enchanting commonplace volume of romantic manuscript poetry, compiled by a young Georgian woman
who eloped to Gretna Green.
The volume contains approximately ninety-five works of poetry that for the most part are tabulated on a
contents leaf at the beginning of the volume. The first work she took down was a ‘Sonnet to Peace’ an
anonymous item which she copied from the Monthly Magazine of 1808. This is followed by Thomas Dermondy’s

‘Monody on Chatterton’ and an unlocated poem ‘On Sleep’ beginning with the line ‘Oh sleeps! if in thy shadowy
gloom’. Other similar romantic works, some appearing in the monthly magazines of the period, show that
Theodosia probably started transcribing works that took her fancy and collecting them into a more permanent
form. The date June 6th 1810 is inscribed her name on the front pastedown and it was probably then that she
started her album.
A number of poems appear to be unpublished including ‘To the Spirit of Henry Kirke White’ which has the
subjoined note ‘The foregoing was written by Mrs Woodroofe, of Somerford Vicarage, near Cirencester,
December 1808 to Marianne Innes’ After a few other works by Woodroofe, including one called ‘Memory of
Elizabeth Smith’, another note is appended ‘Mrs Woodrooffe wrote the above while I was with her &
addressed it to Emma Grenfield.’ This would be Anne Woodroffe, neé Cox, the wife of the Rev Nathaniel
George Woodroffe of Somerford Keynes in Wiltshire who is known for the published work The History of
Michael Kemp, the Happy Farmer’s Lad of 1821. This is not the only original work, another, ‘The Physionomist
[sic], a long poem in three parts, each part of which is dedicated to three young women Catherine Sutton,
Theodosia Leigh and Jane Sparrow’. Unfortunately we do not know the authorship of this item.
Several translations are found by ‘Henry Hett M. of Arts Oxford’ and one called ‘A Chinese Ode’ a ‘literary
curiosity is a translation from the Shi’ King, a great classical work of the Chinese. It is a panegyric on a Prince
who died 726 years before the birth of Christ; so that the Chinese poet might have been contemporary with
Hesiod and Homer.’ Other poets copied into the album include Horace Twiss, Erasmus Darwin, Elizabeth
Bath, Susan Evance, and one by Walter Scott: it is clear that Theodosia was of a romantic turn.
Theodosia de Malsburgh Boughton-Leigh (1792-1870) was the only surviving daughter and heiress of Sir
Egerton Leigh, 2nd Bt., of South Carolina and his wife Theodosia Anna Maria Boughton. In 1811 she married
John Lucas-Ward and her name became eventually the rather forbidding Theodosia de Malsburgh WardBoughton-Leigh a name indicating a strong desire to preserve family genealogy.
We know something of Theodosia from Elizabeth Cooke’s work The Damnation of John Donellan: a
mysterious case of death & scandal in Georgian England, 2011. Donallan was the first husband of Theodosia’s
mother, also called Theodosia, he was hanged for the murder of her mother’s brother, and although the
evidence would not pass muster today, the disgrace hung like a cloud over the family.

Our Theodosia had both an independent and romantic nature for Cooke relates: ‘In the space of fourteen
years, from 1792 to 1806, Theodosia and Egerton endured the deaths of five children, and so it is not very
surprising that the couple doted on their remaining child, Theodosia. Their daughter, in contrast to her
siblings, was destined to live a long life and found a considerable dynasty, but not before she had driven her
father to distraction. By 1811, the Leighs were living at 72 Portland Street, London, and were enjoying a close
friendship with their step-cousins, the Rouse-Boughtons. Egerton and Charles [Rouse-Boughton] seemed to
have been close, and Egerton was soon to need Charles’s sangfroid in a family crisis. Theodosia fell in love
with a young upstart (according to Egerton) called John Ward and, although Egerton banned him from the
house, he had his suspicions that she was seeing him secretly. In March and April of 1811 a flurry of letters
from Egerton to Charles begged him to act as an intermediary; it appeared that Theodosia was in
Warwickshire with Ward and “I fear that we are too late.” He was right. The headstrong Theodosia had run
off to Gretna Green in Scotland some three weeks before, and was already married. Egerton Leigh was
apoplectic. The whole affair reads like a Victorian melodrama, Egerton telling Charles that he felt Ward was
after Brownsover Hall: “It is a most happy circumstance that the property is in Lady Leigh’s power.” Actually,
John Ward had a complicated distant connection to the Boughton family. Theodosia and John - or perhaps
Egerton himself- tried to repair the scandal by posting banns of a forthcoming “marriage” in the high-society
church of St Marylebone, London, as if Theodosia and John were still single. There is no record of that
“marriage” actually taking place, however: perhaps the young couple thought it was too much of a farce. By
November, Egerton was almost beside himself with fury, and his letter to Charles reveals a man who was
having the greatest difficulty in seeing his daughter as a fully grown woman. “An infant,” he wrote, “is seduced
to go away with a stranger… a man thus makes unsatisfactory infancy its prey - No - it cannot be - The son
was a material instrument in the seduction - seduction - seduction - My dear Charles, I cannot soften this
term.” But Egerton’s misgivings about the suitability of the union proved to be unfounded. John Ward and
Theodosia Leigh were married for fifty-seven years. In time, John assumed the name Ward-Boughton-Leigh;
the couple had eight surviving children. Their marriage in fact preserved William Boughton and Anna Maria
Beauchamp’s line, which had looked set to fail when so many of Theodosia’s children had perished.’
The manuscript is now in a rather distressed condition, the first twenty-two pages have been brutally ripped
in half and then carefully sewn back together again, large pencil crosses are against many of the poems for
some unknown reason, and several leaves midway through the volume and at the end have also been roughly
torn out. One has to speculate that Theodosia’s father may have got his hands on the volume and savaged it in
his rage at his daughter running of with her lover to Gretna Greene!

AMERICAN

RECIPES IN DISGUISE

34. LESLIE, Eliza. ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY RECEIPTS for Pastry, Cakes, and Sweetmeats. By
Miss Leslie. London: J. Limbard, 143, Strand. 1836.
£ 650
FIRST EDITION THUS. 12mo, pp. vii, [i] blank, 76; apart from a few minor marks, a clean copy throughout;

bound in recent cloth backed boards, upper board with printed paper label; a very good copy.
Scarce, seemingly unrecorded, first British edition, considerably enlarged, of Eliza Leslie’s Seventy-five receipts
for Pastry, Cakes, and Sweetmeats, first published in 1828.
‘The following receipts for pastry, cakes, and sweetmeats, are original, and have been used by the author and
many of her friends with uniform success. They are drawn up in a style so plain and minute, as to be perfectly
intelligible to servants and persons of the most moderate capacity. All the ingredients, with their proper
quantities, are enumerated in a list at the head of each receipt, a plan which will greatly facilitate the business
of procuring and preparing the requisite articles’ (p. i).
It is interesting to note that in comparing the preface’s of the American and British edition’s that all the
passages pertaining to the recipes being American in original have been removed, as to be expected for a
British readership. Furthermore, it seems likely that the publisher took at least some of the additional 75
recipes from Leslie’s Domestic French Cookery (1832) - there are certainly a few that are French in origin though we have been unable to corroborate this.
Eliza Leslie (1787–1858), frequently referred to as Miss Leslie, was an American author of popular cookbooks
during the nineteenth century, who also wrote household management books, etiquette books, novels, short
stories and articles for magazines and newspaper. Leslie was born on the 15th November 1787 in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania to Lydia Baker and Robert Leslie, both originally from Maryland. ‘Her father, a clock and
watchmaker, was a friend of Benjamin Franklin and Thomas Jefferson, according to Eliza. The family moved to
England in 1793 when Leslie was five years old for about six years. Following her father’s death in 1803, her
mother operated a series of boarding houses. They moved from their home on High Street to a boarding
house on South Sixth Street, then Spruce Street, and, finally, to 1 Minor for the last two years of her mother’s
life before she died in 1824. Leslie attended the cooking school of the famed Mrs. Goodfellow for two terms,
and her first book was based on notes she had taken of Goodfellow’s class recipes, although in the
introduction she insisted the recipes were “original, and have been used by the author and many of her friends
with uniform success.”’ (Wikipedia).
Not in OCLC, which only records a British edition of 1840 (BL only).

THE MYSTERIOUS ‘MISS LEWIS’
35. [LEWIS, Miss]. MEZZOTINT PORTRAIT ON GLASS. Engraved by Charles Spooner after Jean
Étienne Liotard. Printed for Robt. Sayer, Printseller in Fleet Street. [c. 1750].
£ 300
395 x 295 mm; with darkening to varnish and shrinkage over time causing some distortion to print; in the
original ‘Hogarth’ frame, with some general wear to extremities.
Rare glass mezzotint portrait of a ‘Miss Lewis’, based on the portrait of Mlle Lavergne by Jean Étienne Liotard.
It was one of his most famous compositions, which he entitled ‘La Liseuse’ (the reader), and evidently
intended it as a genre piece, although he also identified the figure as his niece wearing Lyonnaise costume.
Liotard took it to Versailles in 1748 to advertise his skills as a pastellist to the French court.
Charles Spooner (1720-1767) was an Irish mezzotint engraver. Born in County Wexford, he was a pupil of the
engraver John Brooks. Various plates were produced by him in Dublin between 1749 and 1752. By 1756 he had
moved to London where he spent the rest of his career. His work was published by Robert Sayer and the
Bowles family. He died in 1767 and was buried beside the engraver James MacArdell, in Hampstead churchyard.
Jean Étienne Liotard (1702 - 1789) was a painter, pastellist, and occasional miniaturist. He was born in Geneva in
1702 and trained in Paris under Massé. He left Paris 1735 in the suite of the French ambassador to Naples, and
went on to Rome where he met Sir William Ponsonby (later Earl of Bessborough), and Lord Sandwich, with
whom he went via Malta, Chios and Smyrna. He travelled to Constantinople, where he remained from 1738 to
1742. He returned via Moldavia, Austria, Germany and Italy to Switzerland. In 1746 he was based in Paris as a
portraitist, but made many voyages around Europe over the next 10 years, including a period in London from
1753 to 1755, where he was commissioned to paint all of the children of the Prince of Wales. He married in
1756, and henceforth was based in Geneva. Upon his return to London he arranged a personal exhibition in
1773, and a sale of his work at Christie’s in 1774. He also exhibited at the Royal Academy 1773-74.
Robert Sayer (1725-1794) was a major British publisher and seller of prints and maps. Based at the Golden
Buck, Fleet Street (1748), Sayer became a liveryman of the Stationers’ Company in 1753. In 1754 he married
Dorothy Carlos (d.1774). In 1760 he moved from the Golden Buck to a premises in Fleet Street. At various
times he took over the stock of Herman Moll, John Senex, John Rocque and Thomas Jefferys; and probably
also took over the stock of Henry Overton II in the 1760s. By the mid-1760s he was becoming increasingly

successful; setting up a manufactory for prints, maps and charts in Bolt Court near Fleet Street. In 1780, he
married his second wife, Alice Longfield with whom he appears in a painting by Zoffany. Between 1774 and
1784 the business traded as Sayer & Bennett; the partnership ending when Bennett suffered a mental collapse.
Thereafter, until Sayer’s death in 1794, the company was named Sayer & Co. or Robert Sayer & Co., probably
a reference to his assistants Robert Laurie and James Whittle. From 1794 until 1812 the business traded as
Laurie & Whittle, Sayer having left the pair a twenty-one year lease on the shop and on the Bolt Court
premises, as well as an option to acquire stock and equipment at £5,000, payable over three years. Sayer’s
son, James, never seems to have been involved in the business.
The print is good example’s of the relatively short-lived fashion for the ‘back painted’ or reverse glass coloured
mezzotints. The print is moistened and laid face down on a varnished sheet of glass and allowed to dry; once the
paper is firmly fused with the varnish and glass, most of it is scraped away from the verso leaving a minutely thin
layer of printed paper within the varnish. This is then varnished again on the verso to give a rich and distinctive
translucency. Colours, usually in oil, are then added, again to verso. Over time the varnishes invariably darken and
lead to shrinkage, resulting in the rather subdued but still translucent hues found here.
Chaloner Smith 27.

WOMEN:
36.

THE MORAL REGENERATORS OF MALE PROFLIGACY

[LEWIS, Sarah.] WOMAN’S MISSION. London: John W. Parker, West Strand, 1839.

£ 250

8vo, pp. vii, [i] contents, 9-154, [6] advertisements; a few marks in places, but clean overall; in the original
green publisher’s cloth, spine lettered in gilt, minor chipping at head of spine chipped, cloth lightly sunned and
soiled, but still a good copy, with a contemporary ownership signature at head of front free endpaper.
Scarce second edition of Sarah Lewis’ enormously popular adaptation of Louis-Aimé Martin’s De L’Education

des Méres de Famille showing women as moral regenerators of male profligacy.
‘The influence of women is, or ought to be, a moral influence; and that it may have its full effect, the main
object of their education ought to be to expand and perfect their moral nature, and to implant deeply the fact
of their influence, and their own consequent responsibilities’ (p. 152).
It had been Lewis’s intention to translate Martin’s work and adapt it as far possible to the English taste.
However, as Martin had addressed most of the chapters exclusively to the French nation in respect of
manners and morals, it was decided by Lewis that it would perhaps have little success in England and instead
decided to embody her own ideas with a few passage’s adopted from Martin’s work.

The book was often reprinted, going through no fewer than ten editions before 1843. It was also refuted by
Marion (Mrs Hugo) Reid’s A Plea for Women, 1843, and Ann Richelieu Lamb’s Can Women Regenerate
Society?, 1844, a book-length defence of spinsterhood’s advantages against Lewis’s claim that woman’s sole
purpose was to be mother of sons.
OCLC records three copies in the UK, at the BL, Cambridge and the NLS, and two in North America, at
Duke and Illinois.

PUBLISHED

PRIVATELY, FOR FRIENDS

37. LINDSAY, Lady Caroline Blanche Elizabeth, née FitzRoy, of Balcarres. THREE GIRLS. A
Comedietta, in one act. [- Runa. A Sketch - A Weak Plot. A Comedetta in One Act - Forget-me-not.
A Play in two short acts] London: imprint Bradbury, Agnew & Co., Printers Whitefriars. 1875. £ 285
8vo, pp. [2], 20; 14,[2] blank; 18, [2] blank; 24; with the blindstamp of Wigan Public Library on first and last
leaves, and ink accesion stamp on verso of title; bound in contemporary blue cloth, panelled in blind and
tooled in gilt, upper board with small library label, and joint cracked, but holding firm.
Blanche, Lady Lindsay (1844-1912) was a painter, writer and violinist who probably had these four plays
collected and published for her private friends. They are chiefly light comedies and were doubtless acted out
as diversions during house parties and other similar entertainment. The pagination indicates that the plays
were issued singly, however the author also decided to have them issued together with a simple title page.
The cloth binding is rather remarkably hand-tooled and this particular copy may well have been produced to
give away to a special friend.
The subject of the first play is an heiress who having received a misaddressed letter decides to act out the role
of her neighbour to two visiting orphaned young women; Runa is a play on a gypsy who visits a fashionable
house and foretells the future of Margaret and her maid - that Runa arrives with a fiddle and bow shows this
part was intended to be acted out by the author; A Weak Plot relates a quarrel between a young widow and
her suitor, which is resolved with her brothers help; lastly Forget-me No is a two act melodrama set in a
Normandy fishing village.
Whether the subject matter signifies anything of the author and her husband’s relationship at this time, is
difficult to judge as the plots can be read as either as light entertainment or having some deeper meaning.

‘Caroline Blanche Elizabeth, Lady Lindsay, was born in 1844 in London,
the daughter of Hon. Henry Fitzroy (the son of Lord Southhampton)
and Hannah Mayer de Rothschild. In 1864 she married Sir Coutts
Lindsay, who was twenty years her senior, and they had two
daughters. Sir Coutts Lindsay (1824–1913) was the eldest son of
Lieutenant-General James Lindsay, and he initially followed his father’s
career until he resigned and turned to painting. In 1877, he founded
the Grosvenor Gallery as a rival to the Royal Academy, exhibiting
painting by Watts and Burne-Jones. Shortly afterwards, Sir Coutts
Lindsay and Lady Lindsay separated and lived the remainder of their
lives apart. Lady Lindsay turned to literature, and her homes in
London and in the country often hosted the painters Watts, Millais,
Leighton, and Burne-Jones as well as authors Browning and Bret
Harte. She was mostly a prolific poet and composer of songs, but she
did write a few novels: Caroline (1888), about English travellers in
France and Italy; Bertha’s Earl (1891), a novel the reviewers found
well-padded out to three volumes; and A Tangled Web (1892), about
a Scottish girl entangled in London society. After some months of
weakness and failing health, Lady Lindsay died in 1912.
[www.victorianresearch. org].
OCLC records copies at the National library of Scotland and the
University of Michigan.

THE

PROBLEM OF COQUETRY

38. LOWNDES, Thomas. THE NUNNERY FOR COQUETTES. London: Printed for T. Lowndes,
at No. 73, in Fleet Street. 1771.
£ 300
FIRST EDITION.
EDITION. 12mo, pp. viii, 239, [1] blank; some age toning to paper, but overall a clean copy throughout; at
some time bound in the late nineteenth century, though sadly now lacking both boards, the spine, however, remains.

We do not know who the editor of this work was who signed himself as ‘The Invisible Spy’ at ‘Bath, Oct, 20,
1770’, or how much of the work is really, as the preface declares, containing ‘several original pieces, written by a
gentleman.’ More correctly some hack writing has been commissioned in which every mention of ‘Coquettes’
found or alluded to in the Spectator, Tatler, Rambler et al, and pieced together into something of a do’s and
don’ts of how to behave. Despite the title using the word ‘Nunnery’ there is nothing in the text that alludes to
convents or nuns and we think this was a ruse to attract buyers, with men the more probable target reader.
The preface explains that ‘Coquetry is a vice so prevalent and fashionable in the female world, that it calls
aloud for public censure; and the fatal consequences of it to both sexes are so great and numerous, that they
cannot be too strongly displayed … The design of the following sheets is, therefore to point out to the Ladies
the danger and folly of persevering in the present polite, but fatal plan of conduct so generally followed by the
most beautiful of their sex. If they did but know with how much contempt the sensible part of mankind view a
professed Coquette they would shudder at having adopted that character. There is something so shocking to
delicacy, so inconsistent with a genuine and refined passion, so opposite to the pure dictates of untainted love,
in aiming at universal conquest, that no woman, who proposed secluding to herself a male friend upon
honourable terms in life, would after a moment’s reflection, pursue a track, that must make her ridiculous, and
terminate in her misery. The object of this performance is, then, to display this fashionable error, so
universally prevalent, in the most glaring colours….’
An interesting work playing on the a supposed problem of coquetry and bringing together a variety thoughts
or prejudices on the subject into a single volume.
OCLC: 16351816.

‘OUGHT

TO BE IN THE HANDS OF ALL AMATEURS, ESPECIALLY LADIES’

39. MALING, Elizabeth Ann, later Countess Wandalin-Mniszech. IN-DOOR PLANTS, and how to
grow them, for the Drawing-Room, Balcony, and Greenhouse: containing clear instructions by which
ladies may obtain, at a small expense, a constant supply of flowers. By E.A. Mailing. London: Smith,
Elder and Co., 65, Cornhill. 1861.
£ 285
FIRST EDITION.
EDITION. 8vo, pp. viii, 150, [2] advertisements; with hand coloured lithographed frontispiece, possibly by
Noel Humphreys; lightly foxed in places, otherwise clean throughout; in the original blind stamped green
publisher’s cloth, spine and upper board lettered and tooled in gilt, cloth lightly rubbed, but overall a good copy.
Uncommon first edition of this charming little work, the object of which was to ‘enable any lady in London to
become her own flower-grower’ (Athenaeum)

‘This elegant and useful little manual will be welcome to the fair cultivators of in-door gardens, drawing-room
conservatories, Wardian cases, and other ingenious appliances for cultivating flowering plants and ferns in our
rooms and dwelling-houses. The best plants to choose, the best modes of cultivation, the daily management,
are all very fully entered into. Full particulars, moreover, are given in the second part, of the best ways of
contriving and arranging flower-stands, baskets, small conservatories, balconies, and many other means and
appliances for using flowers and plants for the ornamentation of our houses’ (Critic).
The work is set out in three parts, Part I ‘Work of each season, and how to do it’; Part II ‘Means required for
growing plants’; and Part III ‘Indoor Garden Calendar, before concluding with a ‘List and prices of good plants’
and a ‘List of Useful Implements’, with an endorsement for Minton’s Tiles (‘Terracotta is… a most excellent
material for garden and conservatory use’). It is likely that the handcoloured frontispiece is supplied by Henry
Noel Humphreys, as was the case with several other works by Maling.
Elizabeth Anne Maling (1830–1866) was the daughter of rear-admiral Thomas James Maling, however her
mother was the second daughter of Erasmus Darwin and his second wife Elizabeth Collie, doubtless a
knowledge of plants would have been part of Maling’s education. Of independent means, she lived in Chelsea
and clearly took some of her knowledge from the Chelsea Physic Garden and extensive market gardens in the
area. Her writing came to an abrupt end when she married Count de Wandalin Mniszeck in 1865, a Polish
noble. Unfortunately Elizabeth died the following year, just a few weeks after giving birth to her infant
daughter, who had already predeceased her by a week. Her other related works included: Flowers and foliage
for in-door plant cases (1861); Song birds, and how to keep them (1862 - also issued in the same year as Birds
and Flowers) and Flowers for Ornament and Decoration, and how to arrange them (1862).
OCLC records six copies in North America, at the Smithsonian, Yale, Wintherthur, Boston Athenaeum,
National Agricultural library and the Strong.

‘ M I S S M’ S

MIND IS RATHER OF A SOMBRE COMPLEXION’

40. MARSHALL, Louisa Augusta. PIOUS SELECTIONS from the works of Thomas A Kempis, Dr.
Doddridge, Miss Bowdler, Sir J. Stonehouse, Bishop Sherlock, Mrs. Burnett, &c. &c. By Miss Marshall,
Translator of Extracts from Fenelon into English. London: Printed for J. Hatchard, Bookseller to Her
Majesty, No. 190, Opposite Albany, Piccadilly. 1812.
£ 1,500

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. viii, 200; apart from a few marks in places, a clean copy throughout; bound in

contemporary calf, spine ruled in gilt with label lettered in gilt, boards ruled in gilt, with loss 10mm at head of
spine, some surface wear to boards, but overall still a very good copy, with the contemporary ownership
signature of ‘J. Monins, 1819’ at head of title.
Rare first edition of these ‘Pious Selections’ made by Miss Marshall, largely taken from the works of Thomas a
Kempis, though also including extracts from Jane Bowdler’s posthumously published Poems and Essays (1786)
and Elizabeth Burnet’s prayer book, A Method of Devotion (1708).
‘Books formed by the aid of a pair of scissors are often useful publications. When good judgment guides those
little instruments the reader is grateful for the valuable matter which they select for him and thinks not of the
facility of the operation. Such is the multitude of excellent religious books in our language that nothing is
easier than to make pious selections for the use of serious Christians but from such a writer as Thomas a
Kempis it is not advisable to extract by wholesale. On the Necessity and Reasonableness of Patience Thomas
has offered some good remarks but when he tells us that it is better to suffer afflictions here than to endure
the torments of hell and the everlasting vengeance of an angry God he contradicts the doctrine of Scripture
which represents afflictions as proceeding from the mercy not from the vengeance of God and he tries rather
to terrify than to reason us into the exercise of patience. This sentence moreover does not accord with an
assertion in the following section that we ought to be thankful on account of our afflictions. We could wish to
expunge other passages which this lady has admitted from her old favourites. Did it never occur to her that
the words at p. 81 Look down almighty Rock, included an incongruous metaphor. The passages from Blair are
more adapted to the present taste of Christians than the selections here profusely made from Kempis If we
may judge from these extracts, Miss M’s mind is rather of a sombre complexion and her compilation is
particularly calculated for the use of persons in affliction’ (The Monthly Review, vol. LXXII, 1813, pp. 441-442).
Louise Augustus Marshall (1778-1819) published work an earlier work Extracts from the religious works of
monsr François Salignac de la Mothe Fenelon, archbishop of Cambray. (1809). Her name has been transcribed
wrongly in the dedication as ‘Louisa M. Marshall’ which has led to leading to some confusion. However we
have been able to identify her as the daughter of the Rev John Marshall of Orsett in Essex and his wife Louisa
Augusta Deaume, and that she was born in Ireland. The only other information we have of her is the
inscription on her gravestone at Holyhead where it states she died ‘after a painful illness borne with Christian
Patience for 27 months.’
OCLC records one copy, at the University of Wales, Lampeter; apparently no copy in the British library.

SCIENTIFIC

CONVERSATIONS WITH

MAMA

41. MARSHALL, Mrs. ANNETTE MOWBRAY; or,
conversations with mama. By Mrs. Marshall, of
Manchester. London: John W. Parker, West Strand.
MDCCCXXXIX [1839].
£ 300
FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. 172, [4] adverts; with engraved

frontispiece and title; apart from a few minor marks, a clean
copy throughout; in the original green blind-stamped
publisher’s cloth, upper board and spine lettered in gilt, some
rubbing to joints and head and tail, but still a very good copy.
Scarce first edition of this charming group of conversations
between Annette Mowbray and her mama, beginning with a
tale of poor Bessy, a good dog who died saving Annette from
a ‘mad dog’, before moving on to topics such as ‘On the
difference between instinct and reason’, ‘Instinct of Insects’,
‘Instinct of Plants’, and concluding with ‘The Excursion’.
We have been unable to find any further information on Mrs.
Marshall of Manchester. She wrote several other books for
children, all published in 1839 including The First Lie, The First
Theft (1839), The Child’s Guide to Good Breeding, The Child’s
Guide to Good Devotion, and My Brothers and Sisters.
OCLC records three copies in the UK, at Aberdeen, Liverpool and Oxford, and one in the National library of
Australia.

WITH

PREVIOUSLY UNPUBLISHED LETTERS

42. MONTAGUE, Lady Mary Wortley. ORIGINAL LETTERS FROM THE RIGHT HONOURABLE
LADY MARY WORTLEY MONTAGUE, to Sir James and Lady Frances Steuart, and Memoirs and
Anecdotes of those distinguished Persons. Greenock, printed by Robert Donaldson. 1818.
£ 350
FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp vi, [2], 159, inserted errata slip at end; bound in contemporary calf, rebacked with
damages original gilt spine laid down; inscribed ‘Coltness 14th Septm. 1819. Presented to Willm. Blacker by
his affectionate friend. Jas Steaurt’.
An important edition that prints for the first time fourteen unpublished letters.
The correspondence with Lady Mary followed the Steuart’s meeting with her at Venice in 1758, and form a
valuable addition to the famous Turkish letters. The editor, John Dunlop, has included some context on the
history of the letters and arranged them to be printed in the order that Lady Frances had placed them in an
envelop. Dunlop also provides a life of Sir James and Lady Frances as an appendix that was clearly taken down
from an interview with the Steuart family.
The work was privately printed by Sir James Steuart and Lady Frances Steuart’s son, Sir James Steuart
Denham, 8th Baronet (1744-1839) and edited for publication by the Lord Provost of Glasgow and Greenock
song writer John Dunlop and printed locally by the Greenock publisher Robert Donaldson on suitably large
paper. In keeping with the few other known copies our example was presented to a close friend, Captain
William Blacker, the 8th Bart’s brother in law. Maybe the Steuart’s felt that their letters were still sufficiently
private and personal to be given unrestricted access.
Martin, Privately Printed Books, p. 243; OCLC locates only one copy at BL.

INSTILLING

PURITY IN THE MIND OF THE WORKING CLASS GIRL

43. [MORAL EDUCATION]. THE SNOWDROP BAND. WATSON, Mrs [Amy]. A Guide To
Snowdrop Band Work With Extracts From Letters. 8vo, pp. 12; original printed grey wrappers, fore-

edge of upper wrapper slightly toned and some rust from staples.
[With:] WATSON, Amy. THE SNOWDROP BAND - Why are you asked to join it. J.A. Trew,
Printer, [1892?]. 12mo, bifolium, pp. 4. - Short work explaining the guiding idea of effort after purity
of thought, word, and deed.

[With:] SNOWDROP BAND. 4to Bifolium, pp. 4 - Explaining the organisation principles and work.
[With:] SWEETHEARTS - The Snowdrop Letter for February, 1892. 16mo, pp. 22; original selfwrappers, engraved organisation mandorla to upper wrapper, stapled as issued, staples rusty - Text in
the form of a supportive letter from Marianne Haworth.
[With:] PENROSE, Annie C. L. LETTER ‘To Leaders of Snowdrop Band’. [1892?]. 4to bifolium, pp. 4,
including three pages of text, the last page with a ‘Price list of Books with Addresses of Publishers’ The letter is to leaders promoting the need to instruct members in the Laws of God for Family Life
in a way that will elevate the girls thoughts of God, human nature and themselves; together with
another copy.
£ 385
A nice group of ephemera on ‘The Snowdrop Band’ an organisation created by well meaning middle classes to
instil purity in the minds of working class girl, especially in the rough world of industrialised cities and towns.
The chief aim was the promotion of ‘Woman’s influence in all the relations of life.’ The work included
promotion of sex education - or rather chastity - and practical instructions in love, courtship and marriage and
moral instruction with the intention ‘to raise the whole standard of life and thought amongst our working
girls.’ Although the club started in Sheffield it was to spread eventually across Britain and later also to Australia
and New Zealand.
Our particular group was sent as a sample of the material published by The Snowdrop Band. ‘Miss Marion
Crawley, Highfield, Alton, Hants.’ We know that Miss Crawley was born at Alton in 1855 was for a while a
Sunday School teacher and district visitor there too, she was later interested in Wormwood Scrubs Prison
and took a keen interest in welfare work for women and girls. She possibly had the idea of organising a branch
of the Band for Alton but this does not seem to have come to fruition. The Crowley family who owned
Highfield House in Alston were major brewers and would doubtless feel obligated to support good works and
charity to the poorer portion of the local population.
‘Snowdrop Bands and Evening Clubs. At the younger end of the age spectrum, Snowdrop Bands, begun in
Sheffield, were created for working-class young women over the age of 11. There is no evidence that
Snowdrop Bands ever targeted middle-class young girls, presumably because they were considered to be less
likely to “fall” from moral grace. These Bands, just like the Mothers’ Union, aimed to promote honesty,
chastity, civility and to uphold the moral principles favoured by the middle class and by many of the upper
classes (and indeed a significant percentage of the working class). Heavy symbolic meaning was attached to the
snowdrop, which became an emblem of purity and chastity. Snowdrops were displayed in abundance at all

Band meetings and drawn on every leaflet and journal. The Bands had their own journal The Snowdrop, which
contained innumerable stories of young women who successfully resisted sexual temptation, as well as articles
advising members to report any indecent literature and pictures to the Chief Constable of their district.
Potting nights, where young girl members planted their own snowdrop bulbs, were also organised. Most
Bands held “brown” (where members potted snowdrop bulbs) and “white” suppers (when the snowdrops
were fully grown) to celebrate these events. For example, in Burnley one “white” supper consisted of palecoloured food: stewed apples with custard, lemon and pineapple jellies and a large white iced cake as a
culinary metaphor of purity.
‘Each young woman was issued with a membership card on which a picture of a snowdrop was drawn as an
artistic representation of chastity and on the back of which was printed a promise that reflected the sexual
politics of the Snowdrop leaders: “We the Members of the Snowdrop Band, sign our names to show that we
have agreed that wherever we are, and in whatever company, we will, with God’s help, earnestly try, both by
our example and influence to discourage all wrong conversation, light and immodest conduct, and the reading
of foolish and bad books.”
‘Beneath the pledge, which encapsulated the aims of the Snowdrop Band, was a space for the owner’s
signature as a symbol of personal acceptance. The signed membership card acted as an official reminder to its
owner of the obligations attached to membership. Nevertheless, these events did not always go according to
plan - a celebration promoted by the Nottingham Snowdrop Band to plant bulbs could not take place because
no one had thought to bring any.” Women philanthropists throughout England believed that young workingclass women benefited from contact with the middle class because the latter would serve as models of moral
conduct. Certainly, Ladies” Associations wanted working-class young women to internalise the social mores of
the middle class: “Our aim is to raise the whole standard of life of our working girls, especially with regard to
purity of thought and conversation, while they are still young enough to be led and helped.”’ [Bartley].
See Dr Paula Bartley, Prostitution: Prevention and Reform in England, 1860-1914, Routledge, 2000.

RARE

FIRST

GERMAN

APPEARANCE

44. MORE, Hannah CÖLEBS, oder, der junge Wanderer der eine Gattin sucht. Ein Beitrag zur
genauern Kenntniss der häuslichen Gewohnheiten und Sitten, der religiösen und moralischen
Denkart Englands… Stuttgart:bei Joh, Feid. Steinkopf. 1816.
£ 850
FIRST GERMAN EDITION. Two volumes, 12mo, xvi, 350; [iv], 376; bound in contemporary marbled boards
(imitating tree calf), spines with blue paper labels lettered in gilt, some minor rubbing to extremities, but not
detracting from this being a handsome and desirable copy.

Rare first German translation of Cölebs in search of a wife, Hannah More’s novel focusing on a young man of
means who looks to find a wife who can meet the rather high moral requirements.
The translator Carl Friedrich Adolf Steinkopf (1773-1859) states in his preface that he was ‘strongly convinced by
the great verse, which Hannah More has acquired for her country through her excellent character and rich writings.’
He asked advice from his dear friend of his Pastor Blumhardt, who had seen Bogue’s Essay and Buchanan’s Christian
Researches, the latter title running to eighteen editions in England and several more in North America. Steinkopf
hoped his translation ‘would be well received by the public, as I can hardly doubt, it will be a pleasant encouragement
for me to suggest some other of her writings for consideration. I allow myself only one wish and request, that this
work should be read with calm attention from the beginning as the German reader will find frequent allusions to
English customs and works. Since everything about a person’s salary and worth is of interest, some short notes
written by one of the authors friends will not be unwelcomed by the public.’
Steinkopf had become pastor of the Lutheran Church of Savoy in London from 1801,and later foreign
secretary of the British and Foreign Bible Society, the London Missionary Society and the Religious Tract
Society with the hope of expanding evangelical teaching in Europe. Tthe translation of Hannah More’s work
was probably part of his evangelical mission. Unsurprising too that the Stuttgart imprint is that of his brother
Johann Friedrich Steinkopf, who ran the most successful Pietist publishing and book-retailing companies.
Steinkopf’s connection to Hannah More was really through his English wife Anne, neé Thornton (1775-1851)
as together with More she had begun a school for poor children.
OCLC records one copy outside of continental Europe, at Chicago.

A

MYSTERY SOLVED

45. MORIARTY, Henrietta Maria. VIRIDARIUM: Coloured Plates of Greenhouse Plants, with
Linnean Names, and with concise rules for their culture. London: Printed by Dewick & Clarke,
Aldergate-Street, for the Author; and sold by William Earl, No. 47, Albemarle-Street. 1806.
£ 750
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. xii, 50 hand coloured aquatint plates, each accompanied with a corresponding leaf
of descriptive text; [4] ‘Index.’; uncut in the original pink publisher’s boards, rebacked in blue paper at some
point during the twentieth century (small 1cm piece chipped off at head of spine), boards and corners alittle
rubbed and soiled, nevertheless still a good copy, with the contemporary ownership of ‘J:E:E: Bullock’ at head
of front pastedown, and later armorial bookplate of Andrew R. Motion below.
A delightfully illustrated work that has slightly mystified most chroniclers of gardening history.
The garden historian Dr David Marsh in his blog Avoiding sex with Mrs Moriarty [http’s://parksandgardensuk.
wordpress.com] describes how facts concerning Moriarty’s life have been elusive. She clearly had
‘connections’, her dedication, after all, is to Lady de Clifford, who also took five copies of the work, and the
subscription list is headed by the Duke of Sussex (2 copies).

Her plan as outlined in the introduction had several hopes: ‘… the very obvious use of correct drawings in
public boarding-schools…those who have the instruction or, I might say, the formation, and even the
fashioning of young minds often find it difficult to obtain representations in this most pleasing branch of natural
history.’ although she avoids teaching ‘young minds’ anything that was to do with sex: ‘I have taken as little
notice as possible of the system of the immortal Linnaeus, and of all the illustrations and comments on it; nay,
I have not once named the fanciful doctor Darwin.’ The plates of the work are mainly copied from Curtis’s
Botanical Magazine so it leaves open the question of why this work came to press.
The answer to who Moriarty was can actually be found by reading a novel by her published in 1811 under the
title Brighton in an uproar. This is very clearly an autobiographical work where where she hides behind the
nom de plume of ‘Mrs Mortimer.’ Unfortunately her ‘novel’ also seems to have caused her downfall and
subsequent imprisonment for slander. This connection with Henrietta has apparently eluded research, so in
case anyone wants to delve further into the mystery of Mrs Moriarty we thought to give at least an outline of
her life.
In Brighton in an uproar she relates why Viridarium came to be
written: ‘Mrs. Mortimer advertised for two or three ladies to
board with her: she succeeded in procuring one; and the aunt of
one of the officers belonging to the corps in which her husband
had served also came to reside with her. Mrs. Forth was a lady of
great accomplishments, aid most pleasing manners: her behaviour
to Hubertine and her children was such as rendered her an
invaluable friend, and meeting with such an inmate was a great
blessing to Mrs. Mortimer in her present distressed situation.
When her family was settled, she considered how she could turn
to her children’s advantage the trifling accomplishments she
possessed. Drawing had always been a favourite occupation with
her; and she was advised to publish a botanical work by
subscription. She was averse to this as she knew her abilities were
not equal to such a task; but as it was expected of her, she
immediately set about it, trusting that a generous public would
make allowances when they considered the motive which induced
her to intrude such a publication on them. Another strong
inducement to publish by subscription was the ardent desire which
she had to liquidate her late husband’s debts; and in this she
succeeded as from her exertion’s she paid them all within two
year’s amounting to the sum of four hundred and eighty pounds.’
So far so good, but reading through the novel and matching this to various genealogical sites and newspapers
we have been able flesh out something more. Henrietta Maria was christened on the 22 February 1781 at
Romsey in Hampshire. She was the daughter of Major Benjamin Godfrey of the Inniskilling Dragoons and his
wife Henrietta. On the 9th July 1796 she married Matthew Moriarty, Esq., of Chatham in Kent, then a Major in
the Marines, she would have been barely 15 at the time of her marriage and presumably this was through the
consent of her now widowed mother. Unfortunately he was not a good husband for he left a trail of debt and
died somewhat dissolute, and worse leaving his Henrietta and children unprovided for. In order to clear the
debts she wrote Viridarium and latter also two novels. It is also from her writings that her father had married
a Belgium? Catholic and thus he forfeited his Irish family connections. As a widow Henrietta was not
reconciled to her Irish relatives and despite trying to make ends meet by writing she was clearly in financial
trouble, worse she seems to have slandered someone and was committed to the King’s Bench prison in
December 1813. Her occupation as a boarding house keeper, seems slightly desperate, maybe it is therefore
unsurprising that she is not acknowledged in print from this time forth. The last record we have found of
Henrietta is the sad record contained in the 1841 census where she was recorded as a ward of the
Kensington Union Workhouse, followed by her death a year later.
OCLC records copies at Princeton, Delaware, Cornell, Oak Spring Garden, Wisconsin Madison, NY Botanical
Garden & National Tropical Botanic Garden.

DESCENDING

IN TO

MADNESS

46. NEVILL, Matilda. MANUSCRIPT TRAVEL JOURNAL of a Catholic family. [Various places]
1855-1856.
£ 850

MANUSCRIPT IN INK. 4to [225 x 190 mm], pp. 61 in a clear hand with followed by blank leaves; original purple

morocco, the upper cover initialled in gilt ‘M.C.N.’; marbled edges.
An unusual journal, not so much from the account of marriage, honeymoon and travels to Italy, but for
indications early signs of madness in the writers husband.
Matilda Nevill prefaces her journal by explaining that this was ‘Rather a serious undertaking, when I consider
the perseverance it entails upon me, Deo volente, I hope to get steady through this book at all events and in
so doing have more happiness than affliction to note down.’ Matilda, born in 1828, was the daughter of Sir
Henry Richard Paston-Bedingfeld, 6th Bt. and Margaret Anne Paston, and when 25 when she married the 28
year old Capt. George Henry Nevill of the 7th fusiliers. George was the son of Charles Nevill and Lady
Georgiana Bingham and an army man at the time of the marriage, and still recovering from wounds received in
the Crimea War - his regiment was based at Scutari and involved in the battles of Alma, Inkerman and
Sebastopol. Previous to this he had also been wounded in the 1849 battle of Chillianwala during the Second
Anglo-Sikh War, it was whilst recovering from that event that he first met met Matilda.
Their betrothal was some five years long, for despite both having good genealogy they had no money, but
whilst he was recovering in 1855 Matilda relates in her journal that George had received an inheritance from a
deceased uncle which allowed them to finally marry on the 2nd July 1855. The couple were English Catholics,
and the ‘wedding day was, what is called “a quiet one” the ceremony performed by my father’s chaplain the
Rev Canon S. Longman in our own dear little chapel, Papa’s tenants, farmers & village people, alone being
allowed to be present.’ This took place at Oxburgh Hall chapel in Norfolk. The house had been in a terrible
state when Matilda’s father inherited the property and the restoration probably meant family money was tight.

All was not right though, and although there is no mention of what wounds George had suffered there seems to
be something odd and apparent in the diary. Matilda is chiefly complaining almost universally about servants;
George is none to careful about money and he has a quick temper, other quirks in his behaviour taken down by
Matilda seem at odds during the first flush of marriage. They travelled on their Honeymoon to Hunstanton, just
north of Kings Lynn in Norfolk which turned out to be something of a disaster with poor accommodation and
fare ‘some very tough mutton, chops black outside raw within! No getting one’s teeth into them!’ they left and

travelled by coach to Fakenham ‘where we lunched & had a scene with our coachman, who is slightly intoxicated,
was exceedingly impertinent & thanks to me, escaped being helped down the stairs by George as he would not
leave the room, making demands for more money- When I saw the storm rising between them I quietly walked
up to the Man, put my hand on his shoulders & opening the door told him to leave - He backed astonished yet
frightened & making a bow he replied “For you Madam I will” & we were left in peace - just in time for I saw
George’s eyes flashing, and stride across the room to the culprit!’ On the 10th July, now at Cromer, Matilda
went out to take a sketch of the town and on her return to the hotel ‘I found George waiting for breakfast and
half inclined to believe I had been spirited away for he had been out on the Pier & beach to look for me.’
They did the rounds of country houses in North Norfolk - ‘Wolterton ‘House modern and ugly, park devoid
of trees & the place itself looks neglected - Saw some very fine pictures particularly one of Salvatore Rosa a
line beneath ‘ N.B. (these have just been sold 1 Ausgt, 1856).’ On Sunday they saw ‘in the papers that
George’s intention of selling out of the army had been accepted…’ and for some day after life was somewhat
happier for the couple. By September the Nevills had decided to go abroad and having employed a maid to
travel with them, a relationship that was to go badly wrong, they together took passage from Folkstone to
Boulogne and thence to Paris. Here to their consternation the maid had lost the keys to all their trunks, ‘I had
to get a Locksmith to get all my nice new trucks opened by a locksmith.’ They dined and walked about Paris
‘wishing for almost every thing we saw, and had
our heads quite turned with the jewellery, which
this year is magnificent.’ The next day ‘The maid
alarmed us all by having severe spasms and
sending for brandy and the doctor for which. of
course we had to pay! we thought it might have
been Cholera, but it turned out nothing at all but
over eating, and a dose of peppermints cured
her. Keys returned from Boulogne, found on the
ground in the Custom house, cost us.’ They went
to the Exposition Française ‘I liked the Chrystal
Palace better the fountains and trees in the
centre giving it a fairly appearance, where as this
one has more material, wch surprises me with
the taste of the Parisians!’ We know from the
diary that Matilda had travelled to the continent
before, recently to Paris and when a young girl to
Italy too so some of this excursion was not
altogether novel to her. They travelled via
Geneva over the Alps to Italy.
At Bex they stayed the night and were disturbed by someone banging, apparently somewhat drunk and unable
to get to his room due to the Nevill’s locking an intervening door. ‘George leapt out of bed & was for insisting
attacking the man en chemise & kicking him down stairs, but I begged so hard for him not to open the door
and gave into me and told the man in the morning they would settle it, & after a little all became quiet - I
knew George was still weak from illness, & I knew also the treachery of the Italians, to hear they are in a
passion, they are mad and the stileto ever ready!’ The next day the landlord made ‘a thousand excuses &
pardons’ and the Nevill’s went on their way. Matilda continually defends George’s actions or is quelling his
temper and it is all the fault of others that things go wrong.
Much of the diary describes the countryside, visiting churches, cathedrals, going to opera, having her portrait
painted as they travel through Italy. Matilda at Genoa states ‘The Maid Useless!’ eventually they fell out with
her and she demanded £18 and passage home and took them to court over this, which they had to pay. The
Nevill’s took passage on the steamer Corriere Sicilianoto from to Leghorne and thought they were going to
die in a storm, then got stuck in the Customs House as their papers were not in order and travelled to
Florence and took an apartment in the Piazza del Duomo which they found ‘inconveniently small & yet cold’
and so moved to another apartment, but alas they fell out with their landlady as the Nevills had lost, or
negated to properly make a contract resulting in a negotiated payment. They stayed the winter at Florence
and by all accounts it was wet and full of difficulties for a Honeymoon and tour in Italy, although many sites
and attractions diverted the couple it seem on the whole she was miserable. In June 1856 the diary breaks off
almost mid sentence.
What we know now is that George, if not then quite a lunatic when they married, soon became delusional, and
the couple separated - being Catholic and with a young child, divorce even by papal decree was impossible. That
he made similar threats of throwing people down stairs and was want to carry loaded firearms round with him

became something of a concern. A lunacy Enquiry at Stafford in 1867 showed that George had been permanent
inmate of the Coton Lunatic Asylum since November 1865 - ‘The issue of that marriage was child, a boy, now
ten years of age. Their married life was very unhappy, and eventually Mrs. Nevill was compelled, for her own
protection and the protection of her child, to separate from Captain Nevill.’ He became delusional believing
himself to be a supreme being, tried to shoot his brother in law at the Reform Club, assaulting a woman and We
believe he never recovered and died still incarcerated in 1906, with Matilda predeceasing him in 1905, having lived
out her days in a small terraced house at Hitchen in Herefordshire.
In retrospect one can see that Matilda is making excuses for her husband and the marriage may already have
begun to disintegrated when she left off writing the journal altogether, the statement in the introduction of
‘more happiness than affliction’ being unfulfilled.
It is unusual to find a journal surviving from the nineteenth century of this nature, as Matilda’s family would
have been all too aware of the outcome of the marriage.

FRIENDS

IN HIGH PLACES

47. [NIGHTINGALE, Florence]. FALLS, Louisa Emma Alicia ‘Lily’. SCRAPBOOK COMPILED BY
MISS LILY FALLS, including an original letter written by Florence Nightingale to her father, Dr.
William Stewart Falls. Bournemouth, 1880-1900.
£ 1,850
4to, [20 x 16.5 cm] containing 14 ALs, signed cuttings and cards; also invitations, service programmes, menus
and cuttings from newspapers and magazines on the wedding of Lily Falls in 1893; together with three loosely
inserted photographs; in original half burgundy roan over marbled boards.
The compiler of this album, Lily Falls was a daughter of Dr William Stewart Falls, senior physician to the
Sanatorium for Consumption and Diseases of the Chest in Bournemouth.
Probably the chief interest in the album is the letter from Florence Nightingale who wrote to Dr Falls in
January 1894 to thank him ‘for the most kind note admitting Fanny Dowding.’ Our letter dovetails into
another by Nightingale to Dr Falls of the 20th November 1883, now held at Columbia University in which she
outline’s the poor health and incapacity of Fanny. Fanny had been in poor heath since at least 1880 but her
tuberculosis had taken a turn for the worse and by December she was on the Charity Ward of St Thomas’s
Hospital. Several doctors urged that she should be sent to Dr Falls care however there was an issue over Rule
6 at the Bournemouth Sanatorium which stipulated the making of her own bed.
Clearly this problem was overcome for Nightingale wrote in reply that ‘The £5 or whatever sum is necessary to
have her admitted without a governor’s recommendation shall be gladly forwarded as soon soon as I am
informed when I may hope for a vacancy.’ Clearly an ‘inducement’ was made possible to overcome any regulatory
difficulty, although Nightingale does sound a little tetchy at having to negotiate the impasse! Although the

correspondence about Fanny Dowding sounds as if she was at deaths door, she was actually to survive ill health
and die as late as 1922 aged 67. 1922.
Dr William Falls, the son of a naval surgeon, was born at Clifton and received his medical education at St.
George’s Hospital, qualifying in 1847. He moved in 1856 to the then village of Bournemouth and grew his
practice as the population dramatically increased as it became a favourite watering place. Apart from his work
at the Sanatorium he was also consulting physician to its Royal Victoria Hospital.
Louisa Emma Alicia Falls ‘Lily’ (1869-1928) was the eldest of Dr Falls seven children, she had become a
proficient violinist and principle of the amateur Bournemouth orchestra, this went no further because of her
‘station in life.’ She also collected a number of autograph letters in the album from actors and musicians
including George Henschel, Louis Reis, Nathalie Janotha, Sims Reeves, Willy Hess, Ellen Terry, Henry Irving
together with clippings, invitations, and articles on her marriage to Edward Dent of Shortflatt Tower in
Northumberland in 1893.

A

NURSES MEMENTO

48. [NURSING]. ORIGINAL PHOTO ALBUM likely compiled by
a WWI a nurse. [n.p.] c. 1914-1918.
£ 150
Together 24 photographs, each measuring ‘60 x 40 mm’. approx., tipped
in to album, some light fading in places, but otherwise in good original
state; stitched as issued in cardboard wraps, upper wrapper lettered
‘Photographs’ and with one small mark, otherwise clean.
The small photograph album appears to have once belonged to a nurse
working in a convalescence hospital in England during the Great War.
The photographs in the album show some soldiers in their hospital blues
or service uniforms, amongst the cap badges that are visible are: The East
Lancashire Regiment, The Gloucestershire Regiment, the 17th (Ruahine)
Regiment, NZEF, The 20th New Zealand Reinforcements battalion and
the Royal Field Artillery. Sadly there is very little evidence to be able to
identify nurse.

EVENING

ENTERTAINMENT

49. [OPTICAL TOY]. OMBRASCOPES ou Ombres a Projeter. Paris: Watilliaux, Éditeur. [n.d., c.
1885].
£ 850
Including six cut-outs or stencils on blue card, with a printed title at the foot; contained in the original box
[175 x 135 x 15 mm], the lid with a hand-coloured lithograph depicting a young girl holding the cut-out of
Napoleon; the light cast by an an oil lamp on a table forms the shadow on a wall; with the retailers label of
Jules Decre, 6, Basse-Grand-Rue, Nantes.
A once popular type of shadow play of the nineteenth century, the Ombrascope, or white shadow, used a cut
out to project a person or object whose ‘white shadow’ is thrown onto a wall when held up to the light.
Our example includes Bonaparte - Victor Hugo - Pope Leo XIII - Ferdinand de Lesseps - Espagnole - and a
Gorilla. We have been unable to pinpoint a date, although with cut outs include Victor Hugo, who died in
1885, and de Lesseps who in 1885 was then at the height of his fame on his ill-fated project to cut the Panama
canal. The image on the box lid is particularly striking, and suggests the toy was particularly played with by
young ladies!

Charles Auguste Watilliaux (1847-1924) was a publisher, game manufacturer and merchant active in Paris
from the time he took over Coqueret in 1874 until he sold out to Revenaz & Tabernat in 1908. His premises
where located at 111 Rue Vieille du Temple in the heart of the Marais where many other toys and game
makers were established. A surviving 1903 trade catalogue no longer lists the ‘Ombrascopes’, presumably,
therefore, sales of the toy were not sufficient to cover the cost of cutting new stencils.
A similar example is held at the Bill Douglas Cinema Museum at Exeter University (item BD069263).

FOUR

DOLLS TO DRESS

50. [PAPER DOLLS]. A DRESSING SET OF PAIRED BOY AND GIRL SUBJECTS. [Nurmberg:
circa 1860].
£ 1,850

Hand coloured lithograph set of paper dolls [18.5 cm high] including four mannequins, two each of a boy and
girl; the boys with four slip-over costumes and two hats; the girls with five slip over costumes and two hats;
with four wooden stands (modern); contained in a contemporary light blue paper overlaid wooden box [20.5
x 15.7 x 3 cm]; the lid with a glazed hand coloured lithograph of two young ladies in a sylvan scene, the
corners of the box with silvered metal metal acorns and foliage.
A nicely paired paper doll toy, with one extra rather unusual costume for the girl’s.
The girl’s have five costumes 1) with a three-quarter red cloak over lace and holding a hoop and stick in her
hand 2) in a red jacket with lace trimmed long blue dress, together with a straw hat with ostrich feather trim
3) as a servant girl wearing a tree-quarter length skirt with lace pantaloons, a purple jacket and carrying a
tureen of soup; 4) in an outdoor costume wearing a three-quarter fawn skirt and a purple jacket with a
wolfhound at her feet. Additionally is one other costume with the girl now transformed into a mother,
wearing a long green dress and rocking her baby in an elaborately carved cradle whilst also distracting the
child with a rattle. It was not uncommon to have sets of paper dolls with a child growing into adulthood, more
unusual to add a single conspicuous element of adulthood to an otherwise set of the formative years of
childhood.
The boy’s have four costumes 1) as a peasant boy with a watch in his hand and at his foot a portable backstaff
2) as a young man with a red jacket and green trouser holding a purse in his left hand, the background with a
poor woman and child whom his is about to give alms to; 3) as a sportsman wearing a green jacket with pair
of long boots and his hunting rifle under one arm, at his feet a trusty dog; together with a soft hat with a blue
bow 4) wearing armour, holding a large shield with a lions head in one hand and a sword in his other on a
background with a castle; together with a hat in the form of a plumed helmet.
The box would have been supplied, very probably by the original retailer, possibly in France. Paper dolls are
known also to have been sold loose by the Nuremberg toy sellers so that they could be added to boxes of
sweets or other gift items manufactured in other markets; such examples rarely seem to survive together.

HELPING

TO ‘CULTIVATE A CHARITABLE AND HUMANE DISPOSITION’

51. PARKER, Lucy. BIRDS ON THE WING; or, Pleasant tales and useful hints on the value and
right use of time. By Miss Parker. London, Printed for J. Harris and Son, corner of Saint Paul’s
Church-yard. 1820.
£ 185

FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. xii, 168; with engraved frontispiece; some light foxing in places; bound in
contemporary mottled calf, spine ruled and tooled in gilt, joints cracked (but cords holding), but still a good
copy, with contemporary ownership signature on front free endpaper.
Uncommon first edition of these ‘pleasant tales’ by the little known Miss Parker, which a contemporary
reviewer reports ‘may be safely put into the hands of a juvenile reader’ (The Gentleman’s Magazine).
‘The author of this little work hopes that the lessons inculcated in the volume will make a due impression on
her readers; and that they will derive real pleasure and improvement from perusing the variety of information
it contains. Should it be the means of inducing one child to reflect, to make a right use of Time, to cultivate a
charitable and humane disposition, or to avoid every approach to ridicule and detraction, the Authoress will
feel amply repaid for her labours in the benefit she may afford the Rising Generation or Birds on the Wing
(pp. iii-iv).
We have been unable to find any further information on the author, Lucy Parker. This seems to be her only
published work, and proved popular enough for a second edition in 1824.
OCLC: 7938546.

PROMENADING

LADIES

52. [PEEPSHOW - PARIS]. [OPTIQUE NO. 10: LES TUILERIES]. [France, no place or publisher, c.
1830].
£ 1,400
Concertina-folding hand-coloured and
etched peepshow with four cut-out
sections, front-face measuring 128 × 185
mm, the peepshow extends, by paper
bellows to approximately 480 mm; frontface a bit spotted, lower bellow with short
tear along the joint with the front-face;
housed in a custom-made cloth box.
The front-face of this peepshow consists
of a view of the Arc du Carrousel with the
Louvre behind and with staffage. In the
lower area is a square peephole with a
small circular peephole on either side. The
shutters behind these holes retract as the
peepshow is extended. The actual
peepshow consists of the view from a
point just East of the Basin Rond looking

down to avenue towards the Basin Octagonal, and then beyond across the Place de la Concorde and up the
Champs Elysées to the Arc de Triomphe. The Obélisque, which arrived in Paris in 1833 and was erected in
Oct. 1836, is not yet shown in position in the Place de la Concorde. The small peep-holes provide views of
avenues used by pedestrians. That on the right is very crowded. - On the back of the item is label of ‘Garder,
Md. Papetier, Rue Vivienne No. 12, a Paris.’
Gestetner-Hyde 33.

TEACHING

SIGHTED PEOPLE

BRAILLE

53. PLUMPTRE, Catherine ‘Kate’ Frances, ‘Mrs. F. H. Plumptre’. THE “BRAILLE” SYSTEM FOR
THE BLIND. Arranged for “Seeing” Writers… London: Published by the British and Foreign Blind
Association, for promoting the Education and Employment of the Blind, 33, Cambridge Square, W.
1897.
£ 300
SECOND EDITION. Oblong 8vo, pp. [ii], 26, printed on recto’s only; some soiling to p. 4, with loss to corner
(not affecting the text), otherwise a clean copy throughout; bound in the original publisher’s cloth, upper
board lettered in gilt, some marking and rubbing, but overall a very good copy.
Catherine ‘Kate’ Plumptre was one of the major contributors to the sixteen volume dictionary for the blind
issued by the British and Foreign Blind Association in 1895. Before her work on the dictionary she had
published her own teaching aid aimed at sighted people to teach Braille to the blind. After a brief introduction
on the history of Braille the work continues through a series of exercises and explanations giving particular
emphasis on terminal and initial signs, here printed in red, together with several word contractions for the
Braille reader. The first leaf of text, which covers the alphabet, in this copy is somewhat worn from heavy use
leading to the conclusion that the original owner may have only taught the rudiments of the system.

Mrs F. H. Plumptre called herself ‘Kate’, hence the initials ‘K.P.’ in her preface. She was born in London in
1831 and at 20 married an army surgeon Frances Henry Plumptre from Lyme Regis. They lived in India for a
while before her husband retired from the army in 1867 when he took up the post as surgeon to Newton
Abbott Hospital in South Devon. It was probably as a result of having lived in India that Kate Plumpre took an
interest in teaching the blind to read Braille. This is however speculation as there is really very little
information about her life recorded. She continued to live in Devon where she died in 1909. Apart from her
role in helping with the Braille dictionary, and the two editions of the present work, we are unaware of any
other publications by her.
OCLC records two copies, both in North America, at Wisconsin Madison and Washington, with only two
copies of the 1890 first edition recorded, at the British library and the Library Company of Philadelphia.

CONTAINING

INFORMATION NOT IN PREVIOUS EDITIONS

54. PORZIO, Simone. DISPUTO… sopra quella fanciulla della Magna, le quale visse due anni o piu
senza mangiare, & senza bere. Tradotta, inn Lingua Fiorentina da Giouambatista Gelli. In Firenze
[Torrentino], [n.d., but 1551].
£ 750
FIRST EDITION IN ITALIAN. 8vo, pp. 52, [4] blanks; with woodcut decorative initials; apart from some

minor spotting to title a clean copy throughout; uncut in later, probably c. 1900, decorative patterned boards.
Rare first Italian edition of De puella germanica, quae fere
vixerat sine cibo, potuque… disputatio,
apparently unrecorded, adding new information on the
German girl Margaretha Weiss from near Speyer who after
1540 took no food or drink for over two years.

biennium

‘Born near Speyer around 1531 to a peasant couple,
Margaretha look little milk from her mother’s breast.
Once she was weaned, she often went three or four days
without eating. After a bout of high fever at age seven,
during which she took no nourishment, she consumed
even less. Following another illness when she was ten, she
stopped drinking, and then eating, for two years. Still,
although she was rather pale and thin, she grew at a
normal rate. At the imperial diet held in Speyer in 1542,
Ferdinand, king of the Romans, joined the crowd of
tourists around the patient’s bedside. Fascinated by but
sceptical about her fast, he placed her in the custody of his
physician, Gerhard Bucholtz, in whosh household she was
kept under strict surveillance. When her host tempted her
with tasty morsels, she politely declined, saying, “I don’t
need it now, but I do hope that the time will come when I
will eat”. Forced to drink, she vomited up the liquid; her
only bodily excretions were tears prompted by
homesickness. At the end of the forty day experiment,
Bucholtz’s report persuaded Ferdinand “that this was not a
faked or contrived thing”. Sent home with money “to
marry or do whatever she liked,” Margaretha resumed
taking food and water, though in small quantities. At last report, according to Porzio, she was still alive’ (Anne
Jacobsen Schutte: Aspiring Saints, pretense of Holiness, Inquisition, and Gender in the Republic of Venice,
1618-1750, 2001).
This case of fasting or anorexia aroused considerable interest and at the time it was thought the girl was
performing a miracle or possessed by demons. The present Italian translation has additional material not found
in the first edition, including a dedication to Alamanno Salviati (pp. 3-7) and an account of the girl, entitled
‘Historia della detta fanciulla’ (pp. 8-14).
Durling 3747; not in Adams or OCLC.

ONE

IS NOT AMUSED

55. [QUEEN VICTORIA]. TRANSLATION OF THE FRAGMENT OF AN ARABIC MANUSCRIPT.
Whilst opening the earth for the erection of a gate to a famous city, the workmen came upon an urn
of burnt clay, containing a large roll of very fine parchment covered with writing in Arabic
characters… As it appeared in the Observer of Friday, Sept. 23, 1842. Edinburgh: Published by W. &
H. Robinson, 11 Greenside Street. 1842.
[bound with:] ROBINSON’S COMIC SONGSTER. 14. Containing The Queen’s Landing. Jamie
Forrest, The Row in the Council Chamber, The Proost’s Nap. The Provost’s Dream. Uo, an’ rin awa’,
Robie. O, are ye sleeping, Jamie? another Jim Crow, Being the Forest Crow, Or the Cock of the
Council. John Richardson, my Jo. Edinburgh: Printed and published by W & H. Robinson, 11
Greenside Street; Paton and Love, 10 Nelson St. Glasgow; and sold by all booksellers. Price three
halfpence. [1842].
[bound with:] CHRONICLE OF THE CITY OF THE SEVEN HILL: translated from and ancient
manuscript, Found in an Old Chest, while searching for the Keys of the City, which were supposed
to have been pawned during its Bankruptcy. As it appeared in the Observer of Friday, Sept. 9, 1842.
Edinburgh: Published by W. & H. Robinson, 11 Greenside Street. 1842.
£ 385
FIRST EDITIONS. Three works bound in one, 8vo, pp. 12; 12; 8; uncut and bound together in near
contemporary black half roan over marbled boards.
In September 1842 the royal couple, Queen Victoria and Prince Albert, made their first visit to Scotland, this was
something of a last minute decision resulting in ‘a little local difficulty’ due to political and religious tensions.
The three pamphlets humorously describe the couples visit to Edinburgh. The problem was Robert Peel, then
the Tory Prime Minister was put in charge of arrangements however the city of Edinburgh, and the Town
Council there, were vehemently Whig. The intention was for the council to make a presentation to the
Queen at the gates of the city, unfortunately Peel did not give sufficient notice of her arrival. Much to the
Town Councils annoyance the Queen arrived unannounced without any official welcome. A second visit was
arranged a few days later in the form of a procession of carriages. The population duly cheered their queen
and prince and the council made their presentation. Unfortunately Robert Peel’s carriage that was the rear of
the procession pelted with stones and mud by the enraged populous.
These shenanigans were the topic of much fun with the Whig press had something of a field day mocking Peel
and the Tories. It was also a nice conceit that they used the same ploy that James Hogg, John Wilson and John

Gibson Lockhart, used in their notorious ‘Translation from an Ancient Chaldee Manuscript’ contributed to
Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine of October 1817 in which the discovery of spoof historical text is used to
expose contemporary events.
I. COPAC records one copy only, at the British library, no printed copies in OCLC; II. OCLC records two
copies, in the BL and NLS; III. OCLC records three copies in the UK, at the BL, NLS and Glasgow, and one in
North America, at Guelph.

‘A

MISTRESS OF HER ART’

56. RANDOLPH, Catherine Emily Blanche. GENTIANELLA. By Mrs. Randolph. In Three Volumes.
Vol. I [-III]. London: Hurst and Blackett, Publishers, 13, Great Marlborough Street. 1874.
£ 350
FIRST EDITION. Three volumes, 8vo, pp. [vi], 314; [iv], 316; [iv], 301, [1] blank, 16 advertisements; some

dust-soiling and marking in places, tape repair to outer margin of p. 1 of vol. I, but overall largely clean; bound
in recent boards by Antiquarian Bookcrafts, Dublin, with their label on front paste down of each volume,
spines with printed paper labels; a good copy.
Uncommon first edition of Mrs. Randolph’s first work, which attracted glowing praise amongst the critics, one
stating ‘Gentianella will unquestionably rank with the best novels of our day. The plot is interesting, original,
and skilfully worked out, and the characters true to nature’ (Court Journal), another going further still ‘Mrs
Randolph is a mistress of her art. In Gentianella we have a combination of a fascinating style with the
inculcation of the highest principles. The story is told with consummate ability. The reader will be unable to
lay down the book’ (John Bull).
Catherine Emily Blanche Randolph was born at Gwrych Castle, Denbighshire, Wales, the daughter of Lloyd H.
Bamford-Hesketh and Lady Emily Esther Anne Lygon. Her maternal grandfather was William Lygon, M.P. and 1st
Earl Beauchamp (died 1816). In 1862, she married Lieutenant-Colonel Charles Wilson Randolph of the Grenadier
Guards (he would eventually rise to the rank of lieutenant-general and retire on half-pay in 1872). They had no
children. At the age of 35, Catherine began writing novels, beginning with the present work, and she turned out
thirteen more in the next ten years. Interestingly, she titled almost all of her novels after the names of flowers
(including Wild Hyacinth, 1875; Wood Anemone, 1878; Lily of the Valley 1880; and Little Pansy, 1881). She died
in London in 1884, and her last novel, Cyclamen, was published posthumously in the following year.
OCLC records one copy in North America, at Stanford, and five in the UK, at Liverpool, Cambridge, Oxford,
NLS, and the BL.

INCLUDING

ORIGINAL PHOTOGRAPHS

57. ROSCOE, Maria, née Fletcher ‘Mrs Henry Roscoe.’ VITTORIA COLONNA: Her Life and
Poems. London: Macmillan and Co. 1868.
£ 285
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. x [2] list of portraits [xi-xii], 371 [1] blank; with three mounted albumen
photographs including a frontispiece; contemporary half ‘vellum’ over blue cloth, spine with black label letter in
gilt; inscribed on the half title ‘From the Publisher’; a very good copy.
The first full length biography in English given to Vittoria Colonna and as Maria notes in her introduction the
‘life of Vittoria Colonna, the celebrated Marchesa di Pescara, has received but cursory notice from any English
writer, though in every history of Italy her name is mentioned with great honour among the poets of the
sixteenth century.’
The author, Maria Fletcher, was the daughter of a respected Liverpool merchant, and chairman of the West
India Committee and also wife of Henry Roscoe. Henry was the youngest son of the author, banker and
abolitionist William Roscoe, but had to make his own way in life after his father lost his fortune through the
failure of Clarke’s Liverpool bank. Perhaps this was how Maria met, for Henry’s father like William Roscoe had
also become hard pressed due to the same bank failure. Widowed on Henry’s death in 1836 Maria with her
two children was left in straightened means. She was a skilful artist and sought to add to her income by
teaching painting to the girls at the school of her cousins in Rodney street, Liverpool. She also seems to have
had considerable literary gifts, and was clearly fluent in Italian, yet her work on Vittoria Colonna appears to be
Maria’s only publication.
‘In her life and in her writings, Vittoria Colonna (1492-1547) embodied the ideals of noble Renaissance
womanhood: Chastity, honour, decorum, gravity, and piety. Acclaimed in life, she came to represent the
highest female achievements of her time after her death. For centuries, Colonna was considered Italy’s most
famous woman writer … Like many other daughters of the nobility, Vittoria Colonna received a solid
education as preparation for marriage. In 1509 she married Ferrante Francesco d’Avalos, Marquis of Pescara
and lived with him in Naples and at their residence on the Island of Ischia, where Vittoria held court, enjoying
the company of notable intellectuals and artists. D’Avalos spent most of his time at war, was wounded in the
battle of Pavia and died some afterwards (1525). Vittoria then dedicated her life to charity, religious matters,
and intellectual pursuits. Her most famous literary friendships were with Baldassare Catiglione, Lodovico
Ariosto, and Pietro Bembo. Michaelangelo felt her spiritual influence deeply and dedicated to her a number of
his poems and a series of Crucifixion drawings’ (Erdmann, p. 105-106).
OCLC records six copies, at Yale, Trinity College Connecticut, Penn State, Wisconsin, Cambridge, and KCL.

SAVED

FROM PROSTITUTION

58. S, M. [DODD, William?]. THE MAGDALEN, or, History of the First Penitent Prostitute
received into That Charitable Asylum. With anecdotes of other penitents. By the Rev. William Dodd,
LL.D. London: Printed by T. Maiden, Sherbourne-Lane, For Ann Lemoine, White-Rose Court,
Coleman-Street, and sold by T. Hurst, Paternoster-Row. 1801.
£ 1,250
8vo, pp. vi, [7]-64; engraved frontispiece by S. Sharpe after J. Roe; printed price patially eased from foot of
title; original sheep, head and tail chip, and joints cracked, but cords holding, but still a pleasing copy.
An unrecorded edition of this uncommon work on the life of a woman falling into prostitution.
The title page suggests the work is by William Dodd, however this is claim is meager, and even the initials
‘M.S.’ and the supposed date of 1763 is suspected. Part of the text stems from the anonymous The Histories
of Some of the Penitents in the Magdalen-House, as Supposed to be related by Themselves that was published
in 1760 but here with the addition of an introductory preface, several additional paragraphs at appropriate
points in the narrative, and an additional three page conclusion.
The narrative concerns the life of Emily Markland who at 15 loses her parents and through a series of
misfortunes including seduction, an illegitimate child, economic circumstances and out of sheer desperation
turns to prostitution but ultimately is saved and reformed through the good offices of the Magdalen House.
Emily is clearly a fictional character yet also a composite character of a woman’s fall into prostitution. The
author accords her sympathy and ultimate ‘salvation’ as a latter day Mary Magdalene. The book falls into a grey
area of literature which can be classed with equal justification as fiction, biography, titillation, charitable,
Christian, and also Gothic.
The work in this form was first published by William Lane in 1780 and then reprinted for Ann Lemoine in
1799 with the addition of ‘The History of Fanny Melmoth’ and a poem ‘The Dying Prostitute’. Yet another
undated edition in duodecimo, speculatively accorded the date of 1800 was jointly published by Ann Lemoine
and J. Roe, the artist of the frontispiece. Our edition drops ‘The History of Fanny Melmoth’ and now accords
an author to the poem as ‘T. Holcroft’ even this attribution to Thomas Holcroft is not altogether certain
though.

‘One of the most prominent figures in the Gothic bluebook industry, Ann Lemoine, published some 20 per
cent of the bluebooks in this study, a number greatly increased by her publication of The Tale-Tell Magazine
from 1803 to 1805 in which most tales appeared in bluebook form as well. Ann Lemoine is a conspicuous
character in the bluebook industry, not just as a female in a male-dominated field, but also when one considers
her possible connection to Henry Lemoine (1756–1812), a prominent, controversial author, bookseller and
acknowledged literary hack whose career earned him a place in the Dictionary of National Biography… Ann
Lemoine began publishing under her own name some four years after separating from Henry in 1798 at her
shop in White Rose Court, Coleman Street, in London. Surviving titles indicate that she primarily dealt in
bluebooks, though occasionally producing full-length collections such as English Night’s Entertainments (1802)
and a novel Rochester Castle; or, Gundulph’s Tower (n.d.). She may have learnt about the bluebook
industry from Henry’s experience as a pedestrian bookseller and chap- booker. In 1803 she started The TellTale Magazine, probably employing Sarah Wilkinson as its editor, a moderately successful periodical which ran
for three years; longer than Henry’s three magazines, Conjurors’ Magazine (1792–1793) (later becoming
Astrologer’s Magazine under new ownership), Wonderful Magazine and Marvellous Chronicle (1793) and
Eccentric Magazine (1812). Between 1809 and 1812, Henry Lemoine printed a limited number of bluebooks
for Ann Lemoine and J. Roe including The Orphan Boy; or, The Veiled Statue and Frederick and Caroline.
Henry Lemoine died on 30 April 1812. Later that year Ann Lemoine appears to have stopped publishing.
See Franz J. Potter The History of Gothic Publishing, 1800-1835 Palgrave, 2005 p. 44.

THE

INFLUENCE OF PARENTS ON THEIR OFFSPRING

59. SARGEANT, Charlotte Eliza. A BOOK FOR MOTHERS; or, biographic sketches of mothers of
great and good men… London: H.G. Collins, Paternoster Row. Edinburgh: -J. Menzies. 1850. £ 285
FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. xvii, [i] blank, 19-144; with woodcut frontispiece; in the original blue blindstamped
publisher’s cloth, upper board lettered and tooled in gilt, light rubbing to extremities, but still a very good
copy.
‘The subject of the writer, in collecting and preparing the following sketches, has been to prove the influence
Parents - and mothers more especially - have in forming the characters of their children. … The writer has
addressed herself to mothers thinking that the examples brought forward may not only act as incentives to
duty, but serve as an encouragement’s to perseverance - even under difficulties - in their labour of love ….’

The chosen exemplar mothers included chiefly those who produced good Christian children including: Rev. Philip
Henry, Matthew Henry, Dr Watts, John and Charles Wesley, Dr Dodderidge, Rev. Legh Richmond, William
Cowper, John Frederick Oberlin, Rev. Edward Payson, Robert Blomfield, Henry Kirke White, William Allen,
William Knibb, Robert Nicoll, Rev Basil Woodd, Bishop Heber, the Gurney family, Thomas Fowell Buxton and
Elihu Burritt. At the end of the work is appended a poem to ‘The Motherless’ by Emma Louisa [Hartwell].
The author, Charlotte Eliza Sargeant was a sister of Anne Maria Sargeant (1809/10-1852) who wrote poetry
and other miscellaneous works often published under the Dean imprint together with contributions to the
Chambers’ Journal and The Belle Assemblée. They probably grew up on the Isle of Wight but latterly lived in
the area of Clerkenwell in London, apart from their known publications, information on them is altogether
scant. Anne died on the 18th April 1852 and Charlotte died in September of the same year and both are
buried at Abney Park cemetery. Another sister Emma, who’s poem is at the end of the work, was married in
1833 to Robert John Hartwell, a publisher in Islington, she died in 1835 and her husband later became
insolvent - however proving that there where some literary connections in the Sergeant family.
OCLC records four copies in the UK, at Oxford, Cambridge, NLS and the BL, and one in North America, at Illinois.

AESTHETIC THEORY
60. SCHIMMELPENNINCK, Mary Anne. THEORY ON THE CLASSIFICATION OF BEAUTY
AND DEFORMITY, and their correspondence with Physiognomic Expression, exemplified in Various
Works of Art, and Natural Objects, and Illustrated with Four General Charts, and thirty-eight
copper-plates. London: For John and Arthut Arch, Cornhill. 1815.
£ 1,500
FIRST EDITION. 4to, pp. [4], [iii]-xviii, 440, [2] errata; edges of half-title and title strengthened on verso, 38
hand coloured engraved plates and 2 large printed folding charts; uncut in later blue half morocco in an ‘arts
and crafts style, spine gilt.
Ostensibly a work on aesthetic theory and ‘a systematically arranged classification of agreeable and
disagreeable perceptions’, Mary Anne Schimmelpenninck strays into every and any topic in her search for a
unifying theory.
Being by birth the daughter of Samuel Galton Jr. the Birmingham Quaker, arms manufacture, and member of
the Lunar Society, she had frequent contact with James Watt, Richard Lovell Edgeworth, Thomas Day, Joseph
Priestley, Samuel Parr, and Erasmus Darwin, with Humphrey Repton planning her fathers gardens.
Much of her work is original but fell rather flat as a publication and her effort was not in anyway a commercial
success. Due to Schimmelpenninck travelling on the continent the text was seen though the press by well
meaning friends. The confused arrangement of the text, with almost two-thirds in the form of additional notes
hardly helps, yet despite these faults the work is still something of a tour de force of her thinking and overall
her best work.

‘In the realms of both “high” and “low” art it was well known that faces and body language could impart much
telling information. Earlier theories by Charles LeBrun and Sir Charles Bell had developed a language of face,
gesture, and pose that was studied by many artists, and among the many ways of distinguishing the aristocrat
from the low-born was a theory of classification of physical attributes espoused by Mary Anne
Schimmelpenninck. In an 1815 treatise that was subsequently reprinted for Victorian readers, she concurred
with earlier assertions that it was possible to “reduce those varieties of expression to a fixed and determinate
classification.” To her, “the discriminator of beauty is only an universal physiognomist… who reads not merely
the character of human beings, but of the whole face of nature.” For this author and others, “the perception
of beauty is an agreeable emotion of mind…. [U]nity of style is absolutely necessary to beauty. Inconsistency
of expression destroys character.” Conversely, she defined deformity as “the expression of disgustful or
hateful affections.” While Schimmelpenninck admitted it might be entertaining occasionally to analyze spurious
beauty or irregular traits, “true beauty requires pleasing as well as homogeneous expression” while “false taste
consists in the aggregate of… incongruities.” When the face or body were not “in unison, that is, where the
same object expresses two opposite characters, if they are of equal force they destroy each other, and give
the same disagreeable perception to the intellectual taste as inconsistency of character does to the moral
taste.” In an amazing generic chart on deformity, she outlined how attitude and manners affected facial and
bodily proportions or infractions. For example, the “horrible” promoted a “continual agitation” of the eyes
and mouth, with “eyes flashing… [or] glaring with feverish passions,… lips drawn back from teeth in scorn, or
quivering with mingled fear and rage.” The culprit’s nose was sharp, with pinched nostrils and other physical
qualities that were dissonant and grating.’ [Casteras]
The variety of subjects she brings into play include such topics as Chinese gardens, shrill voices, tints,
everything that can be physiognomically described, a tiger hunt, and the dissolution of the monasteries. All
illustrated by large coloured plates and two extensive printed tables (not four as the title promised).
Towards the end of her life she reworked the text in the light of her spiritual development, which was marked
by Jansenism, Cartesianism and the Moravian Church, this was posthumously published in 1859 in a much less
substantial form.
For a discussion of this work see Natasha Duquette “Dauntless Faith”: Contemplative Sublimity and Social Action in
Mary Anne Schimmelpenninck’s Aesthetics. Christianity and Literature, Johns Hopkins, Summer 2006 and Susan P.
Casteras Pre-Raphaelite Challenges to Victorian Canons of Beauty Huntington Library Quarterly, Winter, 1992.

AN IMPORTANT NOVEL BOTH UTOPIAN AND DYSTOPIAN

61. [SCOTT, Sarah]. THE HISTORY OF SIR GEORGE ELLISON. In two volumes. Vol. I [-II].
Dublin: Printed by W. Sleater, J. Potts, and J. Williams. 1767.
£ 1,500
FIRST DUBLIN EDITION.
EDITION. 12mo, pp. vii, [i] blank, 155, [1] blank; [ii], 159-288; apart from some light foxing in
places, a clean copy throughout; bound in contemporary sprinkled calf, spine with morocco label lettered in gilt,
small scratch to label and light surface wear and rubbing to extremities, but nevertheless still a handsome copy.
Rare first Dublin edition of The History of Sir George Ellison, an important novel both utopian and dystopian,
in which Scott addresses issues of slavery, marriage, education, law and social justice, class pretensions, and
the position of women in society.
‘The History of Sir George Ellison was [first] published in 1766. This sequel to Millenium Hall portrays the
eponymous narrator’s’ charitable deeds’ inspired by his visit to Millennium Hall. His actions include
‘institut[ing] reforms on his plantations in Jamaica and devis[ing] schemes to relieve the poor in England,
employing aged labourers on the grounds of his house, initiating a fund for the release of prisoners, and paying
for the educations of females of different ranks.’ Again, the novel was utopian, but it also contained elements
of the “patriot kings” that Sarah wrote about in her political writings’ (Wikipedia).
Sarah Scott (née Robinson) (1720-1795) was an English novelist, translator, social reformer, and member of the
Bluestockings. Her most successful novel, A Description of Millenium Hall and the Country Adjacent, was
published in 1762, a utopian tale depicting a community of women devoted to artistic pursuits and education,
Christian virtues, and philanthropy. Curiously in the same year the present work was published Sarah attempted
to create a real Millennium Hall in Buckinghamshire, a “communal household” that would include “a school and
other charitable institutions for the impoverished community.” Sarah invited fellow writer Sarah Fielding, among
others, to come and live with her. Each member invested £50 into the project. Sarah’s sister Elizabeth Montagu
donated livestock, land, and staff. However, even though the project began with success, “financial difficulties, ill
health, and quarrels between the members of the community led to the eventual dissolution of this real-life
Millenium Hall”.
ESTC records copies at the National library of Ireland, and two in North America, at New York University
and UC Riverside; OCLC adds one further copy, at the Mount Saint Vincent library in Canada.

KEEPING

SHOP

62. [SHOPPING GAME]. BARFOOT, James Richard, designer. THE YANKEE TRADER, or What
d’ye Buy. By Dr. Busby. [London] [c. 1860].
£ 2,500
Comprising of 12 hand-coloured pictorial cards [70 X 63 mm.] and 72 printed cards with tartan backs [30 x 52
mm.], folding printed sheet of rules [14.5 x 30.5 cm]; contained in the original varnished pine box [153 x 121 x
38 mm.]; the sliding lid with a hand coloured lithograph depiction of a ‘Yankee Trader’ selling his wares to a
group of children, scene with some old spots of discolouring; marked on back 2/-, possibly by the original retailer.
An entertaining game of commerce revolving around the day-to-day events of keeping shop by various trades.
Dr Busby’ is the player’s guide, and by encouraging them to adopt the persona of a trader, each of the players
take charge of the one of the picture cards of their chosen trade and pile of six associated stock cards. The
trades chosen for the ‘Yankee Trader’ include the Apothecary - showing a woman dragging a reluctant boy,
the sign on the window ‘Teeth Extracted’ none too enticing; Barber - here shown as a black man shaving a
customer; Bookseller; Butcher; Farmer; Fisherman; Hardware Dealer; Musical instruments; Shoemaker; Tailor;
a Tin plate worker. One of the players is designated the ‘Conductor’ whose role it is to read through a
prepared text of 72 open-ended sentences, pausing to allow different traders to promote their wares, even
though they may be inappropriate to the situation.
The example in the instructions gives an idea of the ludicrous answers: ‘Last Saturday night. just at I was
preparing to blow out my light and get into bed. I was startled by a loud knocking at my neighbour door. I told
my wife that anybody who made each a noise in the night must be either tipsy or — (looking at the Bookseller
who answer) Mother Goose. Then I looked out of the window, and saw that my neighbour had come to the
door, and I assure you he looked like (The Apothecary answers) A dose of Salts. Instead of a night-cap on his
head he had put on — (the Barber answers) A Wig. And so on through the game …’ The players would forfeit a
turn or some nominal token should they fail to complete a sentence by a count of three.

The ‘Dr Busby’ in the title is an acknowledgement of the The Game of Dr Busby the first American card game
that originated in Salem, Massachusetts in 1843. As a term ‘Yankee Trader’ peaked during the 1850s and
1860s in Britain with advertisements for a this game listed in 1860. During the 1840’s the toy and game maker
Edward Wallis issued a version of the game under the title What d’ye Buy, when he ceased trading in 1847 the
game was manufactured by John Passmore in the 1850s. The Yankee Trader has no imprint however the
initials the lid’ J.R.B.’ can be identified as James Richard Barfoot. Generally one would suppose that this game
was published by ‘David Ogilvy at his Repository for Rational Toys and Amusements’, although having no
imprint it is just as conceivable that Barfoot issued the game himself.
James Richard Barfoot, the artist of this work, was born in Clerkenwell, London in 1794; he married Mary
Ann in the 1820’s and settled in Islington where they had three daughters and a son. At the time this work
was published he rented at 1 Gainsford Place. Although his name appeared in the Court directory and he
exhibited a few paintings at the Royal Academy, the family do not seem to have been successful enough to
have a live in servant, but did rent rooms to lodgers including a straw bonnet maker and cambric merchant.
Like many artists of this period he probably led a rather hand-to-mouth existence with some outward signs of
gentility. His name is associated with various jigsaw puzzles, as well as works published under the Betts and
Darton imprints, but many of his works remain to be identified as the family, all now working on various
products, tended to supply a steady output of designs and puzzles for the wholesale trade to apply their own
imprint. In the census the family gave their collective occupation as ‘Designer in Wood and Lithographic
Artist’, and we see that the business began to be transferred to the children. Mary Ann died at Brighton in
1855 and James succumbed to typhus at Gainsford Place in 1863, though their son appears to have still lived at
Gainsford Place in the following year, after which references to the Barfoot family peter out, although James is
known to have died as late as 1904.

THE

LAUNDRY

BIBLE

63. SMITH, Louisa E. HOME WASHING. A Practical Guide to
the Housewife. London: Bemrose and Sons, 23, Old Bailey; and
Derby. 1890.
£ 165
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. xii, 106, [2] advertisements; bound in the

original publisher’s cloth, spine and upper board titled in black, light
dust-soiling to cloth, and foot of spine with short split to cloth, but
overall still a good copy.
Uncommon first edition of this practical guide for housewife’s on
‘Home Washing’ covering all aspects of laundry work, from planning a
week around laundry tasks (Monday’s work: Shirts and Collars, Table
Linen, Making the starch; Tuesday: washing, boiling, rinsing and hanging
to dry; Wednesday: ironing and finishing), specific instructions on how
to clean delicate items, such as silk and lace, before concluding with a
useful list of recipes and hints. Also included is a chapter on ‘Washing in
other countries’, where it is reported that ‘washing in America is
conducted in a very different fashion… in one of the largest hotels in
New York… by the means of an enormous washing machine’ (p. 58).

The author, Louisa Ellen Smith, née Moreton (1845-1919)
was born in Birmingham, and was initially a dress maker
before she became the wife of a building Clerk and moved
to Hackney in London. She became an instructor at the
Laundry Class at the Forsyth Technical College Company
Limited for the training of Gentlewomen the Domestic
Arts soon after its founding in 1888. On the publication of
her book on Home Washing she became the ‘go to’ person
for everything to do with washing and laundry. Louisa was
soon employed by the Borax company and wrote a
number of practical works also on cookery etc. Most her
writings would appear to be uncredited contributions to
journals and magazines of the time. Clearly a devotee of all
things laundry related, she proudly notes in her preface ‘I
have devoted years of thought and study, not only to the
consideration of the art of laundry work and clear
starching, but also to the many recipes, chiefly connected
with the cleaning of fancy articles, such as crewel work,
silks, laces, etc. which will be found within this book’ (p.
vii).
OCLC records three copies, all in the British Isles, at
Cambridge, NLS and the BL.

LUCY WELLERS

IN

FRENCH

64. [SMYTHIES, Susan]. HISTOIRE DE LUCIE
WELLERS, Traduit de l’Anglais, par Monsieur D.L.G. …
Tome Premier [-Second]. A Amsterdam, chez Marc Michel
Rey, Libraire. MDCCLXVI [1766].
£ 550
FIRST FRENCH TRANSLATION. Two volumes, 12mo, pp. vi,
359, [1] blank; [vi], 419, [1] blank; some staining in places
throughout vol. II, and small library stamps to titles, otherwise,
a clean copy throughout; in contemporary German sheep, with
contrasting paste paper labels lettered in gilt, spines with most
of the gilt rubbed away, otherwise a very good copy.
Scarce first French translation, by A. de La Salle d’Offrecy Mont,
of Susan Smythies History of Lucy Wellers (1757).
Susan Smythies (1721-1774) was the eldest of the large family
of a well-to-do Rector of Colchester. She was the author of
three anonymous novels, including The Brothers (1758) to
which David Garrick and Tobias Smollett subscribed. All her
works appear scarce on the market.
The translator Adrien-Nicolas Piédefer, Marquis de La Salle,
Comte d’Offrémont (1735–1818), to give his names in full, was
a cavalry officer and French writer who corresponded with
Benjamin Franklin.
OCLC records five copies in Germany, two in the US at UCLA
and Texas, and one in France, at the BNF.

PREPARATORY
65.

ESSAYS OF A

SUNDAY SCHOOL

TEACHER

SOMERSET, Emily. COLLECTION OF ORIGINAL MANUSCRIPT ESSAYS. [York]. 1867-73.
£ 485

MANUSCRIPT IN INK. 45 completed pages containing 12 essays with decorative calligraphic titles and tail-pieces,

together with an additional 3 pages of medicinal receipts at the rear (the book about a quarter full in total,
with the remainder blank); bound in contemporary limp morocco with titles and decoration in gilt to the
upper cover, patterned endpapers, short split to head of the lower joint, and some rubbing to extremities, but
overall a very desirable item, with calligraphic manuscript presentation label on the front pastedown: “E.
Somerset, / from Her cousin / C. Somerset / 1867.”
Emily Somerset was born in 1849 at York, the daughter
of a cordwainer, Richard Somerset, and his wife
Elizabeth, so would have been eighteen when she penned
her first essay in May 1867. Her essay’s are on such
subject’s as:- On Self Culture - Art and its effects upon us
- Recreation - Games - Essays on Prejudices - Mind and
Memory - On the art of being agreeable - On Books Temper - Friendship - The Seasons - Adversity.
Emily became a Wesleyan schoolmistress at first, and
probably met her future husband, also a schoolteacher,
William James Middleton before settling in Bradford
where she lived until her death in 1921. The essays
appear to be exercises in self discipline, and considering
the date, very probably allied to her teaching. Her teaching very probably was at the Sunday School attached
to the New Street Chapel at York. In 1867 the Wesleyan York Circuit was divided to form the New Street
(later Clifton) and Wesley Circuits at the church’s activities expanded in the city.
The first essay on ‘On Self Culture’ Emily believes in taking ‘physical exercise, such as a walk especially after
long study; for this will refresh us much more than anything else. But let the walk be out in the country, for it
is there where we may breathe the purest air.’ Further she states that ‘if we do not cultivate our intellect we
really are neglecting a duty,’ On ‘Art’ she treats of four subjects ‘viz, Painting, Poetry, Sculpture, and Music…

A beautiful picture of a landscape with all its curves and lines of beauty, may cause some persons, to look,
examine, and admire with more care that in reality which the painting represents. What can be more in the
dull cold days of winter; than to glance upon a picture where the sun is shining in all its glory.’ Her essay on
‘Recreation’ continues on a same general theme as ‘A rest from work, a refreshment after toil and weariness.’
And for sport she extols ‘that sports in most cases, are essentially good for our health although there are
some exceptions.’ It is clear these essays are preparatory work for Sunday School teaching with such remarks
as ‘let children enjoy play, so that they may enjoy work afterwards.’ In her essay ‘On books’ Emily talks of
‘careful & careless reading’. All in all a fascinating and unusual collection.

TOO

BUSY TO TRAVEL

66. SOMERVILLE, Mary. AUTOGRAPH LETTER SIGNED, to Mrs. [Jane] Marshall. Royal Hospital
Chelsea, 5th August 1834.
£ 285
Manuscript in brown ink, two pages, (245mm x 200mm), written in a neat legible hand; evidence of once being
folded, and later professionally mounted, but generally in very good original condition.
The letter is addressed to Jane Marshall (1771-1847), wife of the linen manufacturer John Marshall (17651845). Mary is at pains to apologise for not coming to visit the Marshalls in Leeds ‘we had promised ourselves
in making a visit to you - but it only brings disappointment, for we find it impossible to realize a plan we had
one and all of us so much set our hearts upon. - Dr Somerville finds a difficulty in leaving town this season….’
Mary’s husband, Dr William Somerville, was physician to the Royal Hospital, or Chelsea College as it was called,
which housed some 500 pensioners, all invalided or retired. He used his official position, friendships and personal
qualities to advance his own standing and also to further his wife’s scientific pursuits. Early in 1834 Mary had
published her immensely successful work On the Connexion of the Physical Sciences, became a member of the

Royal Irish Academy, and the following year the Royal Astronomical Society elected her and Caroline Herschel as their
first women honorary members. The ‘difficulty in leaving town this season’ was probably due to the insurmountable
problem of being very swiftly popular and something of a ‘must have guest’ during the London season.
Perhaps one of the most distinguished English scientist’s of her day, Mary Somerville was highly respected
across Europe. In addition to her ‘grasp of scientific truth in all branches of knowledge’, she was a renowned
educationalist and in her later years gave ‘powerful but always temperate support to the cause of the
education and emancipation of women. Hers was the first signature on John Stuart Mill’s great petition to
Parliament for women’s suffrage, solicited by Mill himself’ (DSB).

ILLUMINATING IRISH LADY
67. STANLEY, Jane Charlotte. ILLUMINATED
‘ALBUM [OF] JANE C. STANLEY. Roughan Park.’
Tyron, Ireland, 1830-1860.
£ 1,250
Folio, [37 x 28 cm] approx. 72 leaves on variously
coloured paper of which some 30 unused; original purple
panelled morocco; the covers and spine elaborately
tooled in gilt; with wide decorated inner dentelles and
blue watered silk end-leaves and paste-downs; lacking
lock, somewhat brutally removed by an inquisitive vandal.
A nicely illustrated album including a number of pages
illuminated and heightened in gold by an amateur
calligrapher living in the North of Ireland. There are
various poems by Hemens, Byron, and Strickand, almost
habitual in albums of this period, together with original
contributions, various prints, a few photographs of St
Helena and Napoleons grave there, and two delicate
Indian pen and ink drawings of buildings.
Jane Stanley, the compiler of this album, lived at Roughan
Park, Newmills, Dungannon, County Tyrone in Ireland. She
was born in 1812, the daughter of Joseph Trimble of
Ashfield Park near Clogher in the same county and married
in 1847 Charles Stanley of Roughan Park. This was a fairly
modest country house built within a few yards of the

historic ruin of Roughan Castle, unsurprisingly a view of the castle, in a restored condition, is used for the
illuminated letter ‘A’ of the title and also the subject of a poem title ‘Roughan Castle’ by a contributor to the
album ‘M. Scott.’ This and other poems in the album signed by ‘E. Scott’ can be identified with some certainty as
by Mary and Elizabeth Scott, both daughters of James & Elizabeth Scott of Bloomhill, near neighbours to the
Stanley’s. We know almost nothing about Jane’s life although she had a surviving daughter who married into the
Hobart family and that Jane died at Roughan in 1888. Newspaper notices talk of the quality of her coffin as being
more interesting than her life. Her husband Charles, a J.P. in the Tyrone area soon after her death retired to Bath
where he died in 1906. Roughan Park estate had already become the home of a daughter and son-in-law but they
disposed of in the 1890’s before settling in England, presumably this album came when the family left Ireland.
Although a number of the leaves are watermarked ‘1830’ the illuminated title and poems would be from the
1840-1860 period with a number of themes clearly derived from Henry Noel Humphreys The Art of
Illumination and Missal Painting of 1849 and The Origin and Progress of Writing of 1853 and other
contemporary manuals that began to be prevalent through this period.

CULTIVATING

INTELLECTUAL ABILITIES

68. STODART, Mary Anne. PRINCIPLES OF EDUCATION PRACTICALLY CONSIDERED; with
an especial reference to the present state of female education in England. Seeley, Burnside, and
Seeley, Fleet Street, London. 1844.
£ 300
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. vi, [i] contents, [i] blank, 281, [1] imprint, [6] adverts; with errata slip tipped in;

apart from some light marks to prelims, a clean copy throughout; in the original green blind stamped
publisher’s cloth, spine lettered in gilt, minor rubbing to extremities, otherwise a very good copy.
An important and uncommon work on early nineteenth century educational theory by an author of evangelical
Protestant publications only just beginning to gain the attention they deserve.
‘In 1844, Stodart published Principles of Education, Practically Considered, with the evangelical publishers
Seeley, Burnside and Seeley, who published most of her books. Here she stoutly declared that the overriding
aim of education for children of all classes, and both sexes, was instruction in the knowledge and practice of
Bible-based Christianity as an antidote to the contemporary ills of resurgent Roman Catholicism, Socinianism,
and (worse still) ‘infidelity’. Stodart then moved on to discuss the cultivation of intellectual abilities, and here
shows some considerable insight into early learning, derived from her reading of contemporary theorists such
as Pestalozzi: she advocated a late and gradual introduction to formal education at the age of seven, and use of

visual aids and learning by heart for the younger child. She focused particularly on the contemporary state of
female education, which she believed lacked purposeful organization, energetic teaching, and an emphasis on
solid and useful knowledge rather than lightweight accomplishments. Two of the most interesting chapters
condemn contemporary schoolbooks for their encouragement of parrot-learning (Richmal Mangnall’s
Questions (1798) came under fire) and her promotion of physical education as essential for girls as well as
boys. The work was well received, with The Christian Witness, a Congregationalist periodical, exhibiting some
surprise that the author was not a man, given that ‘Her views are large, her spirit penetrating and her cast of
mind singularly practical’ (vol. I, 1844, p. 224).’ [ODNB]
Like her two unmarried sisters, Mary Anne Stodart (bap. 1808, d. 1866) - the daughter of a Carlisle
businessman who seems to have got into financial difficulties - set up a school for girls. Settling in Hampstead
she also wrote advice books addressed to ‘a Young Lady’, she staunchly advocated female education, though
with a restricted curriculum that fitted with her evangelical views. She also wrote patriotic verse to promote
evangelical Protestant nationalism. Her didactic children’s poem, ‘One Thing at a Time’, cited in 1900 by
Theodore Roosevelt, continues to be included in self-help and devotional anthologies.
OCLC: 5457975.

‘ANGEL

OF

FREEDOM’

69. [SUFFRAGETTE CHINA]. ORIGINAL CUP, SAUCER & SIDE PLATE, made by Williamson’s of
Longton for the WSPU in 1909.
£ 2,500
Cup, saucer and side plate; white china has
strikingly clean, straight lines and is rimmed in dark
green with a green handle to the cup, each piece
carries the motif, designed by Sylvia Pankhurst, of
the ‘angel of freedom’ blowing her trumpet and
flying the banner of ‘Freedom, in the background
are the initials ‘WSPU’ set against dark prison bars,
surrounded by the thistle, shamrock and rose, and
dangling chains; the cup has one minor hairline
crack, otherwise all pieces are in fine condition.
Rare survival of an original Suffragette cup, saucer
and side plate complete with the ‘Angel of
Freedom’ designed by Sylvia Pankhurst. Initially for
use in the refreshment room of the Prince’s
Skating Rink Exhibition and then sold in aid of
funds.
The Women’s Exhibition of 1909, all but forgotten
today, was a tipping point in women’s struggle for
equal rights. The event was open to both sexes
and cleverly calculated to show men that
suffragettes were not the dangerous ‘shrieking
sisterhood’ they were painted but were in fact the
wives, mothers and sisters they knew, women
safely interested in the same female pursuits they
always had been, women dedicated to creating
beautiful things not destroying them.
‘The winged angel logo was repeated on almost all
promotional material. It was especially striking on
the elegant white tea service, specially
commissioned from a pottery in Staffordshire,
used in the traditional tea and refreshment room
during the exhibition and for sale after the event.
Commemorative china was a relatively new idea
and this early understanding of branding as a way of advertising was a key element of the exhibition’s success
making the WSPU one of the first campaign groups to understand the significance of logos’
(http://annesebba.com/ journalism/the-womens-exhibition-of-1909/)

ORIGINAL

J . M. W. T U R N E R , B Y A L A D Y
AND HELPED BY JOHN RUSKIN

SKETCHES AFTER

KNOWN TO THE ARTIST,

70. [TURNER-RUSKIN]. WARLOW, Elizabeth. ORIGINAL ALBUM CONTAINING
WATERCOLOUR SKETCHES AFTER J. M. W. TURNER together with several other sketches and
watercolours chiefly of topographical subjects. [London] circa 1858.
£ 2,850
4to, [29 x 24 cm] 26 leaves containing 20 pen & ink drawings and 30 watercolours mounted on thick card;
original decorated orange cloth, rebacked in calf and somewhat worn amorial bookplate of Elizabeth’s brother
J.P. Turbervill.
An unusual album by an amateur artist who knew both Turner and John Ruskin, with Ruskin in turn helping
her to make copy of Turner’s work.
Documentation of Elizabeth Warlow’s relationship with Turner and Ruskin is somewhat wanting, however as
the album contains copies of three, or possibly four, watercolours that belonged to Ruskin, and further to
this, the copy of Dudley in Warwickshire is annotated by Elizabeth ‘from Turner: the pencil lines by Ruskin’ it
seems to leave no doubt that Ruskin was on hand to guide Elizabeth’s efforts. Our only other information
really stems from an obituary notice of Elizabeth, which although somewhat tenuous in nature there is little
reason to doubt the veracity of the statement when combined with the evidence of the album.
Ruskin had published his The Element’s of Drawing in 1857. He had also arranged the Turner drawings and
sketches at the National Gallery, and produced a descriptive catalogue for their exhibition in May 1858. Also
during 1857 and 1858 he continued to teach at the Working Men’s College and ‘received an increasing
number of requests for advice and assistance in the practice of drawing. Such requests came both from
humble students, otherwise unknown to him, and from great ladies.’ [Cook]. One of the Turner copies in our
album is dated 20/2 ‘58 pinpointing when Elizabeth would have met with and taken lessons from Ruskin, ‘after
all he was of most use when talking to women amateur water-colourists’ [Hinton]. The previous month
Ruskin had met with, and began giving lessons to, Rose la Touche, as Cook tells it here ‘began the romance,
and the tragedy of his life.’ Elizabeth would be 32 in 1858, and although an unmarried woman - something
Ruskin generally avoided, although Elizabeth does seem the sort of independent woman with no designs on a
more intimate relationship with Ruskin - he would still have taught her personally, either invited her together
with other amateurs to his home at Denmark Hill, or alternatively at the home of another aspiring amateur ‘in
town.’ Elizabeth lived some six miles from Denmark hill at Lee Park in Blackheath, London but it does not
seem likely that Ruskin visited her home.

The copies of Turner’s works now held in the Tate Gallery would perforce have meant instruction at the
National Gallery where the originals were then housed. It still leaves the question of how Elizabeth knew
Turner, intriguingly the 1851 census has her down with the profession of ‘Teacher’: she certainly did not need
to teach as the family had private means, or was there a meeting through Ruskin before Turner’s death in
1851 when Elizabeth would have been in her twenties?
Who was Elizabeth Warlow? We know she was born in Cawpore in India in 1826 the daughter of a captain in
the Bengal Engineers Thomas Warlow, and his wife Prudence. Thomas died in 1839 and it would appear his
wife, and several children, returned to Britain for there Prudence married a Blackheath Doctor Lawrence Hay
Fyffe in 1840. Prudence was again widowed in 1849 and thereafter lived together with Elizabeth, a half brother
and future historian C. A. Fyffe, and also from time to time assorted nieces and nephews of relatives whose
parents were still in India.
After her mother died she moved to Acton in the
1870’s, there she dispensed with an architect and
designed her own house. The Acton Gazette in a
notice on her death in 1920, states that she was
personal friend of Turner and Ruskin, we also
know she became a socialist, learned several
languages including Esperanto, was a keen
vegetarian, battled against anti-vaxxers, adopted a
daughter, gave her time and money to poor
women who came to her for help, gave lessons in
French and other subjects to local police and had
friends in all stations of life and generally
supported ‘progressive social and educational
causes and lending a generous helping hand to the
unfortunate.’ Her life certainly seems to dovetail
neatly into the John Ruskin-William Morris-G.B
Shaw group of thinkers.

We really do not know how Elizabeth Warlow met with Turner and Ruskin but she thought it important
enough to preserve her work and mount the watercolours in her album. Other unconnected sketches and
watercolours include views in Bristol, Darmouth, Edinburgh, Berwick on Tweed, North Berwick, Warwick
and Oxford and also a continental tour including Antwerp, Treves, Worms, Coblence, Cologne and Mainz.
We have identified below the ten Turner works Elizabeth copied together with their current titles and locations,
there are also two other watercolours views, one of a sunrise from Hungerford Bridge in London the other
another view of the Thames, these we have not identified but speculate they are the work of Henry Dawson. As
they are mounted together with the Turner copies we feel they may also have a Ruskin connection.
View of Santi Giovanni e Paolo, Rome, from the Palatine Hill 1819 : Turner Bequest CLXXXIX 39.
View of the Arch of Titus and the Temple of Venus and Roma, 1819 : Turner Bequest CLXXXIX 40.
View of Orvieto, Painted in Rome 1828/1830 : Turner Bequest N00511.
Untitled (Keswick Lake, Cumberland) : British Museum 1958,0712.442 - Ex Ruskin - dated ‘20/2 ‘58’.
The Desert of Sinai : Private collection see Wilton 1979, no. 1239 - Ex Ruskin?
The Dogana and Santa Maria della Salute, Venice, 1840 : Turner Bequest CCCXVI 29.
The opening of Walhalla, 1842 : Turner Bequest N00533.
Richmond, Yorkshire, 1826 : British Museum 1910,0212.276.
Dudley, Worcestershire, c1830-33 : Lady Lever Art Gallery, Liverpool LL 3923 - Ex Ruskin.
Lucerne from the Lake, 1845 : Morgan Library and Museum 1996.148 - Ex Ruskin.

THE

COMPLETION OF A YOUNG LADY’S EDUCATION

71. TUTHILL, Louisa Caroline Huggins. HOME: A Book for Young Ladies… London: T. Nelson
and Sons, Paternoster Row: and Edinburgh. 1856.
£ 200
8vo, pp. iv, 264; engraved additional title and frontispiece; original decoration dark green cloth blocked in blind
and gilt.
Rare reissue of Tuthill’s popular The Young Lady’s Home, first published at New Haven in 1839.
The work was devised as a completion of a young lady’s education after her leaving school. It shows at once a
fertile imagination and varied reading, sound judgement, and a familiar acquaintance with social life. Chapters
given in a didactic dialogue include: Leaving School - Mental Culture - Imagination - Memory, Imagination Judgement - Physical Education - Politeness - Woman’s Home Influence - A Daughter’s Duty - The Economy of

the Home - Dress - Conversation - Employment of Time which lead on to chapters on Marriage followed by
some five chapters on various aspects of Christian Duty.
The work was not published in Britain until 1853, our copy being a stereotyped copy issued in 1856.
Apparently unrecorded, we can find no other copy of this particular issue.

‘A

NATURALIST BY FORCE OF CIRCUMSTANCES’

72. TWAMLEY, Louisa Ann, [later MEREDITH]. THE ROMANCE OF NATURE; or, The FlowerSeasons Illustrated. London: Charles Tilt, Fleet Street. MDCCCXXXVI. [1836].
£ 300
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. xvii [2] 253, [1] imprint, [2] advertisements; hand coloured engraved additional title

and 26 hand coloured plates, some light foxing chiefly confined to the tissue guards; original gilt decorated and
blind panelled green morocco, gilt edge; some light wear to joints.
A well produced early work by the Anglo-Australian writer better known by her married name Louisa Ann
Meredith (1812-1895).
‘Leigh Hunt was impressed by her early volume Poems (1835), and in his poem “Blue Stocking Revels”
teasingly wrote: “Then came young Twamley, nice sensitive thing, / Whose pen and whose pencil give promise
like Spring.”’ [ODNB]

The Romance of Nature is dedicated to Wordsworth and contains thirty seven original poems divided into
the three flowering seasons of Spring, Summer and Autumn. Such evocative titles include ‘The Fairy-fire’,
‘Lovers and lilies’, and ‘Country Maid and Pimpernel-flower’ which are interspersed mainly with the older
poets. Twamley also noted that she makes an exception to using just older poets by the inclusion of Shelley.
Aware as many of her readers were, that the country was not all bucolic paradise, Twamley alludes to the
creeping industrialisation: ‘Wild Flowers seem the true philanthropists of their race. Their generous and
cheerful faces ever give a kindly greeting to the troops of merry village children who revel in their blossomy
wealth; and right welcome are they, gladdening the eyes of the poor town mechanic, when he breathes the
pure, fresh country air on Sunday, and gathers a handful of Cowslips, or Daffodils, or prouder Foxgloves, to
carry home and set in the dim window of his pent-up dwelling.’
Louisa was to marry her cousin Charles Meredith (1811–1880) on the 18 April 1839 and they set sail for a
new life in New South Wales. It was in Tasmania that she settled and became an important writer and
naturalist documenting nineteenth century life in her adopted land. As the Australian Dictionary of Biography
notes, she was remembered as ‘A poet in feeling, an artist by instinct, a naturalist by force of circumstances, a
keen botanist, and an ardent lover of landscape scenery.’
OCLC: 2475356

SALVAGED

FROM A SEVENTEENTH CENTURY

MODELBUCH

73. TWOPENY, Susanna. ALBUM OF PATTERN BOOK ILLUSTRATIONS salvaged from an early
seventeenth century Modelbuch, together with samples of Lace. [Circa 1601 and 1840].
£ 400
Oblong 8vo [165 x 205 mm], 30 woodcut and engraved patterns each mounted on a leaf, together with two
leaves of glazed pink paper with four examples of lace sewn in; early nineteenth century half morocco, spine
decorated in gilt and lettered ‘Point Lace’, (10 mm missing from foot of spine); inscribed on front pastedown
‘Susanna Twopeny senr.’
An unusual album, comprising a group of printed patterns that have been trimmed to the edge and mounted
on leaves in order to preserve them.
We do not know the early history of the leaves from ‘Modelbuchs’ used for the album, but we speculate that
either they were surviving fragments handed down through the family and preserved, or equally probable, that
they were picked up on a European tour and mounted in the album as a curiosity. Clearly whatever the
provenance Susanna Twopeny thought to save them thus affording us an insight into the preservation and
repurposing of old pattern books during the first half of the nineteenth century.
The album was owned by Susanna Twopeny (1770-1848), who would have been in her early seventies when
the album was bound. This branch of the Twopeny family were solicitors in Rochester area of Kent from the
seventeenth century until sometime in the nineteenth century. As a family they leased the old Bishop’s Palace
which had been converted into dwellings. Collectively the Twopenys were seen as one of the leading families
of the Rochester area. Susanna and her husband Edward Soan Twopeny had a daughter, also Susanna (1797-c.
1875), who may have instigated the binding of the fragments into an album. That the inscription very clearly
has the suffix ‘senr.’ after the name, shows that whoever carried out the work wanted to clearly differentiate
that the album had belonged to the older Susanna.

The majority of woodcuts we have identified as having been cut from an edition of Cesare Vecellio Corona
delle nobili et virtuose donne Libro terzo, Venice, 1591 [Lotz 118]. Another pattern book was also cut up
with engraved plates from a slightly later date, and there may be yet other patterns from yet another work.
Whatever Twopeny’s idea was in making the album, there was a very clear intention by her of preservation, if
not quite to today’s less interventionist standards of conservation.

‘OUR

DUMPY YOUNG

Q U E E N …’

74. [VICTORIA]. ‘Bedchamber Crisis’. THE STATE STEEPLE CHASE, adapted as A Solemn Dirge,
Or as A Popular Ballad, according to the fancy of the Vocalist. By An Amateur Performer On
Marrow-Bone & Cleaver. Vivat Regine. 1840.
£ 500
MANUSCRIPT IN INK. Folio [ 25 x20 cm], pp [12], verso of title blank; some old marks and a central fold torn in

places, docketed on the last page ‘State steeple chase.’; stitched as issued.
Comical doggerel verse depicting the ministers of Queen Victoria’s government during what became known as
the ‘Bedchamber Crisis’ of the second Melbourne ministry during August 1839.
The young Queen was so attached to her Whig ladies of the bedchamber that after Melbourne’s resignation in
August 1839, she refused to let Sir Robert Peel replace them with Conservative ladies. This was known as the
Bedchamber Crisis, and led to Peel’s refusal to form a government. Melbourne therefore resumed, and
continued in office until the Conservatives finally won a House of Commons majority in the General Election
of 1841.

The opening stanza’s relate that ‘Our dumpy young Queen, as she sat on the throne, / Was astonished one
day to hear a great groan.’ The Privy Council discover ‘At length they agreed, ‘twas the groan of the people.’
Each of the ministers sets out to find the cause ‘So they set off together by different ways / To meet the point
where the whole question lays.’ Obviously the cause of the ‘great groan’ lay at the feet of the Melbourne
administration, and no doubt a Tory or disaffected Whig wrote the lines identifying the faults of various
member of the Melbourne’s government in turn.
‘Lord Morphius [Viscount Morpeth] next passed, a pretty good Rider, / If he could but have opened his eyes a
bit wider.’ The next stanza describes Palmerston, then foreign secretary ‘Then Cupid came next, on a smart
little pony / As pretty a turn-out as you’d wish to see / But instead of before, he was looking behind / His
Ma’mselle Labon, chere amie. to find.’ ‘Labou’ here is Henry Labouchere, President of the Board of Trade.
Later in the verse the Prime Minister is found to be ahead of the race with Francis Thornhill Baring, his
chancellor, on his tail. Also with them was Thomas Babington Macaulay who has three stanzas devoted to him
‘And there flew by his side a talking Macaw / A wonderful bird for his talent at jaw.’
Lord John Russell is described as missing his chance to take over from Melbourne, the clamour and ‘groan of
the people’ is however quelled and Melbourne visits Queen Victoria to offer his resignation only to have it
refused ‘What disclosures were made between the Ex conscience Keeper and our dumpy young Queen /
Must remain a State Secret - Suffice it to say, / He made a low bow and she wished him good day.’ As related
above Melbourne was then able to form a new cabinet, but with Prince Albert now Victoria’s consort the
influence of the Whig ladies on the Queen was no longer assured with the result that Melbourne’s
administration fell in 1841.
We have not been able to identify who the verse is by, although a clue to their authorship is given by the
initials and date ‘C.T. 1840’ at the end of the work.

THE ‘FIRST

PIN ISSUED’ BY THE MOVEMENT?

75. [VOTES FOR WOMEN]. ORIGINAL WOMEN’S SOCIAL AND POLITICAL UNION BADGE.
[c. 1908].
£ 1,250

Enamel circular pin badge, diameter 36mm, divided into three blocks of
colour: dark green at centre, white middle circle, purple circle with gilt
ornaments at edge. Lettered in gilt ‘WSPU’ on central segment; a very good
example.
A very attractive enamel pin badge, distributed by the WSPU in the early
part of the 20th century. It is an unusual design, one that Florey suggests
could be the ‘first pin issued’ by the movement. Florey describes a very
similar badge (‘a circular enamel piece in purple, white, and green with the
initials WSPU emblazoned on it’) as advertised in Votes for Women, the
publication of the movement, in 1908.

THE FIRST

PRINTED ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF WOMEN’S ELIGIBILITY TO VOTE

76. [VOTES FOR WOMEN]. THE STATUTES OF NEW ZEALAND: Passed in the Fifty Seventh
Year of the Reign of Her Majesty Queen Victoria and the fourth session of the eleventh parliament of
New Zealand, begun and holden at Wellington on the Twenty-second Day of June, One thousand
eight hundred and ninety-three. His excellency the Right Honourable David, Earl of Glasgow,
Governor. Wellington. 1893.
£ 850
FIRST EDITION. 4to, pp. viii, 539, [1] blank; light foxing to title and a few minor spots in places, but

otherwise clean throughout; in contemporary cloth, spine lettered in gilt, expertly recased, spine and boards
rather sunned, back board creased along centre; with the contemporary ownership stamps of ‘Hampden
Borough Council’ at head of title and front free endpaper; a very good copy of this important document.
Inspite of it’s dour title and rather dry subject matter this is a significant work, indeed a landmark publication
in the history of ‘votes for women’: The Statutes of New Zealand, fourth session of the eleventh parliament,
1893, contains the first printed acknowledgement of a woman’s right to vote.

On 19 September 1893 the governor, Lord Glasgow, signed a new Electoral Act into law. This is found in the
present work as Act 18, ‘An Act to amend and consolidate the Law relating to the qualification and
registration of electors, and the conduct of elections of members of the house of representatives’ (p. 35) in
which it is noted that where the context of “person” is stated this ‘includes woman’ (p. 37). As a result of this
landmark legislation, New Zealand became the first self-governing country in the world to grant all women the
right to vote in parliamentary elections.
‘The suffrage campaign in New Zealand began as a far-flung branch of a broad late-19th-century movement for
women’s rights that spread through Britain and its colonies, the United States and northern Europe. This
movement was shaped by two main themes: equal political rights for women and a determination to use them
for the moral reform of society (through, for example, the prohibition of alcohol).
New Zealand’s pioneering suffragists were inspired both by the equal-rights arguments of philosopher John Stuart
Mill and British feminists and by the missionary efforts of the American-based Women’s Christian Temperance
Union (WCTU). A number of New Zealand’s leading male politicians, including John Hall, Robert Stout, Julius
Vogel, William Fox and John Balance, supported women’s suffrage. In 1878, 1879 and 1887 bills or amendments
extending the vote to women (or at least female ratepayers) only narrowly failed to pass in Parliament.
Outside Parliament the movement gathered momentum from the mid-1880s, especially following the
establishment of a New Zealand WCTU in 1885. Skilfully led by Kate Sheppard, WCTU campaigners
organised a series of huge petitions to Parliament: in 1891 over 9000 signatures were gathered, in 1892 almost
20,000, and finally in 1893 nearly 32,000 were obtained – representing almost a quarter of the adult European
female population in New Zealand’ (see http://www.nzhistory.net.nz/politics/womens-suffrage/brief-history).
In most other democracies - notably Britain and the United States - women did not win the right to the vote
until after the First World War.
Not listed separately on OCLC, but found amongst various sets of the Statutes recorded.

‘TO

LADY NEEDLEWORKERS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD’

77. WARREN, Eliza & PULLAN, Matilda Marian, née Chesney. TREASURES OF NEEDLEWORK;
comprising instructions in knitting, netting, crochet, point lace, tatting, braiding, and embroidery: illustrated
with useful and ornamental designs, patterns &c. London: Ward and Lock, 158 Fleet Street. [1855]. £ 200

FIRST EDITION.
EDITION. 8vo, pp. xv, [1], 448; gold and colour printed additional title-page and frontispiece; original red
cloth, the spine and upper cover decorated in gilt to a design by John Leighton, gilt edges; a bright clean copy.
The dedication of Treasures of Needlework is ‘To lady needleworkers throughout the world … in the hope
that it may aid in the production of those ornamental and useful articles that add elegance to the boudoir and
yield a profit to the fancy fair.’ The contents were chiefly by Mrs Warren and Mrs Pullan and originally
appeared as contributions to the Family Friend.
Both authors had been widowed by the time the work was published, Eliza doubly widowed indeed. Matilda
Pullen came from an upper middle-class background and was thrown on her own resources, even though such
a move was frowned upon in her own sphere. Eliza Warren, however, came from a lower-middle class
background and did not have the same social difficulty and was thus able to make journalism her profession.
‘In 1849, the newspapers announced that Mrs Warren, “the celebrated Artiste in
Fancy Needlework,” “ha[d] undertaken the superintendence of the Work-Table
Department” of R. K. Philp’s recently established Family Friend. A few years later,
she was joined by her colleague Mrs Pullan, with whom she co-authored Treasures in
Needlework, published by Ward and Lock in 1855. The 450-page collection
consisted of patterns published in the Family Friend, each presented under the same
heading used by the magazine, “The Work-Table Friend.” In their introduction,
Warren and Pullan advertised their periodical work by referring readers for
“whatever elucidations may be needed of any work or design in these pages” to “the
current numbers of the ‘Family Friend.”’ In February 1856, shortly after Pullan had
stopped contributing patterns, the magazine similarly announced a more interactive
approach to fancywork instruction’ [Ridder & Remoortel].
See Jolein de Ridder and Marianne van Remoortel Not “Simply Mrs. Warren”: Eliza Warren Francis (1810–
1900) and the “Ladies’ Treasury” and Marianne van Remoortel: Threads of Life: Matilda Marian Pullan (18191862), Needlework Instruction, and the Periodical Press, Victorian Periodicals Review, Winter 2011 and Fall
2012; OCLC records copies in North America, at the Winterthur Museum, Toronto, Alabama, NYPL, UC San
Diego and the Smithsonian.

‘THE

LADY’S IMAGINATION IS AS FERTILE
AS HER STYLE IS REFINED’

78. WHITWORTH, Laura Annie. THOUGHT WAVES:
Lyrics, Ballads, & Poems. By Mrs. Edwin Whitworth (Laura A.
Dudding). Dedicated to Miss Anne Marriott. London: Published
by S. Grant Sprague & Co., 295 Oxford Street. [1883]. £ 285
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp.[8], 94, [2], advertisements; title printed in
gold (offset foxing), the second leaf with an albumen portrait photo,
and signed below in ink by the author; original green cloth, the
upper cover lettered in gilt.
Laura was the daughter of a curate at Worlaby in Lincolnshire who
wrote a steady stream of chiefly religious poetry together with a
number of songs during the 1870’s and 80’s. Born at Manchester in
1850 she lived the early part of her life in Lincolnshire and after her
marriage to engineer, Edwin Whitworth, lived chiefly in Manchester
and Nottinghamshire. She was, however, considered a Lincolnshire
poetess in her own day.
The subjects tend towards titles such as ‘Childhood’s Days,’ ‘A Cry of Despair’, ‘Aching Hearts’, Eventide by
the Sea’ and ‘Age comes Creeping’ which are chiefly written in the high tide of Victorian sentimentality. Her
publications appear to be semi-privately printed works which may account for their scarcity, in this copy a
number of authorial corrections appear in ink. A leaf of advertisements at the end show that her poems were
written chiefly with a view to having them set to music. The Ladies Pictorial stating that the poems were
‘much above the average’ and that the ‘lady’s imagination is as fertile as her style is refined.’ The dedicatee of
the book, Annie Marriott, was an important oratorio and ballad concert soprano, and the text notes that
several of the songs had been written for her.
OCLC records one copy, at the University of Waterloo in Canada; apparently no copy in the British library.

FOR ‘THE

CAREFUL PERUSAL AND ATTENTION OF THE

FEMALE READER’

79. [WOLLSTONECRAFT, Mary]. CRESSWICK, W.? THE LADY’S PRECEPTOR; or, a series of
instructive and pleasing exercises in reading; for the particular use of females; consisting of a selection
of moral essays, narratives, letters, Dialogues, and Poetical Compositions, Materially Interesting To
The Sex: Intended for the Cultivation of their Minds, and to assist them in varying their Mode of
Reading; By Mr. Cresswick, Teacher of Elocution. London: printed for G. and J. Robinson, in
Paternoster Row. 1804.
£ 1,850
SECOND EDITION. 12mo, pp. viii, vi contents, 426; apart from a few marks, a clean copy throughout; in
contemporary mottled sheep, spine ruled in gilt, joints cracked (but cords holding firm), some surface wear
and rubbing to extremities, but overall a pleasing copy, with the contemporary inscription ‘A C Pinheiro’s
Prize Book, Decr. 24th 1806. The Gift of Mrs. White’ on front free endpaper.
Uncommon second edition of this offshoot from Mary Wollstonecraft’s Female Reader, clearly ‘designed to
take a free ride on the reputation of the original’, originally published a few months after the Vindication of
the Rights of Woman in 1792, when interest in Wollstonecraft was at its height.
‘The relative duties of daughter, wife, mother, friend, and valuable member of society, are forcibly inculcated
in this Selection, and submitted to the careful perusal and attention of the Female Reader, the encouragement
of parents and governesses, and the approbation of the public’ (Preface, p. vi).
After Education of Daughters (1787), The Female Reader (1789), with its preface on female education, was
Mary Wollstonecraft’s second contribution to the discussion of female education; both works acting as
precursors to A Vindication of the Rights of Women, 1792. For many years the selection of passages of verse
and prose to be used in the teaching of girls and women was believed not to have survived. That Mary
Wollstonecraft had written a book called The Female Reader was known from a reference in Godwin’s
Memoir of the Author of the Vindication of the Rights of Woman, 1798. ‘She compiled a series of extracts in
verse and prose upon the model of Dr. Enfield’s speaker, which bears the title of the Female Reader; but
which, from a cause not worth mentioning, has hitherto been printed with a different name in the title page
…’

In an unpublished note discussing his copy of the first edition of The Female Reader (now in the Bodleian),
William St. Clair, author of The Godwins and the Shelleys, 1989, describes The Female Reader, as ‘The
struggle for Women’s education. The rarest of the works of Mary Wollstonecraft precursor to A Vindication
of the Rights of Woman long believed lost … As the first ‘reader’ designed specifically for young women,
‘Cresswick’s Female Reader’ evidently attracted interest among educationalists. A rival was published in 1792,

The Lady’s Preceptor; or a series of the instructive and pleasing exercises in reading for the particular use of
females … By Mr Cresswick, teacher of elocution, (J. and J. Robinson; Hookham and Carpenter: London,
1792, second edition 1804) … the rival publication was evidently designed to take free ride on the reputation
of the original. Indeed it was evidently designed to persuade the unwary that it was Wollstonecraft’s book not
only by the general similarity but by, for example, including extracts from Wollstonecraft’s Original Stories’.
Despite only being an offshoot, The Lady’s Preceptor nevertheless contains much to compliment the original
work, and bears testament to Mary’s influence and reputation. It is curious, however, that the publisher’s saw
fit to issue this second edition at a point when Wollstonecraft’s reputation was rather tainted. Perhaps it’s
rarity confirms that it wasn’t a commercial success, and the fact that the present copy was given as a prize at
the end 1806, seems to add further weight to this.
How much of the work is actually by Mr Cresswick, or Creswick, an actor and elocutionist who died in
January 1792, is slightly open to doubt, and the name may have simply been useful for the publishers to hang
their work on.
OCLC records one copy only, at the British library.

AMBIGUOUS

INTENTIONS

80. WRIGHT, Joseph, of Derby, artist and WATSON, Thomas, Mezzotinter. MISS KITTY
DRESSING. London: Published Feby. 20th, 1781, for Watson and Dickinson, No. 158 New Bond
Street. [1781].
£ 1,250
Mezzotint engraving [447 x 332 mm] some minor creasing and occasional marks but with a good contrasting
tone, cut to plate mark [as usual] with the addition of a 7mm border to three sides.
The subject of the print shows two sisters, probably up to no good, and having put aside the doll are seen
attempting to dress a rather surprised kitten. That this is being done by candlelight with no adults present, and
the viewer looking on at the height of an invisible third child, appear to confirm the artist Joseph Wright’s
slightly ambiguous intentions.

The subject of Miss Kitty Dressing, which is also known under the title Two Girls Dressing a Kitten by
Candlelight, would have been described in the late eighteenth century as a ‘fancy picture’, a type of picture
between portraiture and works with a historical or literary theme. The sisters also appear in another famous
Wright of Derby painting An Experiment on a Bird in the Air Pump cowering as they watch the experiment
taking place.
Born into a professional family solidly established in Derby, Joseph Wright (1734–1797) was educated at
Derby grammar school, teaching himself to draw by copying prints. He then began two years’ training under
Thomas Hudson, then the most highly reputed portraitist in London. While most of his contemporaries
believed that reputations could be made only in the metropolis, Wright chose chiefly to live and work among
his family and friends. His career demonstrates that he did not lose by this. As a portrait painter he received
abundant commissions from midland sitters, and his understanding of the society that bred them gave his
portraits an individuality lacking in much fashionable metropolitan portraiture. From 1765 Wright exhibited in
London, annually at the Society of Artists, 1765–76, then less regularly from 1778 to 1794 at the Royal
Academy. Wright also exhibited in 1778 and 1783 at the Free Society of Artists, and in 1784 and 1787 at the
Society for Promoting the Arts in Liverpool. During the 1770s over half the thirty-five or so works he showed
there were ‘candlelights’, in which the source of light - a candle, sometimes a lamp, later fire from a forge was usually concealed but could be observed to throw powerful shadows over faces, stuffs, and objects,
altering perceptions of colour itself as objects receded from light. Many of Wright’s smaller candlelight
pictures combine dramatic effects with fairly prosaic subject matter, as in Two Girls Dressing a Kitten by
Candlelight (Kenwood House, London), or in pictures of girls reading letters or boys blowing bladders.

The engraver, Thomas Watson (1750–1781), was born in London, the son of Thomas Watson (d. 1791),
printseller, and his wife, Esther. Nothing is known of his training but he rapidly matured as a fine engraver in
mezzotint and in stipple. He exhibited with the Society of Artists between 1773 and 1776, showing a series of
fine mezzotints. Most of his early prints were published by himself (or more probably by his father) from
Broad Street, London, in alliance with the book and printsellers Samuel Hooper and Walter Shropshire. He
engraved portraits and fancy subjects with equal dexterity and interpreted a number of artists, notably Sir
Joshua Reynolds and Daniel Gardner. In January 1779 Watson and Shropshire published a fine set of six
‘Windsor Beauties’, portraits of ladies of the court of Charles II after paintings by Sir Peter Lely now at
Hampton Court. About that time Watson went into partnership with William Dickinson, a fellow engraver in
stipple and mezzotint and another favourite engraver of Reynolds. From then until 1781 Watson junior
engraved or supervised the making of some twenty-eight plates that went under his own name and
contributed to the establishment of a thriving business. Early in the summer of 1781 Thomas Watson junior
died suddenly at Westminster, and Miss Kitty Dressing was among the very last of his mezzotints to be
completed.

A

WOMAN’S PLACE IN SOCIETY, FROM A CONSERVATIVE VIEWPOINT

81. YONGE, Charlotte M. WOMANKIND. London: Walter Smith & Innes, 31 & 32 Bedford
Street, Strand. 1889.
£ 200
NEW EDITION, PRESENTATION COPY. 8vo, pp. viii, 327; some occasional foxing, due to paper stock;
original blue cloth lettered in gilt, (spine slightly dulled); inscribed on front endpaper ‘Dorothea Yonge from
Mary Yonge Jan 1st 1892’.

Womankind, first published in 1877, was Charlotte Yonge’s personal take on women’s place in society, as judged
from a severely middle class, conservative viewpoint. Her attitudes would not cut much ice today, but the book
does reflect Victorian middle class moralistic attitudes, and is often quoted as such. Charlotte Yonge was in the
habit of using her middle name Mary in correspondence and within her family, the recipient Dorothea Yonge
(1870-1968), was a daughter of one of Charlotte’s cousins Rev. Duke Yonge of Puslinch in Devon.

In a letter to Arthur Innes, her publisher in 1889, she states: ‘I think it is a very good thing to cheapen
Womankind, especially as it is getting a start through the Mothers’ Union taking it up.’ In fact this edition of
Womankind seems to have launched a new direction in her career for by 1890 she became the editor of the
journal of the Mothers’ Union, Mothers in Council. As a Christian organisation the Union was intended to
train young women on how to be mothers, the Union however attracted the most attention from widows
and spinsters. As Charlotte had recently lost control over her own magazine, The Monthly Packet, she was
determined to edit a magazine again, even one with a circulation limited to Mothers’ Union members. Maybe
Charlotte thought that her new edition of Womankind was an appropriate gift for the 20 year old Dorothea,
as she entered her own womanhood.
Charlotte M. Yonge (1823-1901) began writing in 1848, and published about 160 works during her long life,
chiefly novels. Her first commercial success, The Heir of Redclyffe (1853), provided the funding to enable the
schooner Southern Cross to be put into service on behalf of George Selwyn. Similar charitable works were
done with the profits from later novels. Yonge was also a founder and editor for forty years of The Monthly
Packet, a magazine (founded in 1851) with a varied readership, but targeted at British Anglican girls (in later
years it was addressed to a somewhat wider readership).
OCLC records three copies in the UK, at Exeter, East Anglia, and Nottingham and two in North America, at
Texas and UC Riverside; apparently no copy of this edition in the British library.

The End

4 [Baden-Powell]

